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Foreword
For several years the supervisory staff of the Secondary English

Department has been exploring linguistic approaches to the study of
the American English Language. This study has been pursued through
hearing information-giving lectures by out-of-state consultants, reading
of selected references and follow-up discussion in English depart-
mental meetings, attendance at institutes conducted by regional
colleges and universities, and participation of some staff members in
the preconvention workshops conducted by the National Council of
Teachers of English in connection with national conventions.

From this intensive study, the supervisory staff under the chair-
manship of Milton Velder projected a series of workshops for the
Baltimore City Public Schools. This series was planned in three
phases, the first partially financed with ESEA funds and the third
entirely financed with ESEA funds.

Mr. Ve lder, with the cooperation of L. Earl Wellemeyer, Josie
C. Smith, Charles L. Allen, Elsa R. Graser, Jean B. Owens, and
Virginia P. Redd, set up these purposes for the workshops:

Phase I (summer 1966) to train a nucleus of informed personnel in
the new approaches to the study of the Lnglish language so that
they may serve as leaders for future regional city-wide work-
shops.
Phase II (school year 1966-1967) to study in depth the topics
presented in the first phase and to prepare materials for the
third phase.
Phase III (school year 19674968) to conduct city-,vide work-
shops on a regional basis open to all elementary school
teachers and secondary English teachers. Each regional work-
shop to be headed by members of the English supervisory staff T
and by teachers selected from participants in Phase I Workshop,
This Bulletin reports con(lensatiors of tape-recorded lectures

and discussions in the Phase I Workshop. Vincent D. Malin awl John
J, Schreiber of the Bureau of Publications attended the sessions, tape
recorded the lectures and discussions, and prepared the condensation.

Mr. NIalin and Mr. Schreiber read the transcriptions, made by
the secretarial staff in the Bureau of Publications, and drafted the
condensation along the lines planned by the editor with Mr. Wider
and Dr. Graser and the staff in the Bureau of Publications.

Mr. Wider and Dr. Graser read the condensations, as well as
thr, transcriptions, and assisted in determining how fully the lectures
would be reported,

Each lecturer retains copyright privileges for the material
which appears in this Bulletin.

The Bulletin is offered to the Baltimore City Public School staff
and to the profession as a useful orientation to the topic "Linguistic
Approach to the Study of the American Language."

ANCELi, M. BROENINC. Editor
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Language

"Here we are with language which we have devised
and yet we do not understand the thing," Dr. Laird
said at the outset of the Linguistics Workshop, and
then he promptly demonstrat'd that he has a thor
ough knowledge and understanding of "the thing."
Dr. Laird gives us an intriguing picture of Language
as it has developed from Chaucer to Chomsky, from
Sanskrit to Pennsylvania Dutch, and from primitive
symbols to the Oxford English Dictionary.

CHARLTON LAIRD

I have been asked to tell you what is
language. We are dealing here with one of the
mysteries of the world. Here we are with
language which we have devised and yet we
do not understand the thing. We do not know
where it came from and we do not know what
it is. We come close to knowing what it is.
We do know something of how it works.

Language is a mystery in which for a long
time we had very little interest. As far as we
can tell, earlier, relatively primit:ye people
just ignored it. They used language but they
asked no more about it than they did about
something like walking and eating. It was
something one soon decided to do and the
ability to do so was just assumed to be there.
In fact, in many quarters it was firmly be.
tieved that language was always there. You'll
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remember God and Adam are supposed to
have started using language at once, discuss.
ing relatively difficult subjects the first day.

Mystery of the Mind

One reason we don't know how language
works is that language is the product of the
mind and we don't know how minds work.
Neurologists insist that minds work as a re-
sult of an almost infinite number of binary
choices, that is, the only thing the mind can
do is to say "yes" or "no." Apparently, our
minds work like a computer but they deal
with such great bodies of materials so rapidly
that comprehending what the mind is dying
as it deals with an unbelievable number of
binary choices is incomprehensible. A comput-
er has tanks of knowledge stored in tapes
and drums and when it is asked a question, it
just assembles this body of knowledge and
gives its answer on the basis of that body of
knowledge. Our minds apparently work in

3
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very much this way. They have stored up
results so that when there is a decision to be
made, they don't say, "Well, now, in light of
everything, considering the possibilities of the
future, I would think this might be good"
they can't do that at all; they say "yes," "no"

that's all they can do. When I speak it's
simply the result of an inconceivably large
number of "yes" answers. Something in the
brain is being asked to do something and it's
saying "yes" or I couldn't speak to you. That
is the pattern the way the mind works.

That's what language has to be somehow
an amazingly complex collection of

"yes's" and "no's." It is obvious why chil-
dren don't learn to talk any sooner than they
do. They have to build up a body of material
out of which they can get "yes" or "no"
answers, and obviously some things are easier
to get "yes" and "no" answers to than others.
And while the children are learning these
things, they are building up their tanks of
knowledge that can be drawn upon and be
concatenated.

We seem to be the kind of creatures to
which language is native. And as we can't
have language without human beings, we
couldn't have human beings without language

we weren't human beings until we had
language. Presumably it was so much fun
being human that we just had to become,
human and learn how to use :dnguage at the
same time. This is the best tvess we have as
yet, that this kind of stuff, this capacity and
need, is in us.

Language as Symbol

We are, for better or worse, in the middle
of a popt.lat;on explosion and a knowledge
explosion and both of them demand that we
have more ability to use our brains and more
ability to communicate with other brains. The
principal instrument for both of those is lan-
guage, and not only is it the means of com-
munication most people use for the most vital
purposes, it is also the best device to promote
thinking that man has ever found. Language
works with symbols, and communication ap-
parently has to work with symbols.

All of the arts use symbols. A dancer
comes out and puts one hand up in the air;
this is some kind of symbol although one may
not know what it is a symbol of. This is not a
very precise symbol but it's still a symbol. I
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can go on to the mathematicians who can
think in mathematical symbols. I have a
friend, a composer, who, 1 believe, can cc-
tually think in tone. Tones are symbols suffi
ciently precise for him so that his mind can
work directly with them.

But the largest body of relatively precise
symbols and there is no other group even
close is the symbol or the symbols that
make up the language. And apparently this is
true not only of our society but of all socie-
ties.

Our job as English teachers then is to help
people use this means of communication, this
means of thinking. I said that language seems
to rest upon symbol. Susanne K. Langer in an
exciting little book called Philosophy in a
New Key' suggests that apparently our culture
came to be because of a symbol, and that at
the root of what makes us human lies lan-
guage, because language is the most potent
body of symbols. She thinks of language not
as sound but as something that happens in
people. Surely, we can recognize this as true.
Machines can speak, devise words, and make
them into sentences, but someplace in the
process human beings have to be involved.
Language has to have thought at both ends.
It has to start in thinking and it has to end in
thinking and it isn't really language working
until at least two brains are involved.

We don't know what happens when people
learn, but it is obvious that numan minds
somehow are of such a nature that they need
language, they devise language, and they go
on acquiring language and producing it. And
one doesn't wonder that this is a tremendous
job that the child faces; he doesn't know he
faces :1, but gradually he is absorbing the
concepts of learning what language is goad
for, how to use it, and even how it works. In
a relatively' few months, a child has acquired
a few words. In a few years, he knows all the
most important aspects of the grammatical
system. In a few years the child has learned
the essence of how the language works and
learned this without being told. He has un
consciously signed a sociolinguistic contract
in which he has agreed to use words as
counters and an integrated system, that is, in
a manner which has already been accepted by
the rest of his society.

This is a pretty complicated business, then,

I. Swninne X 1 Polesaphy in A,n Vnfi,
1S,n4s.TIst Nen Ilneri sn 1 ihrsry.19521
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and it is not surprising that it takes the child
some time to acquire quite a lot of vocabu-
lary as well as acquiring ways of using it.
There is another impediment. One reason a
child can't learn to read and to speak any
sooner than he does is that he has to get
ccatrol of one of the most agile and difficult
muscles in his body.

Control of the Tongue

It takes a long while to develop sharp
control of even the most blundering of our
muscles. And if there is a more difficult
muscle to control than the tongue, either
physically or psychologically, I wouldn't
know what it Language works most of the
time through sound and thus it has to be
thought of as sound and linguistic phenom
ena. Language comes into being as a dis-
turbed stream of air, and one of the disturb.
ing agents in this stream of air is the tongue.
What the tongue can do is utterly staggering.
It has to do it, of course, quite unconsciously.
You can't talk very much or you can't work
very well if you have to be telling your
tongue specifically what to do. The child has
to learn to control this extremely difficult
muscle.

We have discovered that most languages
that are extant are related to some other
language. The concept of language fanclies
had to be developed because we haven't Leen
able to trace the ancestry of any working
languages back to a first language, whatever
it. was. Al! languages that we know work with
linguistic units although some languages,
rather than either words or sentences, nave
what are called syllables or syllable clusters.
These have value only when they are used in
relationship to something else and when some
way is known to get them into relationship.

Every language has some kinds of linguis
tic units, and all languages that we know also
have ways of handling them so that they can
do more than they could by themselves. The
first of these wet's is what we call vocabulary,
the inventory of syllable clusters, and the
other, of course, is grammar, the way Ian.
guage works.

Sample of Language

We want to talk about English as lan-
guage. We often talk about language as eti-
quette; I suppose this is the way language is
talked about most of the time. When people
get angry about what youngsters are doing
and not doing, it's because they haven't done
just what that person thinks they should do.
We talk about language as correct conduct.
We certainly talk about language as comma
nication. And we think of English not as
language, but as a language. English is a
language and it can be studied as a language,
but it can also be studied as a sample of the
nature of language.

To discuss the growth in semantics, the
growth of meaning, and the shift in meanings
requires some background statements about
the language as a whole. It may be difficult
to define a word, to say what it is, but it is

obvious that we have inherited some meaning
and a body of meaning (if you'll allow me to
say we have something I previously said
didn't exist), a body of association, and we've
inherited also a body of sound. Any of you
who have studied English in an earlier form,
Old English or Middle English, will know
that there are observable similarities between
modern sounds and older sounds.

The various words we have, even the re-
coPstruction of these words, show that some
sounds haven't changed very much. For in
stance, our word name just about tSat in
the earliest form that we have been able to
reconstruct for it, the is, it started with an
[n] and it dosed with [m] and it had
some kind of vowel in between. This vowel
has changed a little from time to time, but
actually it has corm out now just about wk.
it was in the earliest reconstruction. Also,
there must have been some body of associa-
tion.

The word man, which has changed a little
in sound but not too much from the earliest
time that we know anything about it, suggest-
eel the species to which we belong and more
particularly the male of that species. This is
again a body of meaning or association or
ability to call up something that hasn't

Serious students of dialects in the United Slates seek to reconcile the diverg-
ing groups and lo provide the wider understanding of each other that a mature
political community must gain to endure.

lio,n I M.1..Airi. ir . "tn., An fnn,,r 1 n,11.6, 1,4,)
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changed in many thousands of years.
I don't mean to say that sound hasn't

acquired new ability to call up associations or
that it hasn't lost some. But, at least, we do
have a long continuing set of sound and
meaning and these somehow associate.

Etymology

I've already suggested that language is a
set of symbols. We have these symbols; ve
don't know except within certain limits where
they came from, and we don't know how they
work. We have splendid etymological diction-
aries, particularly the Oxford Dictionary of
English Etymology, which has just been pub.
lished.

Another v-,,ry engaging and useful book,
Origins, by Eric Partridge, approaches the
etymology of words in a little different way
than does the Oxford book. The author or-
ganizes material under larger units in a corn
prehensive treatment of a word and its rela
fives. The Oxford book, however, handles
nearly 30,000 words, pursuing these words 10
their origin. In essence it gives an etymolog
ical statement about ail the commonly
used words in the language.

The Oxford English Dictionary has a stag.
gering body of information collected in ow
set of volumes about one language. The edi
tors of that dictionary undertook no less than
to record the history of every word of any
currency and of every use of that word in the
English language from the time it apneared in
the English language down to 1900. On the
whole, the Oxford English Dictionary takes
the words back to Old English. It lists the
first citation that has been found for a word
along with what may have been the immedi
ate ancestor of this word, what it was like in
Proto-Germanic that is, what form can be
postulated by comparing Old English with
Old Norse and Gothic, and the like. But the
book didn't go beyond that. The new etymo-
logical dictionary is actually the last volume
of the Oxford because it does for etymologies
what was not done in the Oxford itself.

The 19th century showed how these ety.
mologies can be traced. We know, for exam-
ple, that the word mother appears in English
and the word maser occurs in Latin. We may
not be able to figure their intersection as
accurately as we could if we are triangulating

to find a forest fire from two fire stations, but
we do see that both words begin with "m,"
both have similar endings, both have only
one main vowel, and there is another similar.
ity which, although spelled differently in the
two words, is the [t] sound. But you will
notice that it is made I. topping the air
that is what we call a "plosive" or "stop,"
and we know that consonants are made by
either stopping the air or disrupting it a little.
If you disrupt the "tuh" you get something
pretty close to a "huh." There, sounds are
closer to each other than they seem when you
spell them. And furthermore, if we were able
to do this a lot of times, if, for instance, we
compared /oh, r and pater, we would see that
even though ti.e English set is different from
the Latin set, they differ in a consistent way
You have "tuh" in the Latin consistently
where you have "thuh" in the English.

By means of progression into the past we
can go back to the English and Latin loots of
these words, back to the place where they
must have separated. We can use another
example. The words mother in English, mut
ter in German, hound in English, and hued in
German are words that have a relatively sim
ple similar sound. Also, mutter means the
same thing in German that mother means in
English. What we've found out is that we can
assume that English and German have some
kind of common ancestor. Swedish and Dan.
ish have a common ancestor, and French,
Spanish, and Italian have a common ancestor
in Latin. Now, according to what we have
already said about mother and "rater, and

father and pater, it looks as though we could
go back and reconstruct ancestors to those.
This is the basis of modern and reliable
investigation of language.

For a long time we didn't suspect this. It's
rather curious, looking at it now, that we
didn't suspect it. Every literate person in
western Europe for a thousand years knew
that there were languages like French, Italian,
and Spanish, and that although these lan-
guages were different, they came from Latin.
They had the evidence right there before
them, everybody knew it, but they did nothing
about it. People went right on assuming that
language had somehow happened and that
the fact that languages were related to one
another was something that somehow hap-
pened and you didn't go beyond that.

6
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Great Discovery

It took an intelligent Englishman serving in
India (and maybe one or two others) to get
the idea. The Englishman, being an English
public servant, was an educated man; he
knew Latin and Greek, and, of course, he
knew English. When he got to India he found
evidence of an ancient language, Sanskrit,
and to him the similarities among Latin,
Greek, and Sanskrit were just too great to be
coincidental. Once the suggestion of relation.
ship had been made, you could just see the
evidence everywhere. It was picked up by the
scholars, Rasmus Rask and Franz Bopp, and
their work was elaborated by Jacob Grimm,
one of the Grimm Brothers of the: fairy tales.

Since that time, in the early 19th Century,
we have had a sound nderstanding of the
nature of language and we've been able to
add to that trerneadous bodies of material.

You can find charts of the family of Ian-
guages in many books on language and in the
front of most good dictionaries.

We can reconstruct a language which we
call Indo-European, abbreviated IE. lade-
Europeans is not, we assume, what these
people called themselves. We don't know
what they called themselves, maybe just "the
people," which is what people usually call
themselves as though there aren't any other.
Rut we've called the language Indo-European
as a sort of description of where it existed,
because the descendants of this lineage are
found all the way from India, westward
through most of Europe.

In some books IE is called Aryan because
one of the early research workers on the
subject found the word Ar and he rightly
guessed that this was the same word as in
Eire. The word Ar means something similar
to preparing ground for growing, and the
researcher assumed that Ar was a plow be.
cause there was also evidence that these Indo.
Europeans had horses. Therefore, he called
these people the "plow people." Unfortunate.
ly, tater we found that although the Indo.
Europeans had horses, they milked them in
stead of using them as draft horses. But
these Indo-European people did spread out
from central eastern Europe and did so quite
rapidly, carrying their language with them.
This may have happened around 6,000 B.C.,
which is a good, rough guess now.

Some of these people went southeast
through the Khyber Pass into wnat is now
India and took over the more fruitful parts of
the subcontinent. The language that they
brought with them was what we call Sanskrit
and from that has descended the modern
Indian languages.

Dialects

After they got to India, some of them
crossed back past the Himalayas to the ncrth.
Some years ago, the ruins of cities were dug
up in the Gobi Desert and archaeologists
found clay tablets and other artifacts which,
when compared to reconstructed European or
even to early S skrit, made it apparent that
the writing c.. the tablets was in a language
descended from Indo-European. We call this
language Tocharian and it was sufficiently
distributed in the Gobi Desert to be recorded
in two forms, Tocharian A and Tocharian B.
Why were there two dialects? Here is one
thing we mean when we say that lanbuage
always changes. If two sets of people speak-
ing basically the same language are thrust
into two sets of places, apparently they'll
originate language variations and in time they
will be speaking noticeably differently with
the distinct possibility that eventually they
won't be able to understand one another.
Placing people in separate areas creates what
we call dialect, i.e., when languages change
enough so that you notice a marked difference
but not enough so that people can't under.
stand each other.

Now, we're in the presence of another con-
cept. I have told you that language always
changes. I have to go further and say that no
person ever speaks exactly the same language
that another person speaks. An individual's
pattern of speech or language is an idiolect.
Up there in the Gobi 1)&.ert, there were a lot
of people like you and me, each one industri
ously speaking his own idiolect. But they got
broken up enough so that one group spoke
Tocharian A and another spoke Tocharian B,
and probably there were some Tocharian C
speakers who were unfortunate in not having
their clay tablets survive. There never was a
time, however, when half of the Sanskrit
speakers decided to speak Tocharian A and
half of them Tocharian B. Languages change
infinitesimally. So, one would not say that
IndoEuropean b-came Sanskrit and Sanskrit
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became Indian; this just isn't true. We have
some samples of the language as spoken 2,500
years ago (quite different from what they're
speaking in India now) but the change didn't
come in one grand, wild leap of 2,500 years.
The language kept changing and the people
that were speaking Sanskrit were no more
aware of that change than we are that we
were talking in a slightly different idiolect
yesterday.

There obviously have been hundreds of
dialects and perhaps languages that we don't
know anything about that died out. We have
no reason to think that these languages died
because the children got :o saying "ain't."
The languages died because the speakers died
or because they were overcome in war, poli-
tics, society, o: something else. Languages
cannot die of themselves. They die only be-
cause something untoward happens to the
speakers of the language. But many lan-
guages have died, of course. We know of
more than 3,000 languages that did exist on
earth and there are many fewer than that
now.

The Hellenic languages were another sub-
family of 1E. Some of these people moved
east and used what we call Old Slavonic and
that's given us Russian, Polish, and various
other Slavic languages. Some of these moved
west and this western division included Ian-
guages like Celtic and Latin, offshoots of
CeltoItalic. The Celts tended to be in north-
western Europe, on the peninsulas and is-
lands, and the Welsh, Irish, and Gaels and
Bretons are remnants of them. Meanwhile, the
southern movement of the w'tcrn stream
(sometimes called Italic) gave us Latin and,
as you know, from Latin comes the Romance
Languages.

ProtoGermanic Origins

The 1E language that we're most interested
in is ProtoGermanic. ProtoGermanic broke
up into various dialects, West Germanic,
North Germanic, and East Germanic. There
probably was a South Germanic, too. Perhaps
the greatest of all these Germanic peoples, so
far as their impact was concerned at the time,
were the Burgundians, but today we don't
have a whisper of Burgundian. We don't
knr,w what it was like except that it must
have been a Germanic tongue. If any of our
ancestors had been pious and zealous enough

to translate the Bible into Burgundian, we
might know something about the language
today. But I gather they weren't. One Egyp-
tian Ufilas was pious and zealous
enough to translate parts of the Bible into the
Germanic language that he knew and hence,
we do know something about Gothic today.
Ufilas' translation of the Bible survived in a
unique manuscript in Sweden.

The Goths were pushed out of the way by
the invading Huns and other people bringing
another kind of language. They were speaking
a Ural-Altaic language from Siberia. These
people went down into the Balkan Peninsula,
over into the Italian Peninsula, conquered
and sacked Rome, went on to what is now
southern France, down to Spain, down in
North Africa, and, finding they didn't like
North Africa after all, came back to Spain
and settled in southern France. One branch of
these people went north. They lived in the
northeri, part of Europe and up into what is
now the Scandinavian Peninsula, and after a
while they spoke what we call Old Norse. Old
Norse resembles Old English in some ways
but is distinct. And from Old Norse comes
Icelandic, Danish, Swedish, :hid other tongues
in that area.

Some of them came west and from the
West Germanic people we get High and Low
German, meaning only that some lived up
near mountains and some lived down near the
seashore. The people who lived up toward the
mountains spoke what is called Old High
German which has now become modern Ger-
man.

Those who lived down toward the seacoast
hat somewhat different dialects and from
these have descended Frisian, Dutch, and oth-
er languages. Another group went over to the
island of Britain and took with them notably
different dialects. These resulted eventually
into what we call Old English, and from that
Middle English with more dialects, and from
that Early Modern English with still more
dialects.

I hope that you do something with dialects.
Sometime during the year get some dials..ct
records and play them to your students. An
ordinary American simply cannot understand
the variety of English dialects unless he hears
some of them. You know a little about it now.
You know that some people say ''Balmore"
and others say "Balmer." But this is a small
difference. People hear a Cockney scant and
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they assume that Cockneys speak this way
because they are uneducated people. What
they don't realize is that Cockney is by no
means the most distinctive British dialect,
that there ire many of them and that these
are different enough so that a trained ear can
tell the difference when he goes from one
parish to the next one. People from one part
of England understand people from another
part or England only with great difficulty
unless they are moderately well-educated.
They speak British, you see, and they speak it
a little differently in Cambridgeshire than
they do in Lincolnshire but not enough so
that it really interferes with communication.
And you, as an American, will be still worse
off. I have talked many times to Englishmen,
and not only did I not know what they were
saying, I didn't know what the subject of the
conversation was.

There are a great variety of dialects and
these dialects go right back to Old English, to
the way in which differences were enforced by
the Danish invasion and eventdally the Nor-
man invasion of England. I do not think the
tatter brought. French to England with the
rapidity that is often assumed, but, of course,
it did have its effect, and particularly it had
its effect because it shifted the capital of the
city from Alfred's old capital at Winchester to
London, which was much handier for the
Normans. It was a much better port than
Winchester, which was not a port at all. The
connections with the Continent were better so
that French influences began countering in
London. And as the trade built up, as the
importing of ides built up, d.A as the im
porting of goods built up, these came into the
area.

Philology

This tremendous idea that languages exist
ed as they do because they had come into
being by descent and on the analogy of the
family, was nearly concurrent with the growth
of the Getman university, and German schol
are, on the whole, built up this whole family
tree, not only the family tree for Irdouto
pean but for other bodies of language such as
UralAltaic, that great body of languages in
Northern Asia of which Finnish is a language
of a subgroup called Finno-Ugric; the Semitic
body of languages including Hebrew; and the
Sinitic body including a large number of

Oriental languages. Mary more are not as
large as these but we've been able to relate
almost all known languages to some other
known languages and reconstruct family trees
for them. Here and there you'll find a poor
waif we don't know anything about and
Posque is one of these. We're beginning to
guess dew that perhaps Basque descended
from the Ligurians.

This endeavor to understand language by
reconstructing the past of language a..d mak-
ing this reconstruction mainly upon the writ-
ten record was the job of philologists. The
philologists knew that language was Token,
were quite aware that the I-do-European
could not have been able to write. If they had
been pinned down they would 1 ave admitted
that language was sound and that one had to
think about it as sound (Grimm's Law is a
statement of the relationships of the sound of
the consonants) but they tended most to think
about language as written language, concen-
trating on the dead languages because these
were the most interel.ing ones to them.

Relatively recently, we have had a different
approach based upon the assumption that
language has individual sounds u..d that these
sounds can be identified. For instance, when
you say the word tutor, notice that you do not
put your tongue in the same place for the first
t as you do for the second t. When saying the
word bit, you will find that you put your
tongue in still a third place for the t. The r,
then, has three different sounds at, least. One
is initial, one is terminal, and another is the
medial. And I am sure you could find more I
sounds in English than that one.

This was a revolutionary idea. It got
people to look closely at contemporary Ian-
guage; they discovei'td they could find out all
sorts of things about language if they exam-
ined it very closely in the way it exists now,
as a living language, and from this approach
has come the science of linguistics. I think an
acceptable definition, maybe the most useful
one, of linguis -s is that it embodies all the
procedures for studying language in a way
which is likely to put the emphasis upon the
working languages that we know. So this
doesn't mean that linguists deny philology.
They recognize that linguistics has grown
straight out of philology, for which linguists
now use the term historical linguistics.

All philologists use the languages that still
exist; all philologists know that the sound
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was important; all philologists try to think
about the ways sounds change and the way
meanings change and the relationships of lan-
guage to human kings, te the users of it, but
linguists shifted the emphasis a little more.
They are relatively more concerned with lan-
guage and they have developed specific tech-
niques which were unknown to the philolo-
gists. For example, you could call linguistic
geography one of the modern techniques. It
was actually discovered by a philologist but it
was pu' to work by the modern linguist as
one of a number of techniques characteristic
of modern language study.

l've already pointed out that all languages
presumably come from an earlier language
and that these languages may be in a lan-
guage family. There has never been a time
when the words that you speak that have
come from Indo-European have not been in
your language. A word like feet put your
ancestors back at least as far as Indo - Europe.
an. Every one of them called these pedal
extremities "feet." They didn't necessarily
pronounce it that way but they had some
sounds that denoted those objects and thus
you have the descent within the language. I
emphasize descent because one is inclined to
say "comes from." Here, "( )1nes from"
means it comes from Indo-Eur pean and it
just kept coming all the time.

If you'll look in the dictionary, you'll find
that a relatively small percentage of the
words you use have come to us in that way.
They're likely to be very important words
they're "man," "woman," 'house," "home."
These are the words people live with; they're
likely also to be "and," "but," "of," "into,"
"off," and so forth the kind of words we
speak with. But the words that come from
someplace else than Indo-European are very
much more numerous.

Borrowed Words

Here, then, we are in the presence of the
process of borrowing. Anytime a body of
people has contact with another body of
people, some words will leap across this bar-
rier.

This is a different phenomenon. A word
like "foot" has come right down from Indo
European speakers and there's never been a
time when your ancestor was not using the
word "'lot." But only recently have we been

using the American Indian "pogonip" and the
Pennsylvania Dutch "cruller" and "pan-
haus." They are borrowed from someplace
else and we have gotten them because we had
some kind of contact with people who used
that word and for some reason we thought it
would be handy to have the word. So we just
took it. I think it will be interesting to young-
sters and be fruitful for them to know that
most of our common words come from Old
English and that most of our specialized
words are borrowed. If we want to make
people's backbones tingle, we use a very large
part of Old English words because those are
the boneingling words, those are the words
people have lived with.

As I have said, English an ludo- Europe.
an language, part of the Germanic branch of
that language. The ancient Germanic-speaking
people had already had some contact with the
culture that was flowing north. Roman trad-
ers worked through them because Roman
goods were much better than the goods they
had, and Roman words began to infiltrate
their language. For instance, an inlet from the
sea into which you could get away from a
storm, was a harbor or a haven, i.e., it was a
place of safety. But if this thing was devel-
oped with marine facilities by the Romans, it
acquired the Roman name and was called a
port and one distinguished between a ha-
yen and a port. A haven was a phenomenon
of nature, a place that had always been there;
a port was manmade, something with wharves
and piers that could handle vessels of the size
the Romans used.

More words came from the Continent, par-
ticularly when Christianity was imported and
more or less became the official religion. A
great body of the early import borrowings in
vocabulary were Latinate words involving ec-
clesiastical terminology.

It is extremely unusual to find a word that
has been devised in recent times. New uses
for old words are constantly being devised,
but the great bulk of the words in ours or any
other language, so far as we've been able to
discover, have eithet descended from arcestial
languages or beer. borrowed from some
lace else. They already exist in that Ian

guage, and we just take them more or less
whole.

The major fact of our history is the. most
of what we have we borrowed and we bor.
rowed on a line from the eastern Mediterra

10
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nean, west of the Mediterranean, north across
Europe, and from the British Isles to this
country. We have a great body of words that
have come to us from France, but some of
these words got into French in a special way.
The word "franc" is a Germanic word. The
French picked up a few words from the Ger.
mans. They were Gauls and the Gauls were
Celts, so the French picked up a few Celtic
words. Of course, we borrowed them. We
didn't care or know whether they were Celtic,
Greek, or Latin, or what they were.

We have borrowed, then, from French, we
have borrowed from Latin before it got to
French, we have borrowed from Greek before
it got to Latin, and so on. The result is that
we have a large body of borrowed words.
Those borrowed words can come from many
sources but by a curious accident we have
borrowed most of them from right within the
IndoEuropean family.

When the Germanicspeaking Norsemen
came to Britain they brought their dialects
with them but some changes which had al.
ready taken place in Old English had not
taken place in Norse. For instance, the fk)
sound which was common in Germanic
tongues had become [151 in some (but not
all) English dialects. You can still attend a
"kirk" in Scotland, but when [1E] became
[tJJ the word became "church." This sound
change did not take place in Old Norse. One
modern word that descended from the Old
English stream is shirt, and if it had come
through Old Norse it would have been skirt.
That is, the ] in Old English represents
an [s] plus 1,1c) sound which did not
change in Old Norse.

The impact is not very great, as a matter of
fact, because modern English descends mainly
from the dialect of London. And thus it did
not preserve so many of these northern forms.
If it hadn't been for the Norman influence,
which made London the capital, we might
very well be using more k, g, and sk sounds
than we do.

As I've said before, there isn't any breai in
language. The Normans came in in 1066, end
while historians tend to end the Old English
period around the year 1100, this doesn't
mean that people stopped talking Old English
.n January 1, 1100, and started talking Mid-
dle English. There were dialects and these
dialects went on. But language did change
English changed at a remarkable speed in

1'l
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the Middle English period. And it changed
rapidly, for a number of reasons.

Reasons for Changes

One is that language is likely to change
when it's fighting for its life. And Old English
was not only fighting for its life; it was
fighting the underdog fight -- or it looked
that way. All the learned people were speak
ing and writing Latin. But it wasn't the Latin
ihat survived. And the more fashionable
people, he business people, anybody who had
to get ,noney out of the government, were
speaking French. French was the business
language, the language that people were
taught, the thins they learned in school. Or it
was French of a sort, developed by whatever
teachers they had who had learned French as
a second language. But the main language
was obviously not English. It was something
that came in with the Normans and developed
from the Normans. And sometimes it devel-
oped a long way.

Just to show you how far this sort of thing
eventually went, here is a handsome sentence
picked up by R.W. Chambers out of the law
courts: "II jeter un brickbat qui narrowly
missed." Most of this is French.

Clearly, during this time things were hap-
pening to Middle English with its confusion
with French. On thing that began to happen
fairly soon was that Middle English picked
up a large number of French words. These
did not come mainly in the AngloNorman
dialed. They did not begin to come in any
number at all until a couple of hundred years
after the invasion, in the Middle Ages so far
as culture was concerned. The Mediterranean
culture which had been building up was now
rolling in heavily. because the English people
eventually conquered France. Many more
words were borrowed while the Englishmen
were running France than there were while
the Frenchmen were running England. Who
beat whom doesn't make very much difference
to language, but who uses whose goods does.
And there's no question that the goods were
going mainly in one direction and that the
words went right along with them.

You can find many examples of this. One
example is found in Chuck. When Chaucer
speaks of an ordinary clock, the kind ore
might have in one's home, he calls it a clock.
That is, it was an Old English instrument,
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oerhaps not a very good one, but it was such
as they had. But in the passage in the "Nun's
Priest Tale" in which he's telling how accu.
rate was the rooster's sense of time, he says
that the rooster's crowing was more accurate
than the hortoge. A hor!oge, of course, is just
a French clock but it was the kind that was
imported from abroad and put up in the clock
tower. So, if you imported goods and ideas,
you also imported the words with them and
you used your regular vocabulary for your
native stuff

The greatest body of borrowing, the highest
percentage of borrowing, that the English
have ever done was in the Fourteenth CFI.
tury, and the new words came mainly frov..
French and after that from Latin.

When London became the capital, a lot of
Midlanders moved down to London. Al.
though people were coming from every direc-
tion to London, on the whole, the great bulk
of people, the great bulk of culture, tended to
be northern and eastern, as against southern
and western. Because London was making
itself felt throughout the country, this mid-
land diatect became the central dialect as far
as the growth of the language is concerned.

One handsome old fib perpetuated in the
textbooks is that English grew from the dia-
lect of London because Chaucer wrote the
language undefiled and that he was the one
that fixed the language for us. But poets are
not the determiners of the language. A good
poet certainly has more impact upon the lan-
guage than a good cabdriver has, but it is
probable that all the cabdrivers of the world
have more impact on the language than all
the poets of the world because there are just
more cabdrivers. And students are going to
do more to determine the language than
teachers will.

The Dialect of London

Modern English descends more than any-
where else from the dialect of London just
because that was where the industry centered,
that was where the commerce centered, that
was where the government centered, that was
where the society centered, that was where the
thinking centered. London rapidly became the
biggest city, and it was also the exporter of
the language as well as it was the developer
of the language. So that, for instance, if you'd
compare Chaucer's Canterbury Tales with the

contemporary work, Gawane and the Green
Knight which was probably written in Lon-
don, too, although by a northwesterner, you
will find that the language in Gawane and the
Green Knight appears to be about two hun-
dred years older. Why? Because the changes
in language were centering in the southeast.
The grammar was becoming more simplified;
the endings were falling off more; probably
some of ti a changes in sound that are charac-
teristic of Modern English were already de-
veloping as well as a great efflorescence of
vocabulary and a specialized vocabulary. The
horse and his accoutrements were wellnamed;
they usually carried French names because
the military equipment was developed in
France or on the Continent and came through
France, and the horse and his rider were
handsomely adorned with fancy Frenchnamed
armor. But any Ind of specialization, and
kind of development, was likely to be the
center of a whole body of importation of
foreign terms. The more learned used Latin
terms, the less learned used French terms,
and the good, snug, homey people still used
Old English.

The great English vowel shift was just
beginning to move through the language so
that for practical purposes we can use the
same sound system on Middle English that
we use on Old English, except that by then
the dialects were more pronounced.

dtammatical Changes

Grammar was changing very rapidly. Most
of the fairly complicated endings were no
longer so complicated. The genitive plural of
a good many Old English words was "ena,"
but it doesn't occur very frequently in Middle
English. Those endings that had been made
up of a vet el and a consonant were likely
now to be reduced to a vowel to the
"schwa." There was no regularity about this.
Chaucer used an infinitive without any end.
ing, he used an infinitive with an "e" ending,
he used an infinitive with an "en" ending, as
it was in Old English all depending upon
whichever one happened to fit his rhythm and
his rhyme scheme. Obviously, he was hearing
them all on the streets of London and he
would use any one of them just as a poet
today feels that he can rhyme a.gain with
either rain or hen and be entirely respectable.

There was obviously great variety of pro-
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nunciation. The northerners spoke with many
more velar consonants, and if you don't be.
lieve that Chaucer had noticed this, read The
Reeve's Tale where he introduces a couple of
boys who are talking a northern dialect. So
far as we can reconstruct the dialect of the
north, Chaucer was reproducing it quite ac-
curately. And if there is some little difficulty
in applying mod .in sentence patterns to Old
English there is almost no difficulty with
Chaucer. You can read it, as far as word
order is concerned, as though it were Modern
English.

Mechanics become particularly interesting
in Middle English. In the Old English period,
most people did not write and if they did,
they wrote in Latin.

With the two prominent dialects of the
Middle English period problems presented
themselves. A westerner would write would,
for world, an easterner would write werM.
One word girl was spelled gyrl or gun/ in the
west and Berl or girl in the east. The dialectal
differences led to differences in spelling. I've
seen one manuscript, a publication of the
Early English Text Society, in which the
s.ribe used the same ;.ord in four successive
lines of poetry and he did not spell it the
same way twice in any of those four lines.
Scribes obviously didn't have any agreement
between them about spelling and some just
didn't bother. The idea of correctness in spell.
ing simply didn't exist.

Put.ctuation was beginning to be used a
little although it had not been much used
earlier. The oldest punctuation mark is the
apostrophe. It appeared because when the
alphabet from which the Latin alphabet de-
scends was first developed it contained only
consonants and just didn't bother with the
vowels. People were supposed to know
enough to put in the vowels, and they merely
put a little mark at the top of the word to
indicate the omission of the vowel. This mark
became our apostrophe, which still indicates
an omission.

Punctuation
About this lime the 14th and 15th

centuries more use was being found for
punctuation although there was no uniform
snstem. A dot would appear at the top, or at
the bottom, or in the middle, and, apparently,
for some people each of these positions had a
meaning. With Caxton's first printing some

uniformity began to appear out of necessity.
Caxton used almost nothing but slanted lines
at the end of sentences and this served hrn
well except when he got to the end of a
paragraph. But it took the printers to show us
how to punctuate.

Printing, however, was not a linguistic
phenomenon. It was an cconomic one; Caxton
printed almost all textbooks, or relatively
popular books of instruction, or religious
books.

Caxton published only one book written by
a contemporary which one would call liter-
ary, Malory's Morse d'Arthur, and Caxton
published it because he thought it was his.
tory.

:ally speaking, except for a rather
slight normalization of mechanics, printing
had relatively little influence upon language.

The Renaissance, Shakespeare's time, be-
fore and after, was marked by another great
influx of culture, flowing in from the Conti.
nent in the 15th and 16 centuries, in fact to
the 17th century. But it wasn't a rebirth of
something dead. It was a shift in emphasis,
and it certainty was an acceleration.

Grammar had gone on changing rapidly.
By Shakespeare's time, most of the endings
were gone. We haven't been able to lose
endings since Shakespeare's lime (we didn't
have very many left to lose) and some of
those that we kept have been pretty useful.
We wouldn't need to use the plural in a
language, we could get along without a plu-
ral, but it is a handy device. The fairly obvi-
ous changes that were occurring were less use
of inflection, more rigidity in the sentence
pattern, and more development of devices like
the subordinate clauses and verbal construc-
tions.

By the 18th century, language was pretty
orderly in appearance. Spelling was a little
different, but not much different. People still
didn't know what to do about punctuation.
They were using a lot of colons where we
would use semicolons, but ;hey were con-
scious of punctuation and they taught it. And
their idea, apparently, was to let punctuation
indicate the amount of pause that an actor
would use on the stage counting one !vat
for a comma, two for a semicolon, three for a
colon, and four for a period.

But there was no agreement as to how to
use capitals. Some people capitalized all
nouns and printed all proper nouns in italics.

13
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In spite of a lot of variety, people obviously
were working toward some kind of regularity.

By now they were talking about vocabu-
lary, and there were those who didn't like
"newfangle" words, as they called them. The
word was from Middle English newe fan-
gel. One should use only English words, they
said, and not terms cooked up out of Latin.
Another argument was whether to use more
Latin words, not more Latin, because by now,
of course, Latin was taught in the schools. All
educated people knew Latin, and they could
deliberate on these matters. Other people de.
fended the beauties of the English language.
Spanish and similar languages were consid
ered effeminate but English had the good
virtues of solid English yeoman.

Policing the Language

All sorts of people now knew Latin and
they were beginning to write grammars. Ben
Jonson wrote a grammar of English on the
basis of Latin. He just took a Latin grammar
and found some English examples to fit the
Latin rules. Such grammars were the basis of
the English grammar for a good many years.
By the 18th century, grammars were being
written in English instead of in Latin but they
were still based on Latin grammar.

People had now become concerned with
how to behave. Because London had become
a fashionable court, one had to do the right
thing, the elegant thing, the appropriate
thing. So all sorts of people were policing the
language. "This was right, that was wrong."
"This was barbarous and not only was this
barbarous, but everything everybody else
wrote was barbarous." "I'm the only one who
knows the language," one of these would say,
"and the others are all wrong." If he could
find a Latin rule to fit a case, it was right. If
they couldn't find a Latin rule to fit, it was
wrong.

The 18th century was sure that Latin was
right and that English was wrong. The 18th
century relied on what they considered a
fundamental principle called universal gram.
mar. Their notion was that since God gave us
language, he must have given us grammar,
and that whatever grammar we got from him
would be divine, perfect, and holy, and that
any change of this grammar roust be a de.
cline from it. All one had to do was just to go
back to whatever God gave us and that would

be correct. One assumed that this grammar
would be Latin because, after all, Latin was
what God and the angels spoke in Heaven.

The reason one couldn't find as much
grammar in English as in Latin was not that

as we understand today because the
languages were essentially different and the
grammars couldn't be expected to be the
same, but that English, something spoken in
the barbarous islands off the coast of Eu-
rope, naturally, would have declined more
than God's own language, Latin, or Greek,
the language of the highly respected Aristotle.
Between God and Aristotle one would find
the nearest thing to perfect grammar, the
nearest thing to a universal grammar, If one
wanted to find out whether an item of gram.
mar was right or wrong, he just went back to
Latin and Greek; here, while one might not
be quite at God's elbow, at least he could be
fairly close to His footstool.

Cartesian Linguistics, a new book by
Noam Chomsky published by Harper and
Row, is going to attract quite a lot of atten
tion. Chornsky points out that a man like
Descartes was smart enough to realize that
there must be something like a universal
grammar; that is, since we are all human
kings with somewhat similar minds, if we
got deep enough into language, we must come
to a place where there's something universal
in it. And by universal grammar Descartes
means the inevitable relationship everywhere
between language and mankind. But to the
18th century mind, universal grammar meant
Latin grammar.

Grammar is not of the earth solid. It comes
from life and is to be understood as life,
growing, changing, phantasmagoric. We have
not always understood this. We have some
times tended to study grammar as we study
geology, the record of something laid down
rockribbed and ancient as the sun. Instead.
we should study it as we study zoology, a
subject order with system, with symmetry, yet
one in which change is the essence, not the
accident. True, some grammar must be pur.
sued as we pursue paleontology, the persistent
remains of old life. But although the paleon-
tologist is studying trilobites as part of a now
unalterable record, if he studies them only as
rock he will never understand them. As rec-
ords they are revealing of life and time, and
as time they are dioramas of ancient life.

1,1
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So bits of old grammar can be studied as
sounds which no longer seem regular or as
spelling problems to trouble the young. But
as records they reveal time and the human
mind in the ancient sea of living language.
Grammarians have sometimes misread the rec-
ord because rigidity in grammar has its
philosophical foundations in the 18thcentury
concept of universal grammar; it recruited its
scholars from among the authoritarians, from
among those who love security and authority
more than they love 'ife. Even the more
liberal students of language have not always
been mindful of the zoologic nature of gram-
mar.

The philologists, for example, endeavored
to study language objectively. They did excel-
lent work upon which modern linguistics has
its firm foundation. But they sometimes forgot
that in language the study of a letter of the
alphabet killeth but the sound giveth life. A
word may acquire grammar from its circum
stances as in: "How are you coming?" "Fin.
ished."

Even physical circumstances may supply a
sort of grammar. For example, the sign on a
store front, "John Bean Jewelry," does not
imply that the proprie'or's middle name is
"Bean." These minor evidences of grammar
help to define grammar itself, to put limits to
it. Grammar is the elaborate formalized and
highly specialized means with which linguistic
units can be used so that a language becomes
adequate for tne subtle and infinite demands
made upon it.

Curious Paradox

We must now observe a curious paradox.
Although grammar is universal in the sense
that all languages have grammar and appar-
ently must have it, no two languages have
been discovered which use the same grammar.
No language has ever been discovered that
used only one grammatical procedure. All
languages use some combination of more
than one grammatical principle, and each of
these various devices is apparently almost
infinite in its possibilities.

English uses word order as a linguistic
device. A "cold head" it not the same as a
"head cold"; "grammar, science of the"
means nothing except in an index; "grammar,
the of science" means nothing at all.

In language we're likely to have two sorts

of things: linguistic units that are associated
with meaning, and some way of working with
them. We can either keep them apart or we
can put them together. On the whole, our
attention has been drawn most to putting
them together because the grammar that
we've tended to venerate has been one that
has put them together in certain ways. We
can guess that units of language tend to get
together in some such way as this.

Suppose we ha,,e a unit that means "wom-
an," and another unit that means "lots of." If
we then have quite a number of these charm.
ing creatures we can stick the symbols togeth-
er and we have "lots of women." Likewise, if
we have something that means "ducks," we
can combine it with the "lots of" unit and get
"lots of ducks." Now, pretty soon we have
some symbol that means "more than one."
We can assume that this is the way plurals
developed, that we had a meaningful designa
tion which became a classifier, a classifier
which could then be attached to anything to
obtain some kind of recognized use.

Language students tended to notice that
some two units can be put together and retain
their integrity. For instance, we certainty do
this in making vocabulary, what we call com
pounding. The classroom blackboard used to
be called a blackboard because it was a black
board. Now many people call them chalk.
boards. But in any event, "black" and
"board" and "chalk" are all units and can be
used without each other for semantic put,
poses, but, of course, they can be used for
grammatical purposes, too. Or we can have a
unit that has a meaning and which can be
used by itself. To it, we can append things
that cannot be used by themselves but still do
have a known use, the things we call affixes;
prefixes, if they come al the beginning, in
fixes, if they come at the middle, and post.
fixes or suffixes if they come at the end.
English does use this device within limits for
grammatical purposes. For instance, suppose

invented a gadget and called it a " gipso."
Then if I attached it to another machine it
would be said that I had "gipsoized" that
machine. And if you knew what a "gipso" is,
you would know what "gipsoizing" is. I
could adapt this to a television set and there.
fore have "giixsoized" television. Once a word
has a meaning, it can pick up the suffix vile
and the like.
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We have the term "synthetic," putting
things into a whole, for the kinds of grammar
that I've been describing and other terms,
"inflectional," for example, are used for
these.

One assumes that there's a kind of a pro.
gression here; that we start by sticking to-
gether meaningful units, roughly keeping the
meaning that they had, and then doing this so
much that we get to using a unit just for that
purpose even though it still retains some of
its old life as a meaningful unit. And then,
finally, it goes on so much that it doesn't any
longer have this life.

This, of course, is all postulation because
we have no language that we have been able
to trace through this whole sequence. But it
seems plausible that if we start sticking things
together, when they are linguistic units, we
can't go any further than the time when
they're reduced to no meaning at all but a
use, probably as some kind of classifiers. And
most of these classifiers are quite small.
Sometimes we get them with several syllables,
as ena in Old English, a genitive plural where
we probably have the remains of two classifi-
ers run together, one indicating plural and
one indicating something like possession.

Another aspect of combination is some-
times called incorporation. This is a device
which Erglish uses a little. If somebody says,
"Get out!" he needn't include the subject, but
we would assume that the subject is included
in the verb.

You know that Latin uses incorporation to
a considerable extent. It can put any of the
pronouns that can be used as the subject
within the verb. Some American languages
not only incorporate the subject in the verb;
they also incorporate the object in the verb so
the verb shows who's doing what to whom
and why.

It is possible for even one of these prin.
ciples of combining to become quite complex.
Indo-European had more than a dozen differ-
ent classes of nouns. And Indo.Europeans
had three different classifications of modifiers.
So there was one set of endings on the nouns,
another set of endings on the modifier and in
Anglo -Saxon even the article was declined. So
you could get the article declined one way,
the modifier declined another way, and the
noun declined still a different way. These
things can become complicated.

The other way of handling the linguistic

units is analytic, keeping them apart in vari-
ous ways. One of the most obvious things is
to change the order; we can have a fairly
rigid order for things if they go together one
way and a different order if they go together
another way. We can build up fairly rigid
patterns. Once we hear the syllable "the" we
have started a sequence which has to end in a
name for something. We may say, "The very
cantankerous, longnosed, objectionable.. ."
but we've got to get to "man" or something
like it; we can't just keep going.

Obviously, other sorts of things can be
done. We can use some kind of word to
indicate a relationship. Say "of ducks" and
everyone knows that the ducks are now relat-
ed to something else. It can be dozens of
ducks. It can be a number of things, but
ducks has now been introduced into some
kind of sequence in which modification is
involved. The word of which nobody can
define indicates relationships. And, obvi-
ously, English has gone on using this device.
It's clearly one that we have been developing.
In earlier Old English, even where we can
find some order we can't translate it with any
certainty unless we know the paradigm sys-
tem that had descended more or less from
IndoEuropean. And as English changed, the
order became important; the inflections be.
came less important; the inflections became
less important until now we do not have
many of them anymotz. At the same time,
these other devices were developing. Indo-
European had verbs but no use for what we
call auxiliaries because the verb carried with.
in itself classifiers which indicated how it was
being used.

We find more complex verbs in Old Eng.
lish, but, relatively speaking, not very many,
but we now have great streams of them. "I
could not go to the concert last evening but I
should have liked to have been able to go."
We can build up extremely exact words. That
process obviously has grown in English. Old
English, of course, had no specific future. It
used the present for the future and maybe it
wasn't very much interested in the distinction
between what is going on now and what is
not quite yet going on But, if it had to make
that distinction, it had ways of making it with
other words, devices to indicate time.

Old English did, however, have a few
words that were turned to this purpose, al
though presumably in Old English they were

16
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not yet used to this way. It had the word
"sculan" which meant "ought to, should have
an obligation."

We can say now, "Mary is going to get mar-
ried." If this sentence had been said long
enough ago, the assumption would have been
that Mary is undergoing transportation. She's
afoot or she's on horseback or she's in a
buggy. And when this movement stops, she
will be at the point at which matrimony will
occur. That's not what it means any more.
That is, the semantic meaning of "is going" is
almost completely lost, and it's obviously
becoming a future.

There is no one language so far as we
know and there never has been a language
that can be described by one principle in
grammar because languages always use more
than one. But if a language uses one kind
dominantly, for convenience we call it by that
principle. And on that basis we would charac-
terize modern English as an analytic lan-
guage. For grammatical purposes, we use
word order. We use the words that we have
taken from elsewhere and make them into
auxiliary kinds of things. We clearly use this
device more than we use inflection.

But since there will always, so far as we
know, be more than orx grammatical prin.
ciple at work in any language in any given
time, there is no such thing as the grammar
of English or of any other language, if you
think of grammar, as most people do, as a
body of grammatical statements.

All modern grammarians now quite frankly
agree that it's possible to accept not only one
of several fundamental principles of language
but also one of several secondary decisions.
They apply the principle of parsimony and
adopt whatever gives them the simpler and
better ordered statement.

Grammatical Sta te men t
A grammatical statement is a human edi.

lice. It's something thrt we raise in order to
promote our understanding of the language.
It's not what's there. It isn't possible to say
what's there. We may come close enough to it
so that most people will agree, or at least we
may come close enough to it so that we get
an ordered statement. But all we can hope is
that once we halve established our assump
tion, we can come to something like an agree.
ment as to what the statement about the
language would be.
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The grammar that got started when we first
became self-conscious about grammar was
based upon Latin grammar, and based to a
remarkable degree on an elementary Latin
book, of all things. There were better ones
but they were hard to come by. The one book
that was readily come by, and the one that
teachers knew and used, was the one that
labeled the eight parts of speech. And that's
the reason we have eight parts of speech,
because, in the simplifying manner in the
Middle Ages, it was decided there were eight
parts of speech in Latin. If Latin was the
universal grammar, there must be eight parts
of speech it English. So we conjured up eight
parts, and there've been eight parts ever
since. This is the assumption that the Ian.
guage will be best described by identifying
the parts of speech.

If we examine English, it's pretty hard to
determine what the parts of speech are except
as we find a word in use. But in an inflection.
al language if the word carries within it a
form, and this form means that this word can
work in only certain ways, the part of speech
idea becomes applicable. If we learn Latin,
we scrupulously learn that certain forms can
be this, or this, or that, and we check to see
which one will make sense in this sentence.
Within limits we can describe the grammat.
ical properties of any given form in the Latin
language. In English, however, form is not
the best approach, although it certainly has
its us,, for English operates under more than
the one principle inherited from Latin.

This was, on the whole, the approach to
grammar in the 19th century: defining the
parts of speech. People through the 19th cen-
tury tried to be scientific. And the grammat-
ical theorists called themselves scientific. That
is, they had found a way to study language
objectively to an extent it had not been stud.
ied before. They had found a way of express-
ing me history of a word and how that word
grew. They called this being scientific and
compared to the irrespOnsible thinking about
language that had gore on before, it was
scientific. Etymology was more scientific than
grammar because it was relatively easy to
trace the development of a word, but how
could they measure grammar? They could, a
little, by naming the parts of speech and
defining them but this wasn't very scientific
particularly since many words just wouldn't
fit the definition.
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Valid Grammar

Early in this century in trying to find a
way of being more scientific about language,
people realized that languages could be ap-
proached from one point of view sound.
We're assuming now that we will get a valid
grammar by starting from sound. And wheth-
er or not it's the most useful grammar, the
most nearly valid grammar, at least this ap-
proach is legitimate if it develops as a way
that is consistent within itself.

The starting of language study with sound
was combined with another idea, that is, ti.at
sound will always have some kind of order of
appearance. Languages have some kind of
rigid structure and you can, by definition,
reduce any language to its units of sound and
then determine the order in which these
sounds can occur, what the structuralists call
the "privilege of occurrence." They analyze
the language on a structural basis by first
breaking it down into all of the sounds and
then finding out which can occur with others
and in what order they occur. And when they
get that they have an objective description of
the language on a fairly simple basis. This is
what is called structural analysis or taructural.
ism, or more commonly structural linguis-
tics.

The structuralist works on existing lan-
guage and tries to extract the grammar from
it but we've lately decided to work on the
language that is coming into being and find
out how it comes. Because since this is Ian.
guage in process of generation, we call it the
generative grammar of the language as it is
developing. Generative grammarians have
tried to write out the laws that would describe
the way the English language comes to be.

This gets pretty complicated unless you use
another device called "Transformation." For
instance, the sentence, "The dress is red," can
be transformed into the phrase "red dress."
Conversely, adjectives can all be transformed
into one of several types of sentences. This
allows you to make a much simpler statement
description of the whole language, but I'm
not going to go into that at this time. It can
get elaborate and, as far as I'm concerned,
that's the difficulty with it. It rapidly gets
elaborate.

You'll find that Noam Chomsky's little
book, Syntactic Structures, is the foundation
of this abuse of generation in grammar. This

is a little book of a little more than 100 pages
and it is one of the toughest little books that I
have ever encountered. I read it again and
again till I knew what he was saying. But he
gets only just barely past the simple sentence
and I can tell you that so far as I'm con-
cerned the major problem in grammar is not
to be found in the simple sentence. But any-
way, you will hear more about that and more
about its uses, if it has uses, and it now looks
as though it has great uses. It's being used in
many schools and with quite a lot of apparent
success.

We should, however, develop a different
grammatical statement. Are we to start with
the assumption that function is primary in
English and develop our description centrally
upon function, using other grammatical con-
cep's only when we need them? As yet this
has not been done with entire success al
though great progress was made by the Dan-
ish grammarian, Otto Jespersen.

When ! said that no satisfactory grammar
of English inis as yet been based upon func
tion, I was not at all implying that the present
statement would be satisfactory. If it is any
thing at all, it is a pioneering work, and
pioneers characteristically make blunders
which become laughable in light of later
knowledge. As Sapir put it, all grammars leak.
And I shall be happy if this one proves only
moderately sieve-like. And even if it should
prove to be essentially sound, it will be too
brief to be adequate as a description of the
working of the language. I mike my observa
lions about previous functional grammatical
statements only to justify my attempt. Previ
Gus efforts to write a functional grammar of
English have not been sufficiently successful
to preclude further similar contributions.
And I'd say that this does grow out of
something I have already said in a still
more elementary way in the Afiracle of
Language.2

I should admit that my grammatical state-
ment will not be scientific. Most grammars
ere not scientific in any great sense. Exact
science requires exact measurement, and no
one has yet been able to measure all aspects
of language exactly.

Structural linguistics makes some pretense
to scientific accuracy and is more exact than

T Chariton I eird, The Crorte 4 1 anoNee Vorlt. F.,rit R °rid
lilxO 19651.
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the grammar I shall propose because it rests
upon sound, which is measurable. But it can
maintain even rough accuracy, at least at this
time, only by ignoring the larger aspects of
language.

The Main Use of Language

I shall endeavor to be as objective as I
can, but that will not be very objective. 1 shall
in part use meaning. Many students of gram-
mar have demonstrated that meaning does not
provide an adequate means of measuring
grammar. But most students have found it
reliable if it is used with restraint. Even in
structural study it is used in deciding whether
two locutions are or are not equal. I shall
assume that, for grar..natical purposes,
the main use of language is to express or
convey meaning. It can be used for other
purposes, to make an impression, to relieve
one's feelings, to produce musically pleas.
ant sounds. But these minor purposes of
language do not much involve grammar;
consequently, I shall assume that sentences
have different meaning. Having different
meaning, they have a different grammar
unless the difference is accounted for by
the meanings of the words. I should say
that She is happy and She is sad have the
same grammar because the difference in
meaning between the two seems to be ac
counted for by the difference between hap.
py and sad. But She is spanking her
daughter has a grammar which differs
from She is ashamed of her daughter and
She is shamed by her daughter. Spanking
her daughter seems to have, no equivalent
in the two other sentences and is seems to
work differently in the three sentences, as
does daughter.

Here's another insight, handsomely illus.
trated by a tale which, however apocryphal it
may be, reveals grammatical distinctions. Ac-
cording to the story, an American journalist
working abroad needed to know the age of
General Mark Clark. He wired his home
office: How old Mark Clark? The recipient,
finding this query facetious, replied, Old Mark
Clark fuse. flow you?

This tale is revelationsl for the nature of
English grammar and for the sense in which I
am using meaning as a measure of grammar.
In the sentence, flow old Mark Clark? both
the sender and the receiver recognized all the
words and knew their possible uses. They
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even agreed as to the word that was "under-
stood." Bt.t they were assuming two different
orders, that is, two different positions in
which the word "is" was tc occur. The sender
meant Now old is Mark Clark? but the
receiver assumed flow is old Mark Clark?
Transposing old and is gave different mean
ings to the statement and different uses to all
words in the sentence except Mark Clark. The
two sentences have different grammar be.
cause with the change of order the various
words worked differently.

Grammatical Sense

To determine what function is, I shall have
to rely upon something which is called gram.
matical sense. Admittedly, grammatical sense
is not uniform or objective. And it has some
of the same sort of objectivity that the
structuralist claimed for the phoneme. Liter-
ate users of the language would recognize it
and agree upon it. For example, most users of
the language would agree upon the subject of
most sentences once the subject has been
pointed out to them. Now, of course, we shall
find areas in which we're not certain of the
function, but such uncertainty occurs in all
grammatical statements about English, and
probably in all other languages. And at worst
we are likely to know when we are fairly sure
of the function and when we are not. My
grammatical conviction differs fundamentally
from the belief of others who have written on
the subject in that I am making more allow
ance than they have for the now welrecog
nized fact that English is, to a large degree, a
distributive, isolating, or analytic language.
isolating and distributive mean the same
thing as analytic.

Little study has been made of distribution
as a device. I am nct sure how generally true
my assumption may be, but I am assuming
that distribution as a grammatical principle
tends toward fluidity in grammar. At least, I
am convinced it does so in English, particular.
ly in the more elaborate structures, and this
fact has been insufficiently recognized, partly
because of the way in which grammatical
statements have been evolved. The grammar.
ian often starts with a sentence, like Adrian
hates girls, and notices that the subject is
Adrian, the verb, hates, and the object, girls.
It can scarely be denied that the subject is, all
subject and nothing but subject, the verb all
verb, etc. Having e<tablished this principle in
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a simple sentence, the grammarian then as.
sumes that something like this pattern or a
similar one will follow through all sentences.
They always start with these very elementary
sentences in which you get as few words as
possible and as few ideas as possible. And I
believe, as I said before, that this is an
unwarranted assumption, that in most sem
tences of any complexity in English the verb
and the complement are not likely to be
sharply distinguished but are apt to fade into
each other in varied and subtle ways. For
example, in the sentence, Preparing the bar.
beque, the host turned on the spit, we are
forced to accept spit as the complement and
turned on as the verb, since, in a noncannibal
istic country, we cannot accept on the spit as
a modifier telling where the host revolved.
Similarly, I expect to have Uncle Jules for
dinner seems to be clear. But expect does not
here function quite the same as it does in I
expect the same old pork chops for dinner.
We should probably miss the ambiguity in /
expect to have Uncle Jules for dinner because
we should assume that the sentence means, I
expect to entertain Uncle Jules for dinner,
and not I expect to broil Uncle Jules for
dinner. That is, expect can be a verb followed
by a complement, as in I expect pork chops

for dinner but in I expect to have Uncle Jules
for dinner, we might argue for sometime as to
where the verb stops. Is expect the verb, to
have the object, or is the verb expect to have?
As predicates become longer, we should prob.
ably face still more extensive confusion. In
You had better go about doing something to
get that bicuspid filled, what is better? It is
indispensable to the sentence, but is it verb,
or complement, or neither? What about go? It
can scarcely be the verb since I had go makes
no sense. Is it, too, an auxiliary? Is to get an
infinitive, the complement, or is it a modifier
of something? Or is it part of the verb to get
filled? We might rather plausibly say that the
verb is had better go about doing, and the
object is something to get Mat bicuspid filled.
But we shall still have problems in both the
verb and the complement if we insist on being
very specific as to which word is doing what.

The fact is, I believe, that usually in
English words do not do one thing only, and
the meaning of one word helps to determine
the meaning and the grammar of other words.
Consider the following: Little Evelyn tore up
the street and The diesel shovel tore up the

street. Both the meaning and the grammar of
tore up vary with the power of Evelyn and
the shovel. No doubt this fluidity is to a
degree characteristic of all languages, and I
personally suspect it is to be found in many
grammars where it is not much revealed by
the generally accepted grammatical statement
concerning that language. But this is a large
problem and, fortunately, not our immediate
concern. We may suppose plausibly that fluid.
ity is notably characteristic of distributive
gramm, notably not characteristic of inflec-
tional grammar. In inflection, the inflectional
device identifies usually with some individual
word and limits the nature and use of the
word.

In Latin, if a word ends in us, it can be a
noun of the first declension used as subject or
predicate nominative and not much else. Its
other possible uses can be treated with some
thing like finality. That is, its function is
largely comprised within tl.e word as well as
revealed by its form.

In English, the function of a word is not
usually revealed by its form and its function
is revealed by its relationship with other
words and is often shared with them. That is,
we are dealing here not with absolutes but
with strong tendencies. A Latin word may not
comprise one function and nothing but that
function within it, but we expect it to. An
English word may comprise one function and
nothing but that function within it, but we
expect it not to.

Major Functions of Language

Let us examine the major functions which
can be identified readily within the working
of the language. I should say that they are
five, as follows: (1) being subject; (2) being
verb, that is, predicating; (3) completing the
verb; (4) modifying; and (5) showing relation.
ships. We may expect that individual words
may participate in more than one of these
functions and that most of these functions,
notably all but the first, are likely to involve
more than one word.

Of these five functions, we may as well
start with the first, being subject, since it
seems to be at once the simplest and the most
certain. In one way or another, all English
grammatical statements apparently recognize
the existence of subjects, although not all
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grammar need so name them or make much
of them.

Looked at largely, an English sentence can
be broken down into subject and its modifiers.
This seems_ to be the way English works
that we name a subject and then modify the
concept involved in this subject. The girls
are talking. The girls are lively takers.
The girls, talking about their dates, dater
like stripped gears. The girls who have
dates talk more than those who have not.
In these sentences, all the words except
girls can be thought of as modifying our
concept of the idea involved in girls. Of
course, this statement is inadequate, but it
may be suggestive of the essential spirit
and the core pattern of English. English
communicates largely by choosing the sub-
ject and modifies our concept of that sub-
ject. The next sentence will provide a dif
ferent sort of modification of the same
subject or it will provide another subject
related to the first and modify that. The
result is connected discourse with enough
grammar between the sentences, although
most of the sense is provided by the func-
tioning of the words within the sentence.
Frequently, as in the sentences I men
tioned, the grammatical subject of the sen
tence is also the semantic subjtet. But, as
we shall see, any assertion of this sort
cannot be pushed very far.

Usually the subject is the first word in a
sentence that can function as subject unless
something is done to signal that it is not the
subject. In certain fixed patterns the subject
does not come first: Are those girls as silly as
they sound? There are good reasons to con
cider those girls silly. In at least one pattern
the grammatical subject is not the semantic
subject. This pattern requires a verb in pas-
sive voice: You were depressed by the silli-
ness of the girls.

We have noticed that words become sub-
jects only if they can function as subjects. We
have here a sort of parts-ofspeech distinction,
but the structure is called "privilege of occur-
rence." Sometimes the subject may be ob-
scured. In the sentence Dozens of girls were
chattering on the schoolyard the conventional
statement would identify dozens as the sub-
ject, modified by of girls, but surely the girls,
not the dozens, were doing the chattering.
Perhaps one might treat the whole sequence
dozens of girls as the subject. But if we wish
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to break the constructions do,in further, we
can attack the problem better after we have
considered the whole question of subordina-
tion and modification. And what I do there,
of course, is to suggest that we have preposi
tions all right, but we also have postpositions
and we'd probably have interpositions. If you
want to describe these things by their posi
lion, then of is an interposition between doz-
ens and girls, and what it does is to show the
relationship between them within the subject,
not identify one of them as the subject and
the other the modifier of it.

Being verb is the second of these func-
tions. The verb occurs second in most normal
English sentences. Actually, we may do better
here to borrow a concept from the structural.
ist and recognize zero in grammar. The con-
ventional statement, of course, postulates in
such constructions as 1 have shown that
something is understood. This concept would
serve moderately well, but it presents difficul-
ties. What is thought of as missing is not
necessarily missing and it may not be very
well understood. In Janet swallowed, nothing
is missing or understood, but there may be.
Consider the following: "Janet," father said,
"this is silly. You are going to swallow that
oyster." Obediently, Janet opened her mouth.
Father dropped the oyster into it, the mouth
closed. Janet blinked a few times. We sat
entranced. Janet swallowed. Presumably, the
oyster went down.

There is enough grammar between the
sentences so that we should probably guess
that Janet swallowed the oyster. And hence
the oyster as complement is understood. But
the oyster may not have gone down. Janet's
next move may have been to lefty, the table
hastily so that she could spit out the oyster in
private. The fact seems to be that we are here
dealing with two words or two uses of swal-
lowed one of which in the conventional
terminology is transitive, that is, it requires a
complement, not zero, and one which is in
transitive and hence requires a zero comple
ment.

We might, of course, employ another con.
cept of grammar incorporation. That is, we
could my that in Janet swallowed the com
'dement is incorporated within the verb, ex
cept that we do not know whether there is
anything to be incorporated. Janet may not
even have swallowed any saliva. In a sentence
like Help! the concept that parts of the basic
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sentence P re understood or incorporated
works miller better, If help is part of a
sentence sequence, we are probably justified
in assuming that I and want are understood
or incorporated. But if help is an imperative
part, we cannot be sure. Presumably, then,
the subject is you or somebody, and the
complement is probably me or us.

Subject-Verb-Complement

Thus we shall probably describe more of
the constructions in the language if we recog
nize that the basic sentence in English follows
the subjectverb-complement (SVC) pattern,
and that in most sentences in adult discourse
all three parts are represented by spoken or
written locutions, anyone of which may be
represented by zero.

Like the subject, the verb is not very
difficult to recognize although it may be diffi-
cult to define, particularly in the etymological
sense in which defining is putting limits to the
defined object, as ona defines a country by
bounding it. We, base already seen that in
most sentences of two words the verb can be
readily recognized, as in h rained, Ile shout-
ed. But most sentences contain more than two
words. And we have seen also that in many of
the longer sentences the line between the verb
and the complement becomes obscure, as in
You ought to try to get your father to sign
your report card while he is still sober. In
this sentence, the verb begins with ought and
card is surety involved in the complement.
But saying just where the verb stops and the
complement begins might occasion an exten
sive argument.

Perhaps we may postulate a wcrking defi-
nition something like the following: The verb
works with the complement to complete the
predication started by the subject, This state-
ment will presume some other assumptions
and conclusions which we have already ac-
cepte-d: that the normal order, SVC, is not the
only possible ord "r, that either the subject or
the complement may appear as zero, and that
the verb need not be limited to one word
which is verb and nothing else. Remember,
I'm using verb here not as a part of speech
but as being verbs. Whatever works in this
way I would call verb, and eventually I'll
have to get to the place where I'll call some
things that you call nouns part of the verb

because they are essential in the working of
the verb-like portion of the sentence. We
should observe also that this is a definition by
function. Certain words have the privilege of
occurrence that allows them to function as
verbs; words like have, off end shall have
the privilege of occurrence within the verbal
function, mite is, they can work with subjects
and complements in predication. Normally,
they participate in no other function. Many
words, however, may function as verbs and
have privilege of occurrence in verbs but may
also participate in other functions and have
other privileges, such as subject, train, and
ucter.

We could, of course, define each use of a
given sound and its associations as s separate
word. But to do sn would complicate our
problem and probably would not clarify it, as
we shall see when we come to complements
and modifiers. As I am using verb, then, I
mean whatever functions as the verb in a
given sentence, and not necessarily a word or
words which can be recognized by form or by
any other device outside the grammatical se
quence within which it occurs. Of course,
form both actual and hypothetical can be
useful as a practical key in recognizing verbs.

We should ask ourselves now whether the
function of being verbs can be divided into
subfunction-. In inflectional languages, verbs
can usually be divided into classes recogniz
able by form, and these classes can be associ
ated with certain uses. Shat is, the verb can
be arranged in what we call paradigm: era,
eras, eras, erarnus, eratis, erant. On this anal-
ogy, paradigms have been made up for the
modern English verb, also, but they are obvi-
ously inaccurate and inadequate; and they
have been so often proved that we need
spend little space demolishing them. In the
sentence I go to school, go is said to be the
simple present, but in most contexts it obvi
ously is not The speaker probably means to
imply I hate been going to school for some
time or I am going to school nou and I
expect to continue going to school for some
time in the future. A comic book Indian may
be expected to say Me go now, but this is
scarcely the exclusive, the used American
form, or even native American English at all.

On the other hand, go can also be a future
form Fs in the sentence I go tomorrow. Simi-
larly, the imperfect is not the imperfect in
Torn Sawyer 11 hiteuashed the fence. The verb

2
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whit':washed is not imperfect; presumably
Tom thought he was done. On the other hand,
the perfect is not usually used for perfected or
completed actions, as in 1 seem to have been
whitewashing fences all my life. The speaker
presumably expects the whitewashing to con.
tinue. One can say 1 have punched him in the
jaw, which employs the supposed perfect
form, but a native speaker would not usually
use this form in such a sentence. He would
more likely say I punched. In the l-goto
school sentence, if the speaker really wanted
to say he was on his way to school, he
wouldn't say 1 go to school; he would say /
am going to school.

Similarly, the future is difficult to distin
gtiish from the conditional. I shall go is
simple future but the future always involves
condition. When General Douglas MacAr
thur said in the Philippines, I shall return, he
was intending presumably to utter a simple
future. And his statement presages a future
action which became reality. But he could not
know this The war might have dragged on
until after he had retired. He might have been
shipped to another theater cf war. A Japanese
sniper might have shot him the next instant.

If the paradigms of the English verb con-
structed by a partof-speech approach, using
the analogy of the tenses of Latin, is unsatis
factory, can we devise a better? I suspect that
we are not likely to be able to devise a very
satisfactory set of paradigms for modern Eng.
lish. 1 believe it is the nature of the language
that we should not be able to do so. I take it
to be the nature of an inflectional language
that its verb forms constitute a relatively rigid
system, and that this system can be described
by devising paradigms and fitting forms into
them. These paradigms send toward come
pleteness and regularity within the pattern of
the language. If the language declines the
verb for person, there will tend to be distinc
tions for persons in a manner tending toward
regularity. If a language tends to cast verbs
into the form of actions, you may expect to
find something like a tense system labelling
these actions, but actions that are essentially
timeless will be expressed in verbs haying
certain irregularities. This is, although all
languages will evince irregularity as well as
regularity, inflectional grammar tends to pro
mote regularity, and even rigidity.

I suspect that this is not the character h.
an isolating or synthetic or distributive Ian.
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guage, and, accordingly, we should not expect
to find it characteristic of modern English,
which preserves the ancient inflectional sys-
tem of IndoEuropean only partially and has
not tended to develop inflectional devi:;es in
recent times. That is, this may be what it
means to have a distributive grammar or a
synthetic grammar.

Objective Description in Grammar

We have a fluid grammar, a flexible
grammar, a highly adaptable and subtle
grammar, but not a grammar which readily
lends itself to objective description. So far as
we know, however, order and system :re
characteristics of all languages even though
no languages are entirely orderly or systemat-
ic. They all reflect conflicting grammatical
tendencies and they may reflect just plain
accident. They certainly seem to in the pres-
ent state of our pitiful ignorance. Then .e
must seek such order as may be found. We
should remind ourselves that the order and
system of a language may not accurately
reflect the order and system of the same
language at an earlier date, particularly in
English, which has shifted from a strongly
inflected language to a strongly distributive
language. We need not be surprised if the
basis as well as the details have altered.

And here we need to be sharply on our
guard. Grammatical devices are likely to be-
come so overwhelmingly imbedded in the
thinking processes of the users of the lan
guage that an observer of language readily
tends to set the familiar when he should be
discovering the unfamiliar. Thu,-, I immedi
ately become suspicious of myself when 1

observe that a sense of time or tense which
was deeply imbedded in IndoEuropean seems
also to be strong in the modern English verb,
even to provide the basic classification. This
sort of thing has worked to hamper a good
m.oy grammatical statements. The people we
well- grounded in Latin tended to see the
working of that kind of grammar wherever it
could be applied at all, even though they had
endeavored to be objective.

To return, then, to the basic subdivisions
of constructions which function as verbs, I

suggest tentatively that tense may still be

primary for English verbal classification. I

should propose a basic division into ( I } point
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tense verbs, (2) spread tense verbs, and (3)
tenseless verbs. The form I had gone is usual-
ly point tense; it refers to a designated time
prior to another time in the past. So, too, is I
shall have gone and usually I shall go. The
so-called historical present (which might bet-
ter be called narrative prescrit) is also a point
tense form as in the following: He goes quiet-
ly to the closet, dray s out an old Ji..ng piece,
tiptoes to the window, and points the muzzle
0,4.5i,ie. Now we might Wilke that these
constructions cannot be certainly identified by
form. Takes is simple or narrative present,
but it seems to have a broader spread in He
takes his time about ii, doesn't he? and would
be tenseless in Ile always takes his time.

Verb Tense

Large numbers of modern American verbs
evince what I have called spread tense. They
cover a considerable spread of time, but this
spread is firmly limited. For example, Pimple
verbs involving the past do not usually in
dude the future or the present. They tend to
be perfect, although this supposed perfected
action may be what is called progressive.
That is, it may have continued over some
time. I shot Pry old grandmother is presuma.
bly point time and perfect, but I shot birds
all afternoon is perfect although clearly not
point time. The theoretically perfect forms
those with have tend to suggest continued
past action and may even imply present and
future, as in I have been flunking courses all
my life.

Most progressive forms tend to be imper.
fect and to imply a continuous action as in I
was shoveling off the sidewalk. This charac-
teristic is to be contrasted to the so-called
present progressive, of course, which usually
indicates point time in the present. The sim
ple past may be used as a point tense in
narrative, as in Braddock crossed the river
and marched blindly into an ambush, but it is
also used to indicate customary past action;
that is, it is a spread tense as in the follow.
ing: The IndoEuropcaru domesticated horses
and drank their milk but apparently did no
use them as draft animals to plow.

The forms with do, commonly called the
emphatic forms, are usually spread tense or
tenseless verbs. They can be emphatic, of
course, as in I do love you but usually are
not. They are often used in negative state-

ments as in the example above, and they may
indicate continued past action, as in I did
lave her. Most point tense uses with do are al.
most unthinkable, as in I do chap this chicken's
head off. Many of our very complex verbs
result from the need to reduce a past action to
a point. At least one difference between I
should have liked to be able to go and I
should have liked to have been able to go is
that the lane' represents point rather than
spread tense, although it is so involved that it
is not much used and so precise that most
speakers would not want to bother with it.

A good many verbs involving the future
are spread tense verbs. They involve all the
future, and they may involve the present, as
in Don't clean your nails in public. They may
even be mainly concerned with the immediate
present which includes the future, as in Be
careful of that radioactive waste.

Tenseless verbs are extremely common in
English. They appear in objective and inform-
ative discourse: Patriotism is the last refuge
of a scoundrel and The scorpion is an arach
nid. Tenseless verbs are probably the corn-
monest in ordinary speech. I like ice. Jimmy
is devoted to what he calls science. Two and
two are four. Presumably, since these verbs
involve both the past and the future, they take
the tense form that historically is the present.
The verb is usually simple. A form like I am
going can be tenseless, but it usually is point
tense. And even if it is spread tense, which it
can be, some modifier usually indicates this
fact, as in At the moment I am going to
school, which, of course, does not mean at the
moment at all bat indicates that the action, in
addition to being present, extends only briefly
into the past and probably will not extend far
into the future.

These applications of form to function are
not very sharp, as we have seen. The imper.
feet can be imperfect but usually it is not,
being frequently point tense and frequently
tehseless. Similarly, the future, which is often
point tense, as in I shall return, can also be
spread tense, as in Henceforth, I shall devote
my life to my children.

Of all the so-called tense forms, perhaps
the pluperfect is most frequently a poir t tense
and used for this tense only to indicate a time
prior to a past time. Even this form, however,
may not he sharply point tense. And it may
be almost interchangeable with other past
farms. I shall not pursue the possibility fur.

2.4
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ther, however. To do so would involve exten
sive study which, as far as I know, has not
been made. Even if it had been made, we
would not have room for the results here.

We can, however, make some observations
which may be reliable. (1) As between form
and function in modern English verbs, there
is no consistent onefor-one equivalent, that
is, it is not to be expected that one form in
modern English will have one function nor
that one function will be expressed by one
form. If this is true, paradigms will probably
not be very useful in attempting to order and
understand tt e English verb. (2) The English
verb system has undergone extensive changes.
These changes include t:ie formation of nu.
merous new forms, I have not been able to
go, I shall expect to go. They include also the
adaptation of old forms to new uses. For
example, the old preterit may now be used as
a point past verb, a spread past verb, or a
tenseless verb. (3) In spite of these changes,
the English verbs can still be classified rough.
ly on the basis of tense in the point tense,
spread tense, and tenseless verbs. To say that
English verbs can be classified roughly
insofar as their function in revealing is con-
cerned is not at all to say that time cannot be
accurately expressed in English. Verbs can be
used very accurately to reveal time but only
within limit= is this expression of time in
volved within the verb itself. Apparently, we
rely upon the form of the verb to reveal tense
if the form alone will reveal tense adequately.
If not, the verb form is used within the range
of tense for which it can function. And it is
refined to a point or spread to an area of time
to whatet r extent may be necessary by the
addition of modifiers. Notice the following:
The next time 1 saw her, 1 told her what I
thought of her. Saw here must be a point
tense verb, but it is not so always. Notice the
following: 1 saw her jab her neighbor with a
hat pin. ff henever I went to the monies, I
saw her jabbing her neighbor tcith a hat pin.
1 saw something deeply Freudian in her pro-
clivity to ptb people it ith hat pins. Sat( an be
appropriately a point tense verb (first exam
ple), a spread tense verb (second example),
or a tenseless verb (third exarnple).

Let us return to a previous example since
saw unmodified is likely to be a spread tense
or a tenseless verb, It requires a modifier to
identify it as point tense. Accordingly, the
clause includes an identification of point
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time: the next time. We may or may not wish
to say that this sentence, which conventionally
would be called a verbal, modifies the verb.
It seems to modify the subject, 1, as well, but
whatever it may be, we can agree probably to
what it is doing: it is determining that 1 sate
concerns the point action. In the same sen-
tence, however, told, although comparable in
form to scw, probably does not refer to a
point action; if it does, the fact is not very
significant. Told is prc.surnably spread tense
or tenseless here. And all assume that it
is. The 1 of the sentence has been thinking
this for a long time. lie still thinks it while he
tells her, and he presumably thinks so at least
as strongly after he has fixed the opinion in
his mind by telling her. Of course, the verb
may not be tenseless here. But told is so strongly
suggestive of a tenseless verb that if it is
anything else, and if this difference is impor-
tant, the careful speaker would introduce
some sort of modifier to sugge a tense in
which the verb is being used, as in I told her
what I then thought of her, 1 told her what I
thought of her at the moment.

Complements

I want to talk now about complements.
Traditionally, a complement acquires its
name because it completes the predation
about the subject which is started by the verb.
And this concept will probably serve us if we
add that we should probably consider as
compleme,its whatever is needed to complete
the verb, granted the purpose of the sentence,
provided it cannot be identified plausibly as
verb. We should remind ourselves, however,
that we have already recognized the principle
in this distributive grammar that any word
may be expected to function in more than one
way at a time Functionally, complements are
perhaps best divided into two sorts: those that
use copulative verbs and those that do not.

The second sort of complement is more
varied. It introduces an idea or ideas not as
closely associated with the subject. The pat.
tern i3 something like 1 lore Lucy in which I
and Lucy are separate individuals. In a sen
tenee as simple as this no problems appear.
Lucy is complement, the so-called direct ob-
ject. Some complications of this pattern cause
no difficulty; in / said I toted tor, the com
ptement has become a clause and has its own
SC patient, but I loin! her is still a clearly
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delineated object. The construction becomes
complicated in / gave Lucy my love, in which
the complement becomes compound, the two
elements playing somewhat different roles
witl ^ch being nonsense without the other. I
gave Lucy and I gave my love are both
sentences, but not the sentence I tried to
write. We have avoided thinking much ut this
construction by giving it a name. We call a
word like Lucy an indirect object. This is not
a very revealing term. There is nothing indi-
rect about the relationship between Lucy nnd
gave except that Lucy is here functioning
differently than does love so that if love is
the direct object, Lucy might be called the
'-noudirect" object, a term that could be ety-
mologizad "indirect." Perhaps the important
fact is that a word like Lucy warrants more
revealing description. What is important to
say about a word like Lucy? How does this
word differ in I love Lucy and I gave Lucy
my love? One difference surely is that in the
first sentence Lucy is a complete complement
whereas in the second it is not. It can no
longer function as sufficient complement. I
gave Lucy could be a sentence, but it would
have to mean something else; in any event,
the grammar would be different. In other
words, in the first sentence, Lacy is a self
sufficient complement. In the second sentence,
it is an interreliant complement, and it raises
the question whether this indirect object is a
sort of exception or the main division within
the complement. The question, of course, is
whether such objects are few and exceptional
or whether they are many and varied. We
might look at a few more candidates: I gave
him a black eye, I gave him up for lost, I
made him uncomfortable, I cannot under.
stand his denying my complicity in the affair,
I cannot imagine him denying me in r com
plicity in the affair. Obviously, this could go
on indefinitely. The language is replete with

these sentences which contain a complement
related to the remainder of the sentence. For
example, in the last sentence the sense re-
quires that him denying me and complicity
must all be part of an interdependent comple
ment. Now, are all these elements what would
be called nouns? In I made him uncornforta
ble, uncomfortable would normally be called
a modifier and it does seem to be modifying.
But the complement is incomplete without it,
and therefore, it is in itself complement. We
do not say I made him with anything like the
meaning above. Uncomfortable is not a modi
fier in the sense that red is a modifier in
made her a red dress. Well, there's quite a lot
of this and you see I've gotten into something
pretty complicated. Obviously, we're only
picking out certain kinds of complements and
calling them complements. And we're dismiss.
ing the rest of them as modifiers. There is
much more function going on here than we
have readily recognized because we mainly
have used function just to support our defini-
tions of the parts of speech, when the thing:
couldn't stand up without it. Personally, I
found this an exciting business.

I am sorry that we do not have time to
examine the last two major functions which
can be recognized readily within the working
of the language, namely, modifying and
showing relationship`.

I'm willing to say right now, if anybody
should ask me, that 1 suspect that function,
whether it be the most scientific basis for a
description of grammar or not, may be the
basis that will do us the most good in that it
may permit us to show youngsters most read-
ily what is happening in sentences, and hence
how to read sentences and how to write sen
tences. As far as I'm concerned, in the busi.
ness of most of us grammar is some good
only if it helps us to teach youngsters how to
use the language.

The Meanings of Words
Words have no fixed meanings: they have the power of designating referents

and of stimulating awareness of meaning in individuals. We use words as though
they were dippers, the same dippers far everybody, but the stuff that is dipped up
with the dipper depends upon the body of stuff from which it is dipped. And when
we use words we are always dipping into ourselves.

fivlion I 0,0 Ennorurge i \r. 1,11.1{,11.1imrhart inkln. 0,41, p 17
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The linguistsboth the structuralists and the trans-
formationalistshave criticized traditional gram-
marians for fitting a language to a grammar instead
of fining the grammar to the language. Dr. DiPietro,
a well-known linguist, explains why the linguists have
developed new approaches to the analysis, st,idy, and
teaching of language and he effectively dispels the
fears of those who may have thought that Linguistics
was an impenetrable mystery.

ROBERT J. DIPIETRO

Phonology

One of the great tasks facing the linguist
has been to separate from the general bulk of
traditional grammar that part of it which can
be scientifically verified and deductively and
inductively tested. One of the first things that
he did, of course, is to take from this general
understanding of language the basic
sounds of the language and the system in
which they function. This in turn led to a
view of language as a system haling layers
or structures,

There was a phonological layer (a layer of
sound) and also a grammatical layer. The
linguist first considered language as a string
or combination of sounds in E meaningful
pattern, a pattern meaningful to the person
who understands the language but not mean

1 t,ttrenaion .24 made h, 1,hr F.., hteilter of the Pure. rubli
r at'," ,t1 rti ,f Dr. Dhelr't ptrfb1.1), in the I irgui,
rw RAth p 11,1tit 1rd ht the Pdrim (e( Autuo Et
2t, lg(t5 ta,n ihe r,t,right lhn mrvnal and ha rilrn
the Burr. I (MI, twrrnii.. t' prhi Ihi Ilrvirnsthm in Ott17,71r,,,,,r,

ingful to the person who doesn't understand
the language.

Minimal Pairs

If I should come into the room and start
speaking to you in Fulani, a language of
Africa, you probably would not understand
me. All you would hear would be a hodge-
podge of sounds. If you were a linguist, you
might sit down and say, "Well, let's see what
the meaningful units of sound are in this
language." Then you would try to find a set
of minimal pairs; that ia. you would try to
find combinations of sounds in places where
they would make a difference in meaning. In
English. for example, you might find the two
words in and bin which have different mean-
ings conveyed by the initial sound of the
word. In one case it's a voiceless sound and
in the second case a voiced sound. Find.
ing enough of there meaningful contrasts will
enable you to set up the meaningful units of

2'7
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sound. These are called phonemes. Pill and
kill would give you 1pl and le/ as two differ.
ent phonemes in the language. You could do
it with vowels such as in feet and fii. Fees and
fit would show you that 141 and /i/ were
separate vowels.

At one point you would exhauat all the
possibilities, and at that point you would
have the minimal basic sound units ir, the
language. This does not mean that you could
then speak Fulani. It means that you could
write down the sounds and that you knew
about the patterns of sound in the language.
The reason that this knowledge doesn't guar.
antee an ability to speak the language fluent.
ly, or even to understand it, is that there is
still another layer remaining the gram-
matical layer that underlies this series of
sounds.

Complementary Distribution

Another term we should become familiar
with is complementary uistribution. Comple
mentary distribution is viewing the arrange-
ment of forms in terms of whether or not they
can ever occupy the same position. Let's look
at this set: pill, spill, till, still, kill, skill. We
have three phonemes here: the 1pl in pill and
spill, the It/ in till and still, and the id in kill
and skill. They are different in sound, aren't
they? The 1pl of pill is heavily aspirated, the
It/ of till is also aspirated but not quite as
heavily as pill, and the /d of kill is aspirated.
You can classify these slightly different pho-
nemes by the principle of complementary dis
tribution; that is, they complement one anoth-
er. The /p/ of pill is never preceded by an s;
the Ipl of spill is always preceded by an .s.
Any word in the language starting with 44 is

always aspirald. I am not implying that we
would ever tell the student anything aboef
complementary distribution, but the term
consonant blend which is used to describe
such combinations as sp, si, and sk doesn't do
the student any good either because it doesn't
say what blend means. What is blending with
what? Is p becoming s or s becoming p? It
seems to me that the teacher should have a
technical framework to check off the things
that are important to talk about. To the
students he would simply say, "Pill!" in front
of a piece of paper to show them that more
air is expended in saying pill than in saying
spill.
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Suprasegmentat Phonemes

In English, as well as in many other lan-
guages, phonemes are classified either in
terms of their being produced in succession
one after the other or of their being produced
in combination with some other phonemes.
Vowels and consonants are segmental, i.e.,
they can be written down on a piece of paper
in succession. Suprasegmental phonemes,
which comprise the elements of stress, pitch,
and juncture, cannot be sego eotalized this
way.

English has four levels of stress. In English
you may stress a syllable or not; if you stress
it, you may stress it according to three differ-
ent levels of stress. Let me give you an
example. Take a word like elevator. The sy
lable el certainly is the loudest of all; it has
the primary stress. We all probably agree that
va is the second loudest syllable and that the
other two syllables are weaker than either el
or to. Elevator shows three levels of stress
We."-va.tor.

If you add another word, such as operator,
you would have elevator operator. The word
operator by itself would have the same pri-
mary stress pattern as elevator. When you put
them together, however, you can make one of
the primary stressed syllables louder than the
other one. You can either say elevator oper-
ator or elevator operator. So, to show that
the accented syllable of one word is greater
than that of the other words, I usually write a
little double mark over the one that's the
loudest. I call this sentence stress. The sen
tence stress is the one that can be shifted
around in a sentence.

I nerd home at tuo o'clock.
I weal home at tuo o'clock.
I scent home at tuo o'cicrck.

Believe me, sentence stress causes a tre-
mendous learning problem for people study-
ing English as a foreign language who native.
ly speak a language, such as French, which
does not have this possibility.

This second stress in English is an impor-
tant part of our language. It annoys me that
some books of versification talk simply about
stressed and unstressed syllables without
bothering about the levels of stress.

English is 3 stress -time language. You can
take a metronome and equate every primary
stress with one beat of the metronome. Ilav
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ing the metronome swing once, you can have
the students say a sentence such as He's a
doctor. A native speaker can say that in one
stroke of the metronome, He could also say
He's a good doctor without rushing to get in
the added word. Furthermore, he could even
say He's a very good doctor in one stroke of
the metronome. In other words, the relative
number of syllables is not as important as the
beat. In a language like Spanish, the number
of syllables is more important than the rela
five loudness, the stress. These three sen
tences, if said in Spanish, could not be said
each within the same time limits. The Spanish
speaker takes longer with the longer sentences
because he can't shorten the syllables as
much as we can in English.

I think it is important to point out that the
highest level of stress is thz one that is
movable within the sentence. As long as you
have one word, you only have three levels of
stress. But if you have a sentence in which
there are several words of unequal length and
in which the location of the primary stress
can be varied, you may possibly have four
levels of stress.

In English we have pitch and stress. The
pitch and the last level of stress .ire associat
ed with what we call intonation in English.
Things can be uttered with the same sequence
of segmental phonemes but with several dif.
ferent kinds of intonation. Thus you can say,
"Good morning!" (very friendly); or you
could say, "Good morning!" (not so friend.
ly). The layer of intonation colors all of our
speech and helps identify us is a personality.
It's just as important to understand as the
segmentals.

Let's examine some examples of different
locations of stress. Charles Hockett, in his
book A Course in ,dchlern Linguistics (New
York, Macmillan Co., 1958) uses this sen
tenet: Ile was dancing with the stout major's
wife. Notice what happens when the stress is
shifted. He was dancing with the stout
major's wife. Ile was dancing uith the stout
major's q.t.. He trim dancing with the stout
major's

In American English, there are four levels
of pitch. We use the numeral 1 to indicate the
lowest level and 4 to indicate the highest. My
name is John. if hat is your name? We can
say both of these sentences with the same
intonational contour, the same pitch differ.
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ences, We start off on a pitch level of 2 in
each sentence, gc up to 3, and drop down to
1.

2 2 2 3 ."1 2 2 2 3\1
My name is John. What is your name?

The final arrow indicates the trailing off of
the voice.

Usually, the central pitch point comes at
the same location as the sentence stress in
English. The basic question type in English, if
it's not a whattype question, is usually a 2,
3,3 rise:

2 2 3-3
Are you going?

Intonations differ in many ways. They dif.
fer from region to region, between men and
women, and according to the meaning to be
conveyed.

Many jokes are linguistic in nature and
aepend on stress or juncture. A difference in
the juncture can turn What's that in the road
ahead? into a quite different thought. Jokes
of this kind are very well known and occur in
just about every language with which I am
familiar.

We could go on and on about intonation
and phonology, but the structural linguist
says that when you go to work on a language,
you first work on the phonology; then you
work on the grammar. There's probably little
reason to talk about phonology in teaching
English because the students are native
speakers at least are native speakers of
some variety of English. The important thing
for you are the grammatical layers, the part
that deals with the juxtaposition of form.

Another thing that the structuralist did was
to distinguish between what we call pres.crip
tive rules of language and descriptive rules. A
prescriptive rule is a rule that tells you what
you should say in a language, and a descrip
Live rule is a rule that tells you what people
do say in a language. This is where a lot of
controversy exists in language work.

For nonnative speakers, I think the dic
tionary ought to have every word. For exam
ple, the nonnative speaker of English wants
to know what somebody had said, so he looks
a up in the dictionary; and if he doesn't find
it and the dictionary calls itself unabridged,
he wonders what kind of a dictionary it is. So
he goes back to the speaker and says., "Well,
you said soandso and suchandsuch. I can't
find it in the dictionary." The speaker replies,
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"Well, that's not really good English."
The non-native speaker comes to the con

elusion that there's good English and there's
bad English. The distinction between good
and bad in this case is a statement of pre-
scription you are passing a value judgment
on it.

I'm not saying here that we shouldn't pass
a value judgment. A teacher of English or of
any language, as a matter of fact, has to pass
value judgments. He has to direct his students
toward certain goals of style, of articulation,
of expression for the reason that society in
general makes distinctions of language. The
English teacher tells his students, "Don't use
double negatives. If you use double negatives,
you won't be linguistically accepted in the
circles that we consider the well-educated
circles in this country." Or he says, "Don't
say 'ain't'." These are the kinds of value
judgments that teachers and people generally
make about language.

Apart from those value judgments, how.
ever, are the rules that you make up to
describe the language. Those are different.
The first thing the linguist wants to do when
he walks into a group of speakers is to make
up the rules that describe the way they are
speaking. When he starts, he has no way of
knowing what value judgments the natives
make about their language. Only later on,
after he understands what they do say, can he
go about understanding what they should say.

A teacher in a class of pidgin English
speakers in the Caribbean would first try to
understand what the students were saying;
then he would have a better idea of explain.
ing to them what they should be saying.
Language mistakes follow patterns. If your
student says ain't, he probably says ain't in a
certain way, in a certain pattern. If he says
me after it is, he probably also says kim, her,
and all the other object forms after this pat-
tern. If he uses the third person singular verb
formula has for I has, he probably does it for
all the persons they has, ice has thus
regularizing it all th^ way through. An under.
standing of what he does, I think, helps a
great deal in deciding how to explain to him
what he should be saying in order to be
accepted as an educated person.

Teachers of English (or of any language)
in organizing their classes have to be aware
of all the aspects of language.
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Morphology
For the structuralists, each language has a

layer of structures. Each has a layer of pho-
nology (sound) and a layer of grammar. The
structuralist sees parallelisms in the pattern,
the phonological pattern with the grammati-
cal pattern. If the phonology has as its unit
the phoneme, the grammar has as its unit the
morpheme. As the phoneme is the smallest
significant unit of sound, so a morpheme is
the smallest unit of form having meaning in a
language. The ing of going is certainly a
morpheme because it has a meaning all by
itself. We don't even have to say what the
meaning is; all we have to do is recognize
that it has a different meaning or it has a
meaning of its own. In morphology, we don't
have to say specifically what it is. All we
have to aay is that it has a unique meaning.
When you get into semantics, you can talk
about what its meanings are.

There may be two or more morphemes in a
word. In other words, if I give you a record.
ing of a sentence, you can analyze it as a
string of phonemes, their arrangement. You
can also analyze it as a string of morphemes
with their kind of arrangement. According to
the structuralist, language has layers. It's like
looking at a piece of cake that has been cut
so that you can see the layers. It's still one
cake but it has different layers and you can
talk about the filling or the top layer or the
lower layer, but it's still one piece.

You have situations in which one mor
pheme is correlated to two completely differ.
ent sounds like rows and oxen. In this
case, row is a separate morpheme, ox is a
separate morpheme. Z forms the plural of
rows and en forms the plural of ox. By my
inference, therefore, en and z are the same
morpheme. We call them allomorphs of the
same morpheme class. You also have situa
tions with two completely different mor
phemes that would be correlated to the same
sound. You have examples of this in the book's
corer and the ten books. One is possessive
and the other, plural. If you have possession
plus plurality, they're both correlated to one
sound even in one sequence.

This idea of a morpheme as a basic unit of
meaning is important in describing the gram.
mar of a language. Morphology is a state.
rnent of the forms which the morphemes take
in the grammatical units of a language; syn
tax is a statement of their arrangements. You
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can say that the word roses is two mor
phemes. There's a morpheme ros and the
morpheme s, which means plural, and the
syntax of these two morphemes is the syntax
of suffixation, which is the syntactical process
by which they are joined together.

The system of phonology and the system of
grammar the morphology and syntax of a
language are separate systems. One, in a
sense, lies on top of the other one, but their
patterning is different.

IPA us take as the grammatical core of a
language the following: (a) parts of speech,
(b) grammatical categorie-t, (c) construction
types.

Parts of Speech

We know that parts of speeci; are nouns,
pronouns, verbs, etc. What we want to discuss
here is the definition of parts of speech as a
class, as a set. First, all of these parts of
speech are stems; they carry semantic mean-
ings. What classifies a set of stems as a
specific part of speech is its common syntac-
tical and morphological behavior; that is, a
part of speech is a class of stems whose
members have the same morphological and
syntactical arrangement or distribution. A
class of words can be defined as verbs if
they're all inflected for tense. In other words,
they all have the same morphological behay.
tor. Adjectives can't be classified as verbs
because they don't get inflected for tense.

In English, a distinction is made between
such parts of speech and the function or
structure words. The parts of speech of Eng-
lish are rather simple and few in number.
They are limited to nouns, adjectives, ad.
verbs, and verbs. Such things as prepositions,
coordinators, and subordinators, which are
traditionally called parts of speech, have been
put in classes of function or structure words
by today's linguifts. A very important reason
for doing this is that, in speaking English,
nobody really knows all of the members of
all of the parts of speech. No one knows
every noun in Th. Oxford Dictionary no:
does anyone know every verb in English. It is
not necessary to know every noun or every
verb to speak English, but it is necessary to
know every preposition, to know every
conjunction, to know every subordinator. It is
very difficult to speak English without know.
ing the preposition in, at, to, or of, although it
is certainly conceivable that one cou:d speak
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English for a year without necessarily using a
noun such as escalator.

Function words are like traffic signals, and
parts of speech are like automobiles. Function
words direct the traffic of the parts of speech.
They point which way the nouns are going,
which way the verbs are going.

Grammatical Categories

The term grammatical categories refers to
the particular kind of grammatical distinction
that a language makes. In English, for exam-
ple, we make a grammatical distinction of
tense. We have past tense and present tense.
We make a distinction of number. We have
singular and plural. We do not make a dis-
tinction of gender grammatically. We make a
distinction of gender semantically. We don't
do what Latin does with its three classes of
nouns nor what French does with its two. We
have a grammatical category of person in the
pronoun set only /, you, he, she, it, and so
forth; we don't have it anywhere else. We
make a case distinction in English only in the
pronouns and in the possessive case of nouns.
We don't have a dative or accusative case, an
ablative, or a vocative. And in the pronoun
set, we only have a threeway contrast: a
nonobjective case, a possessive case, and an
objective case. We have we, our, and us.
That's all we have.

Construction Types

The third part of the grammar core are the
construction types. This part has to do with
the way things are put together. the way
sentences are made, and the kind of syntacti-
cal arrangements that the language has.

Constructions in English belong to two aa-
jor types, the centered type and the uncen
tered type. Linguists who like Greek deriva
lives call the centered ones endocentric and
the uncentered ones exocentric.

The centered constructions contain a logi-
cal center along with an attribute or a series
of attributes. In standard English, attributes
are of two types in the same construction. If
9,.ey're single attributes, they usually come
before the center (big house, white house,
yellow bird). If they are clausal or phras-
al, that is, if they contain more than just
a single stem, they usually follov: (The
man u ho came to dinner). It ho came to
dinner is an attribute to man. The man
that I saw )orenla) that I SR If is an
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attribute to man. Single stem attributes in
English only rarely follow the noun, as in
House Beautiful, in Operation Crissbow, in
courts martial. This sort of thing occurs in
English but is not as common as putting
the attribute before the noun.

There are three types of exoccntric or un
centered constructions that Hackett lists as
directive, connective, and predicative. A direc-
tive type has a director and an axis as its
immediate constituents, as, for example, in
the prepositional phrases in the box, on the
table, or in the constructions if he is going,
while we were there.

A connective type would contain a connec-
tor and a predicate attribute in such examples
as became excited, is a big man, and the very
interesting one He lay in Ike corner motion.
less. Lay in the corner connects motionless to
he. The child grew sickly and The child grew
quickly. Quickly is an attribute to grew and
is, therefore, not a connective type. In The
child grew sickly, sickly does not describe the
growing of the child; therefore, it is 'hot a
modifier of grew but of child and is linked to
child by grew. We call grew a connector and
sickly a predicate attribute.

A predicative type would have a topic and
a comment with a structure such as That
man, I just don't like. I think this topic-
comment type is the one that you are going to
be most concerned with, because this type of
structure has been expanded in certain kinds
of English. In My mother, she upstairs, My
mother is the topic, she upstairs is the com
ment. We won't accept that particular ar-
rangement in standard English, even though
it fits an acceptable structure such as That
man, I just don't like. My mother, she up
stairs, although it follows the same structure,
is not acceptable unless you use a particular
kind of intonation and then put in a linking
verb My mother, she's upstairs. This re-
vised form cal ,11 be in the same context as
it was used in its original form, the one that
we won't accept.

Only when we have more than one mor-
pheme can we talk about a construction type,
because construction types are concerned with
the way two or more morphemes are put
together. The largest construction type that
we have in English is a sentence. We talk
about the paragraph in writing. There is no
way of linguistically defining a paragraph.
Linguistically, we can define a sentence as a
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form bounded by an intonat anal :amour: 2,
3, 1; 2, 3, 3; and the terminal contour. A
linguist trying to define a paragraph would
search for a sequence of construction types to
follow.

Is there any formal mechanism that a para-
graph has that a sentence doesn't have? You
might say that people speak in paragraphs. I
don't think they do. I think they write
organize things in paragraphs. We try to
say semantically that there's some unification
of thought, yet one person's unification of
thought might not be another's. It is my
opinion that paragraph and chapter are writ-
ten forms, forms that look good on a page. A
style sheet from one publisher tells authors
not to write short paragraphs. If there were
some formal way :o define a paragraph, the
length of a paragraph could not be so
arbitrarily legislated. There is no unit larger
than the sentence with which the linguist can
cope. He can cope with a sentence because he
can talk about the structure of a sentence, but
he is unable to go beyond that.

Inflection and Derivation

Linguists try to make a distinction between
inflection and derivation. Inflection is the
manipulation of stems by means of function
morphemes like ing, .s, and ed. Derivation
is the formation of stems.

Derivation occurs when you take a word
like hostile and add ity to it because you're
making another stem out of an original stem.
If you form the plural of hostility, you would
not be making another stem. You would be
inflecting the stem. In order to establish
whether a form is a stem, you must test the
form to see if it can occur by itself. Any word
that can't stand by itself will be called either
a prefix or a suffix depending on where it
occurs with another form.

In words like reconsider and relocate, re is
definitely a prefix because we cannot say it
unless it is attuched to the other words.

When you come to words like relieve and
receive, you think you have the same form re,
but you don't. When you cut re off, you come
up with forms that make no sense by them
selves ceive, liete. If the eche of receive
has a meaning as a morpheme, then it should
have the same meaning in the word deceive;
but there isn't any central theme of meaning.
Of course, they do come from the same histor
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ical source. One thousand years ago, they
probably were separe.le morphemes; now,
they have fallen together and it makes no
sense to break these verbs down into separate
morphemes.

This brings us to a very fine point in
linguistic theory the difference between a
purely synchronic analysis of language and a
diachronic analysis. The synchronic analysis
deals with language as it is right now. The
diachronic analysis of language deals with
language as to how it developed into what it
is today. Diachronically, the ceive of receive
and deceive are the same morphemes; syn
chronically, they are not. Reconsider is to
consider again. Report is not to port again;
reduce is not to duce again. Very often, Eng-
lish teachers mix diachronic analysis with
synchronic analysis. I'm suggesting here that
we keep the two analyses separate. Teach first
the detachable prefixes as being a tool in
modern English; and then if you want to go
into the history of these words, you can do it
as a separate kind of performance. When you
discuss report, reduce, receive, and retain, the
student eventually says, "Well, isn't that the
same re that we had in reconsider?" And you
say, "Well, it used to be, but it isn't anymore
because we don't say ceive anymore. In fact,
we can't even find the same meaning for ceive
in receive and deceive. The ceie part has
shades of meaning, which have become differ.
ent morphem."

Let me give you some other examples of
derivational endings which are really nasty
ones to work out. Take the suffix or
whatever you want to call it --ster. We have
youngster, we have oldster. Youngster is one
who is young, oldster is one who is old. We
have, then, a complete parallelism of adjec-
tives plus ster ster meaning one :rho is.
But then we come across teamster one who
is team? That doesn't work. One who belongs
to a team? That doesn't work either. One who
drives a team? That one works; now we look
around for other parallels and we come upon
mobsttr. Mobster isn't one who drives a mob.
He is a member of a mob. In mobster the seer
means one who is a member of. This takes us
back to youngster. Do we say youngster is a
member of young? It is very difficult to find
a thread of continuity here.

How about spinster? One who spins? His.
torically, one who was a spinster was one
who spun, but it doesn't mean that an) more.
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We might end up saying that there are vari
ous seers. Just to further show how difficult it
is, we can bring in a few more words
lobster, sister, huckster.

The derivational suffix ster shows that a
study of how stems are derived can be com-
plex.

Morphemes, then, can either be derivation.
al or inflectional depending on what Asera-
Lon they perform in the language. By deriva-
lion we refer to making new stems. In deriva-
tion, we may or may not change the form.
class membership. We may make another
noun from a noun or we may make it into a
verb, or an adjective from a noun. Inflection
never changes the formclass membership of a
stem; it adds function morphemes so the
stems can be used in constructions.

Structural Syntax
Among linguists there are many schools of

thought on how to analyze language and how
to evaluate the analysis. In a sense there
hasn't been any adequate way of saying that
either the transformational or the structural
analysis of grammar is the one that's most
appropriate for teaching English. I suppose
that eventually, after a lot of careful work,
some particular way will corms to the fore as
being the most adequate.

The two kirls of approaches to language
analysis are generally called taxonomic or
operational. Both refer to linguistic descrip
tions.

A linguist of the taxonomic approach re
ports the language the way a biologist de-
scribes a kind of animal. This linguist says,
for example, that German has three genders:
masculine, feminine, and neuter. It has a set
of strong verbs and weak verbs, and so on.
In other words, he describes the structure of
German. These are taxonomic rules.

An operational model of German would be
one in which I could give you a set of rules
on the basis of which 3 ou could produce new
sentences in German. I might say to you, for
example, that in German a certain kind of
sentence has a noun as the first element
followed by a verb as the stcond element.
Then I give you a list of nouns and a list of
verbs followed by a direct object, another
noun of a certain class, and still another set
of nouns. If you select something front each
one of these lists and put them in their proper
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slots in this structure, you create German
sentences of one kind. This is a very simple
example of what I mean by an operational
model.

The transformationalists are primarily op.
erational in their orientation. They look at
language as a functioning system, like a ma
chine they work. They turn on the ignition of
their cars and something happens to make the
wheels turn. The taxonomist looks at the
language as he might look at the engine in a
static condition. He looks at the eagine as a
combination of arrangements of bolts and
nuts and gears and screws and wires and
things. ile takes it all apart and he puts it all
together. The operationalist is more interested
in describing the action that goes through the
engine whereas a taxonomist's rules describe
the engine in its arrangements.

Owen Thomas, in his book The Transfor-
mational Grammar awl the Teacher of Eng.
lish (New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc. 1965), uses the light switch in his anal-
ogy describing the taxonomist and the opera-
tional grammarian. The taxonomist describes
the light switch in the state of being on or
off; the operationalist describes it in terms of
the motion from on to off or in terms of how
it goes on and off. I might add that linguistic
theories are moving more and more toward
the operational type, even the ones that call
themselves taxonomic.

One of the outstanding contributions of
structural grammar is the view of language as
being put together in layers. And one of the
things we talk about in terms of foyers is the
way structures of cor tructions are put to
gether into sentences. Traditional grammar
with its diagramming of sentences had al.
ready started to do this.

Consider a sentence such as Ile tcas shot in
the war and the sentence Ile was shot in the
leg. Superficially those two sentences seem to
be built by the same construction. We might
say that they are both made up of a subject
and a predicate type of thing or maybe a
directive type of construction. Then in the
war would be a prepositional phrase with in
as a kind of director, tear as an object or
axis. And you'd do the same thing with in the
kg. Or, on the other hand, would you try to
make a distinction between the wai this piece
in the leg and this piece in the war ate
connected to what precedes them? Would
there be a way for you to show that in the
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war and in the leg were connected to what
precedes b' different constructions? The con
struct ion type, we feel, is different.

To show that these are different kinds of
construction, we could do something vet
simple with Ile was shot in the leg and lit
was shot in the war. All we have to do is to
insert in the war in the other sentence. John
was shot in the leg in the war. You can't say
John was shot in the war it the leg, can you?
If the two elements wen; really the same
construction, then you shouldn't be able to do
that. But the fact that you can put one in
before the other one proves that they are,
indeed, different kinds of constructions.

Let's use a diagram to examine the sentence
Ile kissed her hard. (See Fig. I.)

He kissed her hand

Fig. 1

Our diagram will be like that little btx
type diagram that is used in traditional g.
mar except that it's more consistent al 1

have to identify the reationships of t

piece. Usually the way Nelson Frar..
Charles flockett and the structural lin,eu,
do it is to draw a big box, and the v.
sentence is put in it. Now this bit h.

going to contain lots of little boxes wk. 1,
like Chinese boxes you know, why re

open one box and there's another box in- in, .
You open that one and there might
inside. You open one of these two arid Pr,

might be nothing inside of the first, bia 11,
might be another one inside of the e Lord.
Let's draw this line here to show thi..
box. (See Fig. 2.)

He kissed her hand
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The next box might contain another box
which contains the subject He and the predi-
cate kissed her hand. We're finished with the
box containing Ile. (See Fig. 3.)

He kissed her hand

Fig. 3

So then you look at this one and you open it
and you find two more boxes, one of them
containing kissed and another one 11.-?r hand.
(See Fig. 4.)

He kissed her band

P

Fig. 4

You open the box in the center and you find
two more, one of them containing the inflec-
tion, past tense. (See Fig. 5.) You open the
one on the far right and you find two more;
then you have completed your immediate
constituent analysis (See Fig. 6.)

He kiss ed her hand

P

Fig. 5

lie kiss iedi her I hand

P

Fig. 6
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Now you have to go back and identify the
relationship that each piece has to the other.
For example, one relationship here is the
predicative type. You could write a little p.
The symbols here aren't important. In kissed
her hand you have to define the relationships
of the verb to what follows; you might want
to call it a directive type, and you use a little
arrow to indicate it. Then, you are left with
her hand. This type of structure is what we
call a centered construction because there is a
piece of it, the hand part, which operates as a
kind of fulcrum around which you could
build other thirgs. You could say, Ile kissed
her little hand, lle kissed her cold, little hand
. . . pretty, cold, little hand. You can keep
building and hand always remains the center
of the construction. It's always the central
piece. So we draw a little arrowhead towards
the center with the point of the arrowhead
always pointing towards the center. Kissed in
a sense is also a center construction, but ed is
satellite to the center which is kiss. So we
draw the arrowhead with the point going the
other way.

Basically, we have only two kinds of con-
structions. We have the centered, the ones in
which you can [hid some kind of center
around which you can build constructions,
and the uncentered type which have no cen
ter.

The construction all that fresh milk on die
table is a centered construction, because by
the time you break down all the pieces, all
the immediate constituents, you em.' up with a
word like milk around which you build every-
thing else. A construction like across the
street is not a centered construction because
you can't build around any part of it the way
you can build around all that fresh milk on
the table. However, if you took the expression
across the street and took off the word across
and had just the street, you would indeed
have another centered construction, because
then you could say across the nide strut,
across the old Street, across the gravelly.
nicer.

The structural grammarian reacts against
the traditional grammarian who would say
that in All that fresh milk on the table is
good the subject is milk. The structural lin
guist, thinking of these lay erings we have just
investigated, would say, "No, no. no! The
subject is All that fresh milk on the table."
Then he'd break that down and get smaller
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pieces until he eventually comes to the word
milk. He looks at language as one piece
inside of another piece, whereas the tradition-
al grammarian goes right to the center
piece, takes that out, and calls it
the subject.

You can also reverse the procedure in I.C.
(immediate constituent) analysis, Rather than
start with the big piece, you can start with the
little pieces and go the other way. It comes
out the same, only you use a different kind of
diagram. If we use Ile kissed her goodnight,
we would start with the closest relationships
and go to the most remote ones, rather than
starting with the most remote ones and going
to the closest ones. The closest ones here
would be between ed and kiss; and then
between good and night; and then between
kissed her goodnight; and finally between he
and everything else. (See Fig. 7.)

He hissed her

U
t 1

Fig. 7

Transformational Syntax

How does the trans' motional way of
looking at a language chner from the way the
structuralist looks at language? The structur-
alist looks at language as an arrangement of
units laid out on a table top the gears, the
wires, if you wish, everything that is part of
the language. The transformational or the
generative grammarian looks at language
from another point of view: he wants to know
how sentences are produced and recognized.

The structuralist could never accept as part
of his analysis the relationship of The wine
was drunk by John to John drank the wine
because, in order to relate the two sentences,
you have to bring in some kind of analysis
that involves moving from one state to an
other state in this case, from an active to a
passive sentence. The structuralist says,
"We're looking at language as arrangement,
as arrangement of units in a pattern; there-
fore, The wine was drunk by John is one
pattern and John drank the wine is another
pattern. They really have, as far as we're
concerned, little to do with one another."

This brings us to the matter of how ade
quate is a lingui-tic theory. The transforma-
tionalist says, "Structuralists are not coming
up with an adequate theory. They don't ex
plain enough of the language. Certainly, Ian.
guage may be looked at in terms of patterns
and arrangements, but that isn't enough. Lan.
guage also involves the ability of the speaker
to create new sentences."

The structuralist says, "Aren't the transfor-
mationalists being very impressionistic when
they talk about how a person creates a Ian
guage? Isn't that too mystical an approach?
if we're scientists, shouldn't we work with the
accomplished deed, with the sentence as it has
been uttered, with something tangible?"

This argument goes on and on; however, I
think more and more people are moving to-
ward, if not a generative transformational
model, at least some kind of mode] of Ian
guage which has operations in it, some kind
of motion or activity in it. Whether they call
it transformation or not is beside the point.
The latest thinking seems to indicate that we
should include operations in descriptions of
languages. Transformational theory has prob.
ably developed more rapidly than any other
theory in linguistics. In about ten years, a
wealth of material has been written on trans-
formational grammar.

For the transformationalist, language is an
immense machine. You start at one end with
the basic raw materials and out of the other
end comes a string of sounds which is tan-

It's the linguist's job to explain what
happens in between, to explain how the /an
guage is produced.

A grammar can be generative without be-
ing transformational. If a set of transforma-
tional rules is introduced into the theory, the
description of the grammar can be made
shorter.

Let us take a quick look at a schematic tu
see how transformational rules are correlated
to generative rules.

tll S NP VP
(2) NI' 1/et N
(3) VP V + NP
(1) N man. bey, girl, woman
(5) .ees, likes
(0 Del ---.. ttie

We began with what we call a sentence in
English, and we took what just about every
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transformational or generative grammarian
takes as the first rule: a sentence is a noun
phrase plus a verb phrase (1). Now we must
rewrite each element to the right of the arrow.
Noun phrase is determiner optionally plus
noun (2). I am making these rules very sim-
ple at this point. Verb phrase is verb plus
noun phrase (3). Noun is man, boy, girl,
woman (4). In rewriting verb for a specific
grammar, we would probably write ve-' 'as
number, plus person or tense, or ph. e, ti

ever we would want to show in the verb set.
In order to simplify at this point, we shall
rewrite verb as sees, like (5). Let's put in one
determiner, the (6).

Let's draw our little tree diagrams arid see
what happens. (See Fig.8.)

S

NP

V

/ 1
The man sees

Fig. 8

NP

We could also have had a sentence, The
man sees the mart, The boy sees the roan, The
boy sees the girl, The girl sees the man, The
woman sees the man, The man sees the om
an, etc., until all of the possibilities are ex-
hausted. By having simply four nouns and
two verbs, we have explain d quite a number
of English sentences. If we increase the
classes in Rules 4 and 5, the possibilities are
further increased greatly.

The generative grammarian says, 'This
demonstrates the power of my description of
the language. I can explain all these sen-
tences." What resulted from this first ap.
roach to the analysis of a sentence according
to ',hr.'s: structural rules is a surface tree.
1 he transforinationalist agrees but goes on t3
say that if you want to explain sentences like
The girl is seen by the man or The girl is
liked by the man, you have to write more
rules. Eventually he has to apply the trans.
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formations in understand.3g the sentence or
in creating the sentence, and when he does
that, he ends up with the deep structure of the
sentence.

In the deep grammar, ambiguities of struc-
ture are resolved. The shooting of the hunters
would produce one surface tree. There are
also two deep grammar trees that would be a
transform of the hunters that shoot with an
imbedded sentence: the first would be hunters
shoot, hunters that shoot; and the other one
would be people that shoot hunters. In order
to explain this difference, you would have to
talk about the embedding, which you would
do in the deep grammar, not in the surface
grammar. The surface grammar would simply
be the first analysis that you do in the sen
tence without reference to the transformation.
al rules, but only with reference to the phrase
structural rules.

Emmon Bach, in An Introduction to Trans-
formational Grammars (New York, Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964), gives ex-
amples of structurally ambiguous sentences.
The committee's appointment was a surprise.
I just can't see flying kites. John feels cold.
He's crazy to go to Cuba. Very often, even
out of context, we would interpret these state-
ments one way and that would be the end of
it. If we apply the deep grammar rules of
embedding and transformation, however, we
come to realize that they are ambiguous.

For The committee's appointment was a
surprise one set of rules would produce the
appointment of the committee (meaning: that
the committee was appointed was a surprise),
the other set would produce the committee
appointed (meaning: the appointment made
by the committee was a surprise).

Ambiguity is shown here by the fact that
there is more than one underlying analysis.
We have not shown which one was meant; we
have shown that there are two possibilities.

There are two sets of grammars you have
to write. You have to write a forward grain-
mar in which you start with the kernel rules,
the noun-phrase, verbphrase rules and you
move toward all your transformations and
your final sentences. The forward grammar is
the productive type. There is also the recap-
tke type in which you take the final sentence
and reverse the procedure. It's called the
reverse grammar because you go back to get
to the kernel. This is harder to do than going
forward because there are more rules since

3i
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you have to try all possibilities. If we had a
sentence like The wine was drunk by mid-
night, we might say that it looks like a
passive sentence. We apply in reverse the
passive transformation and endup withmidnight
drank the wine. We apply the i lease struc-
tural rules and it comes out in a different part
of speech. We junk the whole thing and try
something else. Eventually we work out the
underlying tree. That's working from the fin-
ished sentence and going back to the kernel.
It's much easier to start with the kernel rule
and write out the sentence, which is what we
do when we speak; but when we hear, we reverse
the procedure. When we speak or write, these
ambiguities do not really exist. It's the listen-
er or reader who is puzzled by the ambigui-
ties.

The transformationalist with his trees and
diagrams very often feels close to the tradi-
tional grammarian. The transformationalist is
rigorous and formal in his diagraming,
whereas the traditionalist is not. The tradi-
tional grammarian never formally specifies
why you should select one diagram over an
other one; the transformationalist is now at
tempting to make this explicit. He is attempt.
ing the traditionalist's technique, but he is
being more rigorous and more formal in
applying it.

Operatiboal Definitions: Traditional,
Structural, Transformational

Item I: Hen or Egg?

The linguist insists that the only language
is what you speak and that writing is a

representation of this language. The usual
linguistics textbooks point out that language
has been with human beings as long as
they've been human beings maybe a mil.
lion years. Writing is no older than 7,000
(maybe 8,000) years. Writing really never
represents all of language just parts of it

so that as far as the linguist is concerned,
writing is a reflection of language. A gram-
mar developing and explaining the written
system of a language can, of course, be devel-
oped, but the important components of !nor.
phophonemics, phonology, and intonation
would have to be left out. If a separate
grammar for the written a ariety of the
language is developed, a set of rules that
explain how this written grammar is dif.

ferent from the real grammar of the lan.
guage must also be developed. If this is

riot done, the language described will be
misrepresented.

Item Grammar or the Grammar of
One Language?

Both the structuralist and the transforma.
tionalist recognize that a language has its
own unique system. The traditionalist who
writes a grammar which explains Hungarian
or German but looks very Latin is attempting
to associate the structure of his language with
that of Latin. Latin grammar works very well
for Latin but not for other languages.

The more traditionally inclined person
says, "Well, every language has nouns; it has
names of persons, places, and things just as
we do in English." Of course, this may be
true but the nouns in one language may turn
up as affixes or in the middle of words. Here
is the weakness of viewing grammar as some-
thing existing apart from any specific lan.
guage. The language is fitted to the grammar,
the important contrasts often being disguised
as exceptions and hidden in footnotes.

Item III: What's a Rule For?
The structuralist talks about language in

terms of patterns, whereas the transforma-
tionalist has a rule or a series of rules show.
ing how utterances are interrelated. The struc-
turalist will not operate his analysis unless he
has something that has been said. The trans.
formationalist, on the other hand, has a set of
rules which produces sentences. lie produces
a sentence and then asks, "Can this sentence
be said in the language?"

The traditional grammarian sets up a rule
and then if a particular construction does not
fit that rule, he labels it an exception. The
transforinationalist takes the language first
and formulates the grammar to fit the lan-
guage, whereas the traditionalist very often has
an idea, an absolute definition of grammar,
and then fits the language to the grammar.

Traditional grammar may make some
statement of rules for the placement of modi-
fiers. It may state, for example, that preposi-
tional phrases follow the nouns they modify
as in the big, red house on the corner. But the
smile grammar may define on tire corner as an
adjective phrase Here is one of the big prob.
lems of traditional grammar, mixing the form
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and the function. The form of in the corner is
a prepositional phrase. Its function is as an
attribute.

In the sentences John :;.s happy there, John
is happy today, and John is happy quietly,
the words there, today, and quietly would be,
for the traditional grammarian, adverbs; but
the third sentence isn't English. It ought to be
John is quietly happy. The linguist, therefore,
cannot put there, today, and quietly in the
same category. Quietly is not in the same
form class as there and today because it
cannot, like them, go after happy. Any such
formal criterion the teacher of English can
bring from linguistics to separating parts of
speech or form classes is good. It gives the
student a foothold in grammar, something he
can cling to that is formal rather than some
thing that is just meaningful.

Another example of such a formal distinc
Lion in English is the use or the nonuse of the
definite article in phrases s'ach as in school
and in the school, at school, and at the
school. If one says, "He's in school," he
means something quite different from "He's
in the school." The traditionalist calls them
all prepositional phrases. What linguists,
structural and transformational, do is to tie
the distinction between the two types of
phrases to the use or the nonuse of the
definite article, a formal distinction.

Item IV: What's a Sentence?
The structuralist and transformationalist

can, if they wish, describe run-on sentences
and fragments. The transformationalist can
write a rule that produces double negatives.
In cases such as these, I believe that the
teacher has to be prescriptive.

The teacher of English rejects run-ons and
fragments, I think, because of a value judg
ment that we all make about the language. I
think that it's a good value judgment but I

don't think it's necessarily anything linguistic.
We use run -ons in speech which are accept.
able because of their intonational contours.
Linguists, structural and transformational,
are certainly aware of intonation.

To the traditional grammarian who defines
a sentence as a group of words which convey
a complete thought the linguist says, "Fine,
that's what it is but that's not specific enough.
You must be more detailed in saying what
kind of group of words."

The structuralist says, "A sentence is a
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group of words bounded by an intonation."
Now he has a unit that he can work with.

The transformationalist says a sentence is a
noun phrase plus a verb phrase. He's got a
definition with which he can work.

Item V: How Do They Handle Expansion?
The concept of expansion in the structural

and the ,.ransformational approaches can be
compared to the traditional way of talking
about expansion in grammatical forms.

Let us take a phrase like red house and
work with it as would a structuralist. We
would first break it into its immediate constit
uents and talk about red as being a modifier
of house. Then, if we introduce the idea of
other structures that would be related to this
sort of structure red house a certain
amount of layering would occur.

What other structures could we build
around the nucleus of red house? We could
expand it to big, red house. What is the
relationship of big to the rest of the structure?
Does the immediate constituent cut go first
big and then red house in relationship here?
This is the way I would analyze it anyway
big, red house. (See Fig. 9.)

big red house

Fig. 9

Suppose we had a form like big, old, red
house. Would it be big old, red house,
would it be big, old red house, or would
it be big, old, red house? The layering,
of course, would vary according to the mean.
ing. This is building on a particular structure.
We could also build it the other way big,
red house on the corner. We have another
I.C. that would break down into on and the
corner. The corner breaks into the and cot.
net with the attribution going to tug, red
house. (See Fig. 10.)

As long as we can go on expanding the
construction around one center in this
case, house we would be dealing with a
centered construction. We have here the ex
pansion of a centered construction, and this is
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big red house on the corner

Fig. 10

what the structuralist means normally when
he talks about expansion. He talks about
putting in more attributes or modifiers but
keeping the same center to the construction.
So, therefore, expansion and modifications
with the structuralist are synonymous when
they deal with nominals. When they deal with
verbs (go, is going, leas going, trill be going,
might hare been going), the term modifica-
tion does not fit.

Now let's look at the way a transforma
tionalist explains expansion. What device
might he use to talk about big, red house on
the corner? The different ideas would have to
be embedded. What, then, are some of the
patterns that the transformationalist would
introduce? The house is big, the house is old,
the house is red, the house is on the corner.
He would take all those kernel sentences,
apply to them a series of ordered embedding
rules in order to produce this sentence.

big red house on the corner

(I) + VP
(2) NP--4- Det + N
(3) V + PA (predicate at-

tribute or prep. phrase)
(transformation) N +V +PA 4 PA +N

The house is big 4 The big house
The house is red 4 The red house
The house is on the corner 4 The on

the corner house
The rules numbered 1, 2, and 3 explain the

construction. After writing those three rules,
we transform noun plus verb plus predicate
attribute to predicate attribute plus noun.
That's our transformational rule. The house is
big is transformed to the big house. We have
three embedded sentences which have under.
gone this transform.

The traditionalist may approaA expansion
in various ways. lie may talk about inserting
things in a structure, but he is not specific in
telling how he inserts them whether he
adds them on in layers or whether he inserts
them in terms of rules. For the traditionalist,
expansion probably involves all kinds of in-
sertion. In a sense, then, he is more closely
allied to the transformational point of view
without showing specifically how it operates,
how it functions.

The traditionalist may also take a semantic
point of view and say that expansion involves
giving a clearer and clearer picture of the
basic kernel.

Language Is What People illake It
As times have changed, language too has changed to meet the needs of

each generation. it is just as wrong to speak of "decay" of language as to see in
it an inevitable progress. Language is what people make it. In every generation
there are he who use it skilfully and those who use it clumsily; those who use it
honestly and those who use it corruptly. The final lesson of its history is that not
only poets and scholars. but ordinary citizens as well have a hand in shaping the
language of their own time. This is our privilege and our responsibility.
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Dialectology and Usage
Dr. Shuy argues that dialect involves more than just
words and that many of us speak different dialects
depending on the situation in which we find our.
selves. He cites the causes of dialect differences and
shows how "good" or "bad" usage is affected by
historical, psychological, and sociological principles,
all of which indicates in Dr. Shuy's opinion that
English teaching should aim for many styles of Eng-
lish rather than just one.

ROGER W. SHUT

Last year I interviewed people in a shop-
ping center in Lansing, Michigan, to get an
idea of what people think a dialect is. Here is
a selection of the responses I recorded:

"A dialect is something like Chinese."
"A dialect of speech is one that determines

which communities are separated from other
communities: Asia, Europe, the South."

"Dialect means usage not the way the
language is supposed to be."

"Dialect is the same language spoken in a
different manner."

"Dialect is the local style of pronouncing a
word."

Almost all of the people to whom I spoke
about dialects spoke negatively about them.
One girl, in fact, said that dialect is the way a
language is not supposed to be, Lack of
certainty about language, in this case about
dialect, is obvious.

One of the best definitions given by the
people in the shopping center in Lansing,
Michigan, was: "Dialed is the local style of
pronunciation of a word," Dialect, however,
involves more than just words. It is seen also
in pronunciations, in grammar, even in syn
lax and in intonation. Ii k not just regional

1141, Ik Shuw r re in. orlht and ln n hr
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speech. It can be that of any social group, of
any occupation group, of any racial group, of
any number of other possible subgroups. Dia-
lect may be used to describe the ingroup
speech of the educated and the socially accep-
table as well as of the down and out. The
term dialect, then, carries no pejorative con
notation. Many of us speak different dialects
depending on the situation in which we find
ourselves.

The secret of social and linguistic success
comes from knowing how and when to switch
from one dialect to another. This is the most
important thing that I am going to say. A
leacher must help his student learn this secret
of social and linguistic success. Ile certainly
must not insist that the student eradicate his
home speech.

We teachers of English have the reputation
of being negative, of standing in our ivory
towers and shooting things down. I would
rather add a dimension to a person's life than
shoot a dimension out of his life. Let him
know what is over the horizon and encourage
hint to go see for himself. In the long run,
his switch from one dialect to another will be
facilitated much more smoothly than by tell
ing him he must desert the old or the new.

Dialect differences exist for a nutril,yr of
reasons which are all tied into another phase
of our lives which we as English teachers tend
to overlook,
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Settlement History

We ought to teach some of the causes for
dialect differences. One such cause is to be
found in history.

Whether we realize it or not, our language
is influenced by the people who settled our
area and established acceptable behavior pat-
terns. Although the settlement history of an
area does not prohibit future change in lan-
guage or in any other aspect of culture, the
vestiges of the influence of the early settlers
remain for many, many years. Examples of
this are seen in the German pronunciations
and the German vocabulary still found in
Grundy County, Illinois, the linguistic effects
of the Irish in Beaver Island, Michigan, and
the Britishisras found in many American
communities which were settled directly from
England, such as Albion, Illinois, or New
Parmina, Indiana.

The first English-speaking settlers in Amer-
ica, of course, came from England; but at the
time of the earliest settlements in Massachu-
setts, Virginia, Maryland, and Rhode Island,
the dialects of England were by no means
uniform. Speakers of these various dialects
crossed the Atlantic Ocean and settled with
their own dialects along the East Coast. In-
frequent visits from outsiders caused these
dialects to not change. That's why the East
Coast has more dialect areas than we have in
the Midwest. Cohesiveness of the separate
colonies helped to make the dialects distinc-
tive. To this day this area exhibits smaller
and stronger dialect areas than most of the
regions to the west.

Population Shift

Another reason for dialect differences lies
in patterns of population shift. It's a curious
thing that most Americans think of their dia
lect areas without considering the patterns of
mobility. Ask anyone what the dialects of
America are and you will probably be told
that they are Southern, Eastern, and general
American. Despite the tendency of textbooks
to perpetuate this notion, American dialects
simply do not divide themselves that neatly.

Since American population shift generally
has been from cast to west, dialect boundaries
are more apt to run horizontally than eril
call). People from western New York took
their dialect o Michigan, Wiscoesin, northern
Illinois, and northern Ohio. The pattern of

population shift is important in the formation
of a regional dialect area. The steamboat
played an important part in population shifts.
The automobile has had and is still having it
effect as well.

Another factor that affects dialects is the
development of urban prestige. Cities like
New York, Philadelphia, Detroit, and San
Francisco have become culturally influential.
No one city, however, dominates American
culture nor American speech. Americans say,
"Why should I speak like people from Bos-
ton?" And, indeed, why should we? A com-
bination of factors, including the size of the
country and the effects of democracy on our
thinking, causes Americans to pattern on a
regional rather than a national scale. It seems
to me that here the English teacher has some-
thing to say about social studies.

Various urban areas become focal points in
the culture, which includes the dialect of a
given arca. Somewhere between Chicago and
Detroit, fairly close large northern cities,
there are some speech features which disap-
pear. The influence of Detroit reaches out
towards Chicago in a series of concentric
circles. The dialect of a community located
between these two cities depends upon whose
influence it comes under. Such cities as Chi-
cago and Detroit, because of their urban pres-
tige, become focal points in the culture which
includes dialect, pronunciation, words, and
grammatical choices.

Physical Geography
Another influence on dialect differences is

the pattern of physical geography. Today we
are seldom troubled by physical barriers such
as rivers, deserts, or mountains,

Today, dialect boundaries are not apt to be
found on opposite sides of a river as they
were in the past.

The Connecticut River between Vermont
and New Hampshire separates pahk the cah
from park the car. The Connecticut River
used to be a boundary. Even after bridges
were built across the Connecticut River, the
diale:t differences continued to exist very

strongly on either side. The differences might
well continue into the present day. In more
recent') settled areas. how et cr. lac find influ-
roces of phtsica I geography less important in
establishing dialect differences.

In the East, we find that rivers are rather
clear markers of dialect areas. In earlier
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times, rivers presented physical boundaries.
West of the Mississippi, geographical bound-
aries were not prohibitive since settlement of
the West came largely after effective develop.
meats in transportation.

Social Structure
Another reason for dialect differences, in

addition to settlement history, population
shift, and physical geography, is the matter of
social structure. Much recent study of dialec-
tology has been concerned with the relation-
ship of regional dialects and social dialects.
Although America does not have clear cut
class distinctions, relative judgments about a
person's social rank are forced upon us daily.
We make social distinctions in our own minds
whether we are conscious of them or not,
particularly in the matter of language.

Our difficulty in establishing what high,
middle, or low class means in America is
evidenced by the difficulty we have in finding
names for the classes. Dialectologists have
resorted to various numbering systems in an
attempt to avoid being called prejudiced; but
no matter what they do, they are subject to
criticism.

Since language involves itself in so many
different aspects of the curriculum, I think the
English classroom is a natural place to coor-
dinate the various disciplines in the curricu-
lum.

The factors usually thought of as the spe-
cial property of history and the social studies
course are of great significance in the study of
American English. Our language, after all, is
made up of the various elements of history,
geography, and society in the backgrounds of
us all.

Differences in Vocabulary

1 would like to call attention here to some
things in terms of dialect differences and
vocabulary which might be useful for the
classroom leacher. Everybody is interested in
vocabulary, although I think vocabulary is
the least significant of the areas of dialectol-
ogy in terms of social contrast.

There are vocabulary differences related to
age, to sex, to education, to occupation, and
to origin.

The use of certain words indicates the
speaker's age. An electric refrigerator may k
known as an icebox to some people, even
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though iceboxes have not been in common
use for many years. Older natives of the
Northern dialect areas still may call a skillet
a spider, a term which you may never have
heard in this part of the country.

Sex differences, of course, are not difficult
to find. Lovely, peachy, and darling are not
apt to be found in the vocabulary of boys.
Adult males are not apt to know or use many
words concerned with cooking, sewing, or
women's styles; and women of all ages are
not likely to use the specialized vocabulary of
sports or automotive repairs or plumbing.

A person may reveal his educational or
occupational background through his choice
of words. It is no secret that learning the
specialized vocabulary of psychology, elec-
tronics, linguistics, or fishing is necessary
before one becomes fully accepted as an in-
sider. Truck drivers, secretaries, tire builders,
sailors, and farmers provide specialized VO
cabulary of occupation groups in everyday
language.

Origins will also be indicated in V ocabu
lary. "A baby creeps," is generally Northern.
Crawls is Midland. The container in which
you carry water or milk is a pail in most
Northern dialect areas and a bucket elswhere.
A carbonated beverage is pop, soda, tonic, or
a soft drink. In the center of some fruits, we
find seeds, kernels, pits, or stones.

A good reference for the study of vocAti
lary is Hans Kurath's A It ord Geography of
the Eastern United States. In this day and
age, no one is going to shoot you down for a
vocabulary word used in a different sense
from his own. He may consider your use of
the word amusing or quaint, but I don't think
you are going to be typed socially for having
used it. The study of vocabulary differences,
however, makes for interesting classroom
work.

Differences in Pronunciation
The study of pronunciation is somewhat

more difficult to handle because it requires an
ear for language and some basic background
of the major sounds of language, of English.
The difference between creek and crick is not
hard to hear. We asked in Detroit what a
small body of water running throngs a farm
would he called and we usually got crick.
When we did get creek for the general term,
we often got Battle Crick for the city where
cereals are prepared. A pronunciation hangs
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on to a place name longer than it does on a
general term. Creek is gaining in the North
even though it's a Southern pronunciation. It
is gaining in the Northern cities first and then
working its way out into the country.

East of the Appalachians, people say get.
ting mahried whereas I say getting rnerried.
Where I come from we make no contrasts
between merry (as in Merry Christmas) and
Mary, nor between Mary and marry. Ray" is
Midland Southern and roof, Northern. In the
urban North, roof is gaining. KC/eh is sup.
posed to be a bad pronunciation for catch,
but you'll "ketch" most teachers in the Mid-
west saving it most of the time.

Teachers who teach that there's a consistent
pronunciation of phonogramic relationships
among certain lists of words must take care
to put them in their regional context, because
some parts of the country have it one way
and other parts, another way.

Differences in Grammatical Forms

There are any number of pronunciations
which we could consider, but let us now take
a took at some of the differences in grammar.
To this day, the grammar books are not
settled as to what is the past tense of dive.
Most dictionaries list two past tense forms:
dove, found largely in the North; dived,
found in the Midland areas.

What is a teacher to do about the past
tense of dive? Teachers, in the past, felt the
need to select one form or the other. Dived
was probably taught more often because
that's what most grammar books say is cot.-
rect. When you see dove in Detroit and Chi-
cago newspapers and when you hear Senators
and Presidents say dove, you wonder who is
out of step here.

1 think one of the most important things
that linguistics geography or linguistics can
add to the teaching of English is that they
provide more precise answers to such ques-
tions. The simple fact here is that dived is a
MidlandSouthern form and dove is a North.
ern form; that dived is gaining in the urban
North, perhaps on the principle of anatc$y

ith all other ed words. Ever since the time
of Chaucer, English has been dropping the
seven classes of strong verbs and adding to
the three classes of weak verbs. Any new verb
today takes an ed form in English.

In the urban North, then, dived is gaining
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over dove and perhaps is going to win out in
the long run. That is as much of the whole
truth as we can say. It is not simply a matter
of one is right and the other is wrong, but
there is something going on that is much
more precise that we can say about such
grammatical forms as dived and dove.

Language change is constant and also in-
teresting. Which is "correct"? Quarter of
four. Quarter '111 four. Quarter to four. Quar-
ter before four. There are a number of gram-
matical items in the new book Discovering
American Dialects which will be useful to the
teacher of English.

I think that the teacher of English, rather
than taking differences in vocabulary, pro-
nunciation and grammatical forms as prob-
lems, should use them as beginning points for
interesting discussions.

Dialectology in the Classroom

I have been saying things along the way
about the place dialectology has in the class-
room. I now would like to put these things
into a framework.

Here are some cardinal rules, it seems to
me, that we can discuss.

First of all, the teacher should not ridicule
the speech of his student no matter :chat it is.
Most teachers are conscientious, believe in
their children, and want to help them. Yet, we
do tend to ridicule a student's speech.

Once when I was working for the National
Council of Teachers of English, I asked
teachers, "How would you describe the
speech of the children in your classrooms?"
They said, "Ugly. Horrible. Miserable. Slov-
enly." All of these teachers worked in disad
vantaged areas. Then I would ask, "What are
the features which are ugly, slovenly?" I had
a hard time getting answers which were relat-
ed to what I saw in the classroom. I don't
think we're going to get anywhere if we
subconsciously or consciously ridicule the
children we teach. I doubt that you're going
to communicate much to somebody whose
speech you abhor.

Another of Shuy's principles is this: Speak.
ers of one dialect are not inherently superior
to speakers of another dialect. I'm saving
here that speakers of substandard (vs 11:-.tcver
that means) dialect are not inherently in'lerior
to speakers of standard dialect. For one thing,
how do you define "standard"? What is stan
dard in England is not standard in the U.S
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What is standard in Texas is not standard in
New York. Perhaps we can define it as that
which enables a person to get along well
within his own group. Then there is a stan-
dard English which is different in one group
from a standard English in another group. Is
dived then better than dove? Is rnf better
than roof?

America, with its expanded provincialism
or nationalism or whatever you want to call
it, enables me to say that I'm as right as you
are, by George, and just because I'm from
Texas and you're from Boston doesn't mean
that you're better than I am. On the othe.
hand, we must also be conscious of the view
others take of us. We must be willing to learn
a more "acceptable" dialect and to use it
when the appropriate time arrives.

My third principle: Understand your cur-
rent attitudes in relation to your own social
background. Perhaps I am covering the same
ground that I covered in the first principle. If
you have just recently emerged from the low-
er middle class yourself or lower class to
middle class or lower middle to upper mid.
dle, be sure you understand yourself in rela
tionship to your judgments of others. For
example, I have no way of saying, "I am
right, . . . I?" 1 can't say, "Ain't I?"
because I am an English teacher. I can't say,
"Am I not?" because people of my genera.
lion where I'm from just don't say it. "Aren't
I" is just as pretentious as it can be to me. I
think I understand, however, my son who
says, "Aren't I?" lie can say it because
people in his community say it.

I don't know how many papers I have
marked wrong in grading compositions on
things which are only manifestations of my
own provincialism in terms of speech.

A fourth principle is this: Both standard
and substandard dialects are systematic. A
dialect which calls for 1 runs, you runs, he
runs, we runs, they runs is just as systematic
as the one calling for I run, you run, he runs,
we run, they run.

Subgroup dialects, since they are system.
atic, can be as clearly described as standard
dialects. If I have a knowledge of the sub-
group dialect system, I know what I am
"teaching against." I also know what trans
forms should be taught in order to achieve
the standard dialed.

Another thing that dialectology does for
the classroom, it seems to me, is that it points
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out structural interference on the grammatical
level. A child is reading this sentence: "He
walks down the street." He actually reads,
"He walk down the street." It is very likely
that the child has merely transferred the
walks of the printed page to his own dialect
where it is walk. Is this a problem of not
pronouncing an s? I think not. It seems to me
to be more of a problem of grammatical
interference of one dialect with that of anoth
er. The child doesn't have a reading problem.
This child understands so well that he trans-
lates a word into his own dialect. What we do
about it is another matter. For oral reading, I
guess we want him to pronounce the s. Un-
derstanding the grammar of a dialed may be
very useful in diagnosing problems in gram.
matical interference in another dialect.

Differences in Usage
The terms sociolinguistics and sociodialec-

tology are fairly new and convey somewhat
different concepts from the old definition of
usage.

What do you, as teachers of English, think
of the usage in the following sentences?

(1) His work is different than mine.
(2) Can I have some more?
(3) Everyone put on their coats.
(4) We only have five left.
(5) I will pay your bill.
These sentences have been selected from

those used by Norman Lewis in a survey
which he reported in Ilarper's.' Lewis re
ceived 460 responses in his survey of some 19
items of doubtful usage. Those who respond.
ed included 155 teachers of college English,
12 dictionary makers, 33 authors, 80 editors,
22 radio commentators, 32 teachers of high
school English, 60 subscribers to .Iarper's
selected at random, 4.8 feature writers and
columnists, and 26 women's magazine editors.

The first sentence in the Harper's survey
gained 31% acceptance. Eleven of the 12
dictionary makers accepted it. The second
sentence received 40% acceptance. Two-thirds
of the teachers of college English accepted
this one. The third Sentence was accepted by
45% of the respondents. Again, two thirds of
the teachers of college English accepted it.

hr fourth Sentence was accepted by 14% of
the resp,twients. And again, two- thirds of the
teachers of college English accepted it. The

N41,011 r.wn. II.. .1 .1 Ingh.h
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fifth sentence was accepted by 90% of the
respondents.

What I am getting at here is not that we
are now absolved from the problem of findine
usage items. Rather, I am saying that here is
one way of getting at an accurate statement
about usage based on some evidence. What
interests me here is not whether these sen-
te.ices are classified as acceptable or not but
the basis on which the decision is made. If we
reject or accept a particular construction, we
ought to have a good basis for rejecting or
accepting it.

I am attempting to focus on the problem of
deciding what is good English and what is
not. If we seek authority to back up our
usage, whose authority do we use? We shall
examine several systems of deciding what
good English really is, and, in doing so, we'll
find that man is a rather complex person. The
word good, when we talk about good English,
has a way of changing its complexion depend.
ing on such factors as context, audience, sub-
ject matter, age, and interests. It is very
difficult to find a good English which exists
at all times. We'll find also that language
change has an important bearing on any
definition of good English.

Furthermore, we'll find that the total
communication structure relates significantly
to our own understanding of good English.
We may be in fact we usually are
unaware of our deviation from society's
norms.

Pthorities for Good Usage
Systems of finding good English are many.

We may seek the authority of a person, of a
book, of a discipline, or of society.

Let's begin with the authority of a person.
We have all lived under the iron rule of a
solid, firm, unbending English teacher. Her
ways were the right ways, her judgments
final. Although we disliked her rigidity to a
certain extent, we found it comforting that
some rigidity existed in the world. Unfortu
nately, we were never able to fathom exactly
why her judgments were made. Then, when
we met another equally strong English teach.
er whose standards varied from those of the
first, we were faced with the dilemma of
deciding which of the former instructors
rigid, wonderful people though they were
was right?

Of course, the authoritarian person means
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well. He wants to add the rigidity that seems
to be lacking in the world of English and,
perhaps, in the child's life. He creates prob-
lems for the child when his rigidity is not the
rigidity of the next teacher or when his rigid.
ity does not agree with the textbook.

What about the authority of a book? Over
the last two generations, professional students
of language, then teachers, and last of all
laymen have begun to understand something
about usage. The layman, however, suffers a
tension resulting from a feeling of relief at
being told not to feel guilty about using
language naturally and from his expectation
that the dictionaries and handbooks are sup-
posed to make him feel guilty.

Let's turn now to the authority of a disci.
pline. We know that radioTV people have their
own standards. Obviously the seminary has
its own standards since pulpit diction is quite
different from the diction that you hear else-
where. I have a very good friend, a Baptist
minister, who becomes an entirely different
person in the pulpit. 1 tell him that he's
schizophrenic. He's informal and chatty in
personal relationship, but he rolls his is in
the pulpit. Speech teachers have their stand.
ards. The newspapers have their own author.
ity on usage. Theodore Bernstein of the New
York Times in his book called Watch Your
Language makes a number of interesting
statements about usage which are relevant to
the New York Times.2 Keep in mind that
they are pertinent for those who write for the
Times but are not necessarily pertinent for
others. If you want to write for the New York
Times, you had jolly well better follow Theo-
dore Bernstein's prejudices and his ideas.
would strongly suggest, however, that you
don't use it for love letters.

English teachers, who certainly represent a
discipline, are perhaps less unified in their
choice of usage than representatives of other
disciplines. It seems to me that English teach-
ers should have a stronger unification of
usage standards than they do.

Society also exercises its own brand of
authority over language. t hat f am saying
here is that language is primaril.. sociological
and that society agrees upon erlain things.
Although some children say d sses for desks,
society decides that they are called desks. The
society formed by nine.) ear-olds on a play
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ground may decide that they are desses, and
the nineyearold who wants to be "in" calls
them desses. We all know that women speak
in a somewhat different language from that
used by men. In other words, society, how.
ever it defines itself as Brooklyn, as Ba
more, as nineyearold Negro boys in De-
troit's inner city has its own ways of
deciding what's right and what isn't. Were
this not so, we'd still be saying pw'r instead
of boy.

The usage committee of the American Dia.
lect Society has been attempting to make
statements about usage in the Publications of
the American Dialect Society (PADS). The
Journal of American Speech, the same type of
journal, published by Columbia Universitx
Press, contains many articles on vocabulary,
pronunciation, and other matters having to do
with contemporary American English usage.
These are attempts at recording what scciety
judges useful or nonuseful.

There are ways of getting at good English,
and some ways are better than others. Simply
accepting the authority of the textbook will
lead you into trouble, particularly in an age
in which we're telling our students to chat-
lenge the textbook, to think critically. I don't
see anything wrong with facing a controver
sial issue in the classroom by saying, "Let's
look at ihe facts. I don't know what the
answer is. Let's see if we can find out." Do
you have usage guides? Go to them. Do you
have dictionaries? Go to them. Do you have a
linguistics atlas? Go to it. More and more
material is becoming available to use for
research of this sort.

Usage is in one way a complicated prob.
tern; in another way it is a relatively simple
one. Certain pronunciations and certain vo.
cabulary and grammatical items are valued
more than others for certain situations. That's
the simple part. The complex part is deter.
mining exactly how they are valued in exactly
what situations.

Almost everyone recognizes that in some
way some people use the language more effec
tively than the rest. Their way of h:ndling the
language attracts attention. People are en
couraged to emulate them. The semade
man, who is comfortable in the language he
has been using for years, may be tempted by
advertisements that ask him, "Do you make
these mistakes in English?" Ile builds up
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within himself a tension between the old,
comfortable ways and the new ways that
promise to make him "acceptable." This ten-
s;on can easily lead to insecurity and the
insecurity, to timidity. Say it the safe way, do
it the easy way, the way which won't get you
in trouble.

In writing and in composition of any sort,
however, tension and insecurity will produce
timidity. The very thing we don't want in
composition is timidity. "Be brave, be bold!"
we say.

Classification of Usage
One treatment of the dimensions of usage is

that usage is either good or it is bad. A scale
which is frequently given in usage guides and
English textbooks is literary, standard formal,
standard informal, homely, and illiterate.
This type of scale is not only unuseful but it
is also harmful and misleading. Usually we
interpret literary as best, standard formal as
second best, standard informal as third best,
homely as fourth best, and illiterate as worst.

Grammarians over the years have tried to
discover the universal principles upon which
to judge good usage. George Campbell in the
18th century, in his English textbooks, said
that in deciding upon which word or which
expression to use, one should prefer the pres.
ent, the reputable, and the national. This
seems like a pretty good idea to
me. However, usage handbooks have reflect.
ed more interest in items than in principles
for judging the items. Of course, there were
problems in interpreting Campbell's criteria,
but he had criteria first.

If we accept the theory of setting up elite
via for judging usage, what principles do we
have?

We have the principle of history.. I think
that the teacher of English would find a
knowledge of the history of the language very
useful in the classroom. Explaining the influ
ence of the Norman Conquest on the ough
words (rough, tough, bough, through), for
example, is of more value than just saying,
"That's the way English is,"

The textbooks that warn against slow used
as an adverb evidently are unaware of the
fact that in Old English stoic was an adverb
as well as an adjective. Words, such as slow,
present the opportunity for the teacher to give
the historical background that accounts for
the usage surrounding them.
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Besides the principle of history, there are
the principles of psychology and sociology.
Let's take another look at the item Ire only
have five left. Many textbooks tell us to put
only :text to the word it modifies. Presum
ably, then, only is supposed to be modifying
we, and the usage is incorrect because the
statement is illogically arranged. On the other
hand, some linguists claim that psychological.
ly such a statement is perfectly acceptable
because it cannot possibly be misunderstood.
It's not exactly ungrammatical. It's not even
socially unacceptable this way. Robert Poo ley
in his book feels this is the case.3 I have no
reason to doubt his opinions on this.

Sociological principles also operate here.
The only valid reason for the creation, pres.
ervation, or extinction of a word is whether
it is useful to our society or not. If we need
the word, it will live; if we don't need it, it
will probably die. We are going through an
interesting period right now with the word
index. It seemed for awhile that indexes was
gaining on indices, but now indices is popular
again. We are even developing a back forma.
Lion which I have heard many educated
people use in the last year. The plural indices
would suggest the singular is indite. I have
hea *ndice even in professional societies. I
say c 1 when I am talking to English teach-
ers a).-I dita when I'm talking to linguists. In
editing Social Dialects and Language Learn-
ing, I had both English teachers and linguists
look it over. The linguists were adamantly in
favor of data is, whereas the English teachers
generally wrote diira are. I don't remember
the last time I saw datum in print. Perhaps it
occurs occasionally, but it certainly is not
needed as often as the plural.

Well, what then do we do in our attempt to
find the dimensions in usage? Well, we took
for things which will indicate clearly that
something is formed which will enable people
to appreciate us rather than laugh at us.
Jr. 111-17,' C. F`Ohfry. rmrAinr f No,oh \ ow 1,i, trifri..11.
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The Scales of martin .loos

Martin Joos in his monograph called "The
Five Clocks " looks at usage through four
scales, each scale having five clocks.4

RESPONSIBILITY BREADTH
best
better
good
fair
bad

AGE
senile
mature
teenager
child
baby

genteel
puristic
standard
provincial
popular

STYLE
frozen
formal
consultative
casual
intimate

The style scale is the one in which Joos is
most interested. Styles are appropriate to the
occasion. They are appropriate to the size of
the group, the degree of familiarity within the
group and they are even appropriate to
the subject being discussed. The problem
comes in selecting the proper style ar. I
shifting from one style to another.

The paradox, perhaps, of English teaching
is that we aim for one style of English,
whereas we should aim for many styles. it is
certainly appropriate for a preschool child to
call his train a cheo choo. By the early teens,
the child usually has at least three working
styles (serious, systematic data gathering is
limited here): one style for his peer group,
one style for parents and other adults, and
one style for strangers. This is a minimal
stylistic repertoire needed for the normal so-
cial life of the teenager.

For educated adults, the five Joos styles are
common. The consultative style is the central
one which is used for opening a conversation
with a stranger. The major focus in the con-
sultative style is on communication with a
minimum of social, aesthetic, or emotional
17 Martin '7-The Eke' (I, i.," / norion Journal of tmeriraq
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Almost all teachers believe b dh that they recognize ihr diffvrenues between
such students' "natural language and the kind of standard language which is
believed lobe desirable. and that the) understand how loteaell tie standard dialect
to their students .. . The fart rrf the matter is that different is in dialect and differ-
ences in variety of language are far more complex than the training of most teach-
ers has led them to suspect.
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overtones that characterize other styles.

The casual style is what we'd use in easy
conversation among friends, except when the
seriousness of the occasion calls for consulta
the style. Here we find elided pronunciations
such as Ent gonna. The sentences tend to be
more elliptical, such as Eat yet? Coming
tonight? It may include slang or even occa
sional profanity. It is not used to convey very
serious or complex informathini because even
close friends should use consultative style for
serious or complex information. In writing,
this casual style is characterized by a lot of
contractions, abbreviations, the heavy use of
the dash. One of the things I try to tell
college students in freshmen composition is to
be more consultative and less casual, less
chatty, less informal. The most commonly
used style of the high school and college
student is the casual style except in the class-
room and in writing where he shifts to the
consultative style. As tear iers, we must rec
ognize this fact for we need to help the
student to know when to sw4tch and when not
to.

The intimate style is used by people who
know each other so well that they can predict
each other's reactions to a given situation.
Much communication here is nonlinguistic
eyebrow- raising, shrugging, groaning. Ilus
bands and wives communicate with such
things as 11mm? and Urt-huh which depend
on intonation for meaning. Words are often
slurred, are clipped; .here's an accidental
mispronunciation, maybe purposely pre-
served.

The formal style, expository discourse, is
informative and discursi-e. It is not conversa
tional. It is used by lecturers, by preachers,
newscasters, judges, legislators, by anybody
alone before an audience or by a writer writ-
ing to an auolenee which cannot talk back.

The frozen style is literary. The fact that it
is preserved in such a way that we would not
want to change it is why it is called frozen.

Intimate style roses two personalities. Cas-
ual style integrates different personalities into
a social group which is greater than the sum
of its parts. Consultative style produces coop-
eration without the kind r integration that
you get with casual style, Formal style in-
forms the individual separately on a oneto
one basis 5,0 that his future planning may be
more discriminating. Frozen style lures the
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reader into educating himself so that he may
be more confident in acting the role he
chooses. The key here is that these styles all
require subtle shifts of pronunciation, gram-
mar, syntax, and vocabulary, depending on
whether the language used is written or spok-
en. It is not a matter of good versus bad or
literary versus homely. The native speaker
must learn to control these shifts to a varying
degree and I think this is the tremendous task
of the English teacher to be able to handle
this kind of thing.

Detroit Dialect Study

If we are to make statements about what
people actually say, we must do large-scale
language gathering studies. I ant going to
discuss very briefly the Detroit Dialect Study,
which 1 am conducting, in the hope that such
an overview will give you an idea of how
such studies are organized and carried out.

The purpose of our research in Detroit is,
first of all, to describe the speech of Detroit-
ers from various economic and age levels and
of various ethnic, religious, and geographical
origins. We are interested in any kind of an
ingroup, no matter what it is. Since there are
70 ethnic groups in Detroit, we spent most of
our efforts on these groups which live in
particular kinds of ghettos. Other ethnic
groups include Negroes, Jews, Poles, Mexi-
cans, and Appalachian Whites. We can split
these groups into various subgroups, basing
our distinctions on the scales of breadth, age,
style, and responsibility.

Our second purpose if. to relate this linguis
tic descril to the sociological factors in
zolveci ii r to determine what speech
features cll.. erite each group. We want to
gather data, but we want to relate the data to
any kind of information we have about age,
the geographical origin of grandparents, of
parents, about religion and many other
things.

We want to relate the linguistic facts that
we find to whatever other information we can
discover about Detroit. Sociologists, for ex
ample, have found that the Poles on the east
side of Detroit tend to have different values
from those of Poles on the west side and that
those from the east side who change their
residence tend to move to one section whereas
those from the west side move to another.
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Our interest in describing the speech of
Detroiters is not limited to that of the inner
city people; we are interested in as many
classes as we can get. We know that our
sample is not going to tell us in the end that
Detroit speech is such and such. We are not
even pretending that. What we want to do is
to gather the speech, relate it to the sociologi.
cal factors, and then utilize the information to
provide a theoretical basis for pedagogy and
even to develop some materials for the class-
room. If we discover certain kinds of syntax
features characteristic of one group, we want
to tell teachers who work with members of
the group what these features are and to tell
teachers in other areas r..t to worry about
such features.

Since time for making this study is limited,
it has seemed to me that we should focus on
problems. We need background information
on comparisons of geographical areas, of eth.
nicity, race, or even religion, and of age.

In our survey, we have interviewed chil-
dren of the fourth and sixth grades, teenagers,
parents, and grandparents.

By now, you are probably wondering how
we chose our informants. We decided to use
the registration files of all the public school
children in Detroit as our population. We
randomly selected schools from each of 10
areas and then randomly selected 10 children
from each school from the 4th to 6th grades.
We did pot feel competent to interview any.
one below the 4th grade. Then we interviewed
the older sibling, if there was one. If there
were two older siblings, we would pick the
one who was not out of high school and work
our way down. We wanted to get an age
difference here becauw we know that some.
thing happens to the language between the
nnddle elementary grades and high school. If
possible, we would like to get a measurement
of those differences.

We interviewed one or the other parent on
a rigid basis, the father in one case, the
mother in the next. We interviewed a grand.
parent if one was available.

We finished the fieldwork on August 12.
We have between 700 and 750 interviews in
the city of Detroit. That may not seem like
very many, but keep in mind that up to this
time the total knowledge that we had was
based on four interviews conducted 20 )ears
ago. We had only 8 weeks and 12 field
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workers. Each field worker could do approxi
mately two interviews a day, each interview
running about one and a half hours.

The basic areas in the language to be
examined here were pronunciation (word for.
mation, inflections, and derivational affixes in
this case), syntax (the way word order pat.
terns go), and vocabulary. I was least inter.
ested in vocabulary and my questionnaire
reflected it. I think vocabulary is interesting
but it does not carry the crucial social stand.
ing that pronunciation, grammar, and syntax
do. The search here was for indices of social
standing within the matrices of race, econom.
ics, religion, age, ethnicity, origin what.
ever other matrix we had in mind.

Let me give you some examples of the
phonological indices that we are testing now.
The final consonant deletion is one such
thing. The dropping of the d and the I in such
words as bed and wet are examples that come
to mind. The substitution off for th in such
words as bathroom and the dropping of the
final g in words that end in ing are others. In
addition to deletions, modifications, and sub-
stitutions, we are also studying consonant
additions (chimbley for chimney), vowel
deletions (g'rage for garage), and vowel
lengthening (coon' for cow). These are only
some of the phonological indices being stud.
ied.

In our study, we are going to talk about
grammatical indices in terms of processes
rather than items. We think that it will be
more useful in the long run if v'e can lump
grammatical things into patterns rather than
simply say, "Here are a list of grammatical
things." So the processes involved are the
morphophonemic processes, the analogical
processes, the deletion processes, the proc
esses of vIclition, the processes of permuta-
tion, (he processes of concordial relationships,
the processes of expanded or restricted form
class usage. What we want to do is to put all
these things into various kinds of processes so
that the teacher will have a better grasp of
the unity, the problem involved,

1 think it is much better to understand that
the child's problem is one of analogy than it
is to say "Your problem is that you put errs
where they don't belong."

One of the morphophonemic processes
which is common is the neutralization of the
an distinction (a apple instead of an apple).
This seems to be an age grader in Detroit. It
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also has some social manifestations beyond
age grading. When we come upon such things
as stringstrang, bring-brang, gooder, balder,
or feet feels, we put them under the process of
analogy because we would like to be able to
understand why the child is saying what he
says, not just what he is saying.

The process of deletion is one which gram-
matically has bearing in Detroit, We found
particle deletion (you out the game for you
are out of the game), copula deletion (he
crummy, he nice), article deletion (1 want to
make wish for I want to make a wish),
conjunction deletion (there eight ten horses
for there are eight or ten horses), auxiliary.
deletion (we playing for ice are playing),
relative deletions (different things Santa
brings). The deletion of the dependent clause
with a comparative (1 like arithmetic better)
is another case. I look at this problem from
the viewpoint of deletion process rather than
as a logic problem better than what? Here
is the deletion of a whole unit of speech
which I prefer to consider in the same class
with copula deletion, particle deletion, and
conjunction deletion.

We are also looking at the process of
addition. Prepositions seem to be the most
fruitful area. Adverbs come in for their share.

By the process of permutation, which is
another we are dealing with, I mean the
change in linear order of things, such as he
used to always go instead of he always used
to go.

Another process is that of concordial rela
lions, the subject -verb concord; for example,
watches, we goes, he go. We are trying to
discover the systematic pattern of this concor-
dial relation as it exists in Detroit. Multiple
negatives fit into concordial relations, We
asked, "How much have you traveled?" One
of the respondents said, "1 ain't neter went
nowhere on no trip."

There is the expanded or restricted form
class usage, such as we have with pronouns

I buy me a house (the object pronoun used
as a reflexive). Him and my sister went home
(object pronouns as a subject), Ile's better
than me or better than I (pronoun with a
comparative).

We are studying, then, certain numbers of
grammatical indices. We are also studying
some syntactical indices, which are not quite
as easy to formulate because nobody has
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really said anything about dialect in syntax.
We are now preparing a file which will

show the exact number of occurrences of each
sentence type, each clause type, and each
phrase type used by each speaker in Detroit,
It is a fantastic undertaking. It is laborious
but it is important in terms of language
learning. Four typists have been working all
summer making transcripts of the recorded
interviews. The linguist takes the transcript
and checks it for accuracy against the tape.
After the transcript has been retyped and put
on a stencil, it is run off and studied bit by
bit every phrase, clause, and sentence. We
go through our potential indices of syntax
and our potential indices of grammar to see
what he does and how many times. We record
every peculiar use that we think is diagnostic.
At the present time, we are testing hypothe-
ses. We intend to do a lot more, of course, in
the organization of the findings. Ours is a
monumental undertaking, but when it is fin.
ished it will say more about Detroit English
than any file of its kind yet in existence.

We came upon a few new terms in Detroit,
but we are not really as much interested in
vocabulary as we are in grammar and syntax.

Our study will relate to the teaching of
English primarily in describing what actually
is there in terms of pronunciation, grammar,
and syntax. It should indicate where a partic-
ular kind of problem exists or with what
types of people. It should indicate the tt hy as
well as the what. It should find the systems
into which the language of each child fits.

This study would not do the schools of
Detroit much good if all we did was tabulate
the results and hand over the tabulations. In
the case of one respondent who reverted to a
different system of language when he became
emotional, I think it is worthwhile for the
teacher to know that this is a systematic
reversal and that it is common. Teachers may
be tempted to say, "What a chaotic thing.
Why, this boy. for no reason in the world,
starts using a copula. He knows better."
think the situation is quite different when he
understands why.

Another thing that must be related is the
interference of subgroup speech to standard
English. When a student reads l be the nne
who came for I am the one uho came, his
problem is not a reading problem nor a
phonemegrapheme problem; it is a gram.
matical interference problem.
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I think there's something to be said for
applying this kind of research to composition.
If we can isolate by quantitative analysis the
number of each phrase, clause and sentence
type used by people of different age, racial,
economic, ethnic, geographical, and religious
groups, we can discover something about how
syntax acquisition comes about. So far, no
one has said much about this. Composition
teaching, unless it has changed since I

stopped teaching composition, lacks concrete.
ness. Our research in Detroit, I think, will say
something about composition which is fac-

tual. I hope it will be useful.
Certainly we can also say something about

usage statements, I think a great deal of ink
is wasted on nonexistent problems. Usage
problems vary from place to place, situation
to situation. Basically, we are attempting to
find out exactly who needs what said to him.

I really am excited about the kind of re.
search we are carrying In in Detroit. I think
our results will be of great usefulness to
English teachers in the Detroit area. I am
hopeful that teachers outside the Detroit area
will also benefit from the results of our study.

Linguistics Is a Process
Linguistics is a process: it's a special way of doing something, and [it] has

two parts to it. One part concerns what we call attitudes. In order to behave as
linguists do, in order to do linguistics, one has to accept certain attitudes. These arc
as well known to you as they are to me. They go by various names such as tenta
tiveness, objectivity, a certain hostility to authority, certainly a hostility to authori-
tarianism, openmindedness, willingness to accept the fact that there can be dif
ferent answers to a single question, willingness to accept the fact that any answer
you have in your head today is subject to change and sometimes immediate change.
All of these are attitudes that we generally associate with the scientific methods of
inquiry. You cannot do linguistics unless you are willing to accept these attitudes.

frt addition to attitudes, there arc certain operations that are part of the
process of doing linguistics. Once again, these are well known to you. To over.
simplify, let me name five or six of them: Question-askingyou almost always start
an inquiry by asking the question; Definingyou spend considerable time trying
to make as clear as possible the meanings of the key terms you are using: Observ-
ing, Classifying, Generalizing, Verifyingall of these are operations that we L..
sociate with scientific methods of inquiry ...

It seems to me that if linguistics is a process, if its a way of doing something,
then what this means for the English teacher is that he must refashion his class.
room environment so that almost daily what h s students arc doing is linguistics,
and by "doing it" I mean using the attitudes and procedures that I referred to. If
the students are not doing that, then they are not doing linguistics. the classroom is
not a linguis:ically-oriented classroom...

[Linguistics] stresses active inquiry on the part of the learner so that any
classroom in which the study of language is fundamentally an act of obedience is
not a linguistics classroom, no matter what definition of a noun is being used or
what definition of a sentence is being used.

What is at stake here for all of us is in a way even more fearful and painful than
what some of us might think is involved in mak;ng changes. because what we need
is not so much a new English, if you'll forgive my saying it, but a new English
teacher .. . who makes the whole range of language behavior the subject of in
quiry, so that what his students are doing is not giving back a kind of h i.fi or low-fi
recording of someone else's answers to someone else's questions. but ... actively
doing what the linguists do.

What linguists do is ask questions, define their terms, make observations,
classify their data, draw generalizations from data, and verify. As they do this.
they accept as a matter of course all oldie attitudes that we associate with the sci
entific method of inquiry ...
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Nonstandard Speech Patterns

Many people will he surprised to learn that non-
standard dialect has a coherent, structured, mean-
ingful system of its own with its own historical back-
ground. Dr. Stewart's intensive investigations into an
increasingly critical area stress that it avails the
teacher little to recognize a deviation from standard
English without understanding the nature of the de-
viation. "Without the sophistication to evaluate ex-
actly," Dr. Stewart says, "the teacher must use a
great deal of caution in a correction device."

WILLIAM A. STEWART

Talking about dialect variation and the
problem of dialect differences involves soda
ogy, foreign language teaching technique, the
history of the United States, and, in some
cases, foreign language differences.

A change has taken place primarily
because of changes in educational and social
philosophy in the United States not only
about who is to be taught but also about
what is to be taught. Groups that we-e wry
much left in the periphery or totally outside
of the educational process in America have in
the last few decades been taken seriously into
the educational process.

The goals have become more practical,
since th,.: people who have been included have
been people representing actually a much
wider range of cultural differences, of eco
nomic differences, and of background. Many
very different kinds of people have to be
trained for practical interaction with other
kinds of people in a life which, being more
ilti. rondenrrii..a mrde by Vim< ant C Mobn ihr Sur..a of hrt11.
rytiono d. lape rtrordini Dr Sit art. prr.rnta..,11Y.111. 1 irrui, it
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and more technological, requires increasingly
some kinds of formal education as preparation
for acting in a technological society. The days
when people could get by, where most people,
in fact, expected to get by as simply a ditch.
digger, are past.

With respect to the socioeconomically dis
advantaged, particularly' people many of
them Negroes in the slum areas of our big
cities, educators now have to ask: How can
teach these people what I need to teach them?

Linguistic History

knowing something about the history of
the Negro in the city ghettos means knowing
linguistic history as well as social history. At
the formation of the United States as we
know it today, Africans made up some of the
very first immigrants. They started arriving
along the South American coast before prac-
tically anybody arrived in North America,
and Africans also were among the first people
to arrive in North America. They weren't in
the very first wave; but soon after, they start
ed coming.

By the late 1690's, which is still fairly early
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in American history, a sizable number of
Negroes was in the United States, some Af-
ricans and some western-born Negroes. Afri-
cans came to the United States with a foreign
language as their native tongue usually, and
they were faced with the problem of acquiring
the language of the new nation, the language
of most of the immigrants in this new nation.

Because they were of slave status (as the
vast majority of them were for the next few
centuries), very little in the way of formal
education was open to them. English had to
be picked up as best it could until the devel-
opment of an elite today we would call it
Negro, but in the early days a social distinc-
tion was made a mulatto caste (usually
derived from a union between master and
slave). They were often freedmen in the Bos
ton and New York area, although in the
Southern areas they were still defined as hay
ing slave status because usually they were of
a slave mother. They were given formal edu-
cation, and often they constituted an elite
cadre of household-type servants.

A social dichotomy arose then between the
elitists, who were upper-class or relatively
upper-class, formally educated, fairly stand-
ardspeaking Negroes, and the darker-
skinned field hands, who throughout the
group's linguistic history by and large were
nonstandard speaking Negroes. It's been a
dichotomy which is well known and well
studied by Myrdal and Franklin Fraiier and
such people and has existed right up until
recently within the Negro community.

To most of the field hands and they
constituted the majority formal education
wasn't open. They weren't educated in
schools, and they just had to pick up English
as best they could. Now, although it has been
generally assumed historically that African
slaves arrived on the North American main-
land speaking no English at all, we have to
revise this opinion. There's evidence, for ex-
ample, that a kind of pidgin English was
spoken as a trade language and primarily as
a slave trade language along the West Afri-
can coast ranging roughly from where Dakar
is today dear down through the Ivory and
Gold Coasts that is, down to roughly
where the Fernando Po bland is in the
south. So along the whole area of Africa,
running from off the coast of Senegal to off
the coast of Cameroon, at the slave stations,
at the trading stations, watering ',lams, and

landfalls for ships, tribal people and sailors
used two or three kinds of pidgin languages
for trade. One was pidgin English, another
was pidgin Portuguese, and another was one of
the African languages pidginized all still
used in varieties along the West African
coast.

Many staves brought with them this pidgin
English, as did many whites who were en
gaged in the slave trade, and it apparently
gained quite a bit of currency among the
early dark-skinned field hands. These African
slaves were deliberately mixed ethnically. The
policy of slave owners and slave buyers was
to mix the African slaves with respect to
travel origin, the language they spoke, and
the area in Africa they came from.

Plantation owners planned to keep com
munication, interaction, and common back-
ground to a minimum.

Rapid Linguistic Transition

The slaves had to have a common language
to communicate with each other, and unless
they happened to find somebody who spoke
their own tribal language, they couldn't use it.
They had to acquire some kind of English as
a communication language between slaves
even in the very early days. In one sense the
African slaves coming to the United States
learned a kind of English more quickly than
many of the other foreign immigrants. Many
foreign immi rants, Italians and Scandinavian
groups, for example, took two or three gener
ations to make the transition from the lan-
guage that they came with to the kind of
English they ended up speaking. For slaves,
particularly the field hands, the deliberate
mixing situation forced a rather rapid linguis-
tic transition. And it had to be a makeshift
one because formal education wasn't open to
them.

We have many early texts of the two basic
kinds of pidgin English spoken in the United
States. Another kind of pidgin English devel-
oped in communication, first, between Euro-
pean settlers and American Indians and then.
later, between different kinds of American
Indians. These had previously especially
on the Plains used one or two Indian
languages as an intermediate 'rade language
and also a nonverbal sign language. But once
this American pidgin English got started, ap
parently along the eastern seaboard when the
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first European settlers had contact with the
Indians there, it spread quite rapidly so that
Indians were using it among each other long
before European settlement had spread west,
out to the Plains areas, for example.

One of the characteristics of this pidgin
English was the nonsubject-object difference
in pronouns. People said me for both me and
I. Verbs that were transitive had urn attached
to the end. The stereotype of American pid-
gin English, Me likum heap big chief, is
actually rather accurate. The urn on the end
of like is a transitivity marker. In Me icanturn
wampum, want is a transitive verb so it takes
urn on the end and Me is the subject. But in
Him likum me, me is the object. American
pidgin has pronoun simplification in this
sense, and it also has a simpler but a more
regular way of marking verb transitivity.

This American pidgin English got well es-
tablished and vestiges of it are still used in
Alaska in certain kinds of pidgin English still
current there. I suspect, although I don't
know firsthand, that bits and pieces of Arneri
can pidgin English structures still survive
on some Indian reservations, probably not
reported even though heard by lots of people
who don't know what it is.

Another pidgin English, developed and
spoken in the South Pacific area, has now
become almost an official language in the
Malaysian and New Guinea area. It spread
north to Hawaii, and today large numbers of
peoples in the Hawaiian Islands speak pidgin
English, a different kind of pidgin English.
And a dialect problem there invokes teaching
standard English to pidgin speakers, now pri
madly of Japanese 1.ckground with some of
Philippine ethnic origin in Hawaii.

Slave Pidgin

For the slave pidgin in the United States
many attestations are found, including attes
Cations by sucl, capable observers as Benja
min Franklin, who kept his ears open when
he heard some characteristic slave speech in
the United States and set it down. It's rather
like what we know about the early stages of
West African pidgin English, though in some
ways a step closer to standard English. No
longer in an enairornent as it had been in
West Africa where the other languages spok
en were quite different from pidgin, it was
spoken side by side with standard English,
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was susceptible to the correction and direc-
tion of standard English, and therefore was a
step closer.

It was also probably very similar to what
is called Gullah or Geechee. (It's called
Geechee in the Charleston area, although
technically within the area itself Geechee re.
fers to the sort of citified variety of the
language spoken in Charleston, Georgetown,
and cities along the coast.) The Gullah area
extends roughly all along the coast in the rice
plantation area from the South Carolina-
North Carolina border halfway down Geor-
gia. The dialect demarcation is very rigid
between the rice plantation area on the coast
and the cotton plantation areas in both Geor-
gia and South Carolina. Gullah, still spoken
today, especially in the Sea Islands which
have been isolated historically from the in-
land, is quite obviously a creolized kind of
pidgin English. A pidgin and a creole lan-
guage are different primarily in that creole
language is a pidgin language which has
acquired native speakers -- people who speak
no other language. Pidgin language is a mod.
ified variety of a language that is used by
people who speak some other language as
their native language. And the pidgin modi
fled variety has been modified because it has
been influenced by the structure of the native
language.

Thus, for example, if Chinese in Hong
Kong suddenly had to acquire English rather
quickly, their English would be modified by
linguistic structures of Chinese analogies
with Chinese grammar, syntax, phonology,
and lexical translations. In some cases, the
English might be simplified: in other cases it
might just be made different; then it would
have become a pidgin language but with a lot
of structural influences of Chinese. But if
China were to disappear and just Hong Kong
to survive, people would forget Chinese and the
children of the people who spoke Chinese
natively but who had learned pidgin English
as a second language would learn just pidgin.
And pidgin world then become what is called
a creole language.

Again, in West Africa the slaves came
speaking African languages and learned pid
gin French. Because the African languages
didn't survive, the second generation knew
natively just this pidgin French which then.
by definition, became the Creole language,
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As the importation of slaves to America
gradually diminished, people speaking Af-
rican languages became rarer and rarer, and
American slaves divided into the small grcup
of fairly sophisticated, well-educated Negroes
and the vast majority of field-hand types.

They spoke primarily a kind of pidgin, but
when it acquired native speakers, it became
by linguistic definition creolized English and
was fairly different from the European lan-
guage to which it was lexically related. It
looked like standard English, and somebody
conducting a dialectic survey by looking at its
lexical items and at its sounds and not at its
grammatical structures might, in fact, classify
it as part of the general dialect system, al-
though in some ways odd.

Grammatically, it was often quite different.
And the early attestations of slave speech,
even in the 1840's, 1850's, and 1860's when
obviously the slaves were already native-born
Americans, illustrate the differences, as do
Gullah and the Charleston citified Gullah
called Geechee today.

Liberian Resettlement Project
The Liberian resettlement project of the

1840's makes it much easier for us to tell
what the linguistics of the American Negro
were like at that time. The program took
many freed and sometimes nonfreed Af-
ricans, and sometimes slaves freed by this
particular process and "repatriated" them.
The quotation marks are needed because of.
ten there was no evidence that these people's
ancestors had come from the Liberian region.
But Liberia was available.

Liberia preserves today in its English situa-
tion what was probably the linguistic profile
of the American Negro in the 1810'5. Essen
flatly two kinds of American Negro were
repatriated. The elitist type American Negro
usually spoki, a fairly standard variety of the
local English where he was raised, for exam-
ple, a fairly educated kind of Georgian Eng
lish. But the dark-skinned fieldhand type
probably spoke something like Gullah or a
very creolized English.

In Liberia today, these two kinds of Eng.
lish exist side by side. "Old Settler" or "Ameri.
coLiberian" English are very much like a
blend of uppermiddleclass, coastal Southern
standard dialects. And Liberian pidgin Eng-
lish is probably a direct descendant of the

lower-class fieldhand pidgin or creole lan
guage imported to Liberia. The two kinds of
English preserve what was probably a lin-
guistic cross section of the American Negro in
the eastern coastal states in the 1840's.

Migration, North and West
The freeing of slaves after the Civil War,

the Reconstruction, and the turmoil as the
North industrialized and the South degenerat-
ed into a plantation area decaying in a world
in which plantations were less important, be.
gan a vast movement, particularly of the
Southern Negro, northward and westward.
Geographic mobility has characterized the Ne
gro from right after the Civil War until the
present time. In comparison, the migration of
the poor southern whites today is trivial.

As the plantation economy spread inland
from the rice plantations to the cotton planta-
tions and Negroes and whites moved from the
coast inland toward the Mississippi Valley,
the English of each changed. We can trace
features of the coastal white dialects inland to
the delta region, so that the white English of
Mississippi and Alabama today is not like the
white English of Georgia and Atlanta. The
same is true with the dialects of the Negroes;
as they got off the lowlands of the Georgia
Carolina coast and went inland and then over
into the Mississippi Valley region, they got
progressively more standard. The Uncle Re-
mus dialect of Joel Chandler Harris repre-
sents actually this stage and is one step more
standard than the pure creole Gullah in John.
son's Negro Myths of the Georgia Coast. Rut
thes, stories basically African Anansi sto
ries, although the spider has turned into a
rabbit are the same in the coastal Gullah
tales as in the inland dialect of Uncle Remus.

Like many early plantation whites, the
Johnson who told the Anansi stories, in later
years a Civil War Army colonel, had 'ken
raised by slaves. Many whites were totally
bilingual in creole slave English. Johnson was
a native speaker of Gullah. A lot of bilingual-
ism was relatively usual beilycen standard
English and pidgin, now statistically minor in
the population but still quite common. Slave
overseers, whether they were white or the
Negro assigned overseers, were bilingual in
local standard English and pidgin English or
creole. The household servants were probably
bilingual, speaking standard English to their
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masters and a creolized English to the field
hands. Even the masters were probab] bilin.
gual the sense that in childhood they used
the two kinds of standard English with their
parents and probably their brothers and sis-
ters, but creole English with the children of
the field hands with whom they mingled free.
ly up until adolescence.

Johnson was one of these cases in his beau.
tiful Gullah. Joel Chandler Harris was in fact
another example. He was raised in inland
Georgia in the cotton plantation area, and his
stories are in this other dialect. These are
both very accurate renditions of the day as
far as we can tell.

if you compare Johnson's Gullah and Har-
ris' inland Georgia dialects, you can see what
happened once the Negro left the coast and
lost contact with West Indian and New Af.
rican influences. The English speech of the
Negroes who left the coastal area shows a
transition from the Gul lah to the Uncle Re-
mus type dialect. Then the Uncle Remus type
dialect again fades off into the Mississippi
Valley dialect. This was all before the Civil
War.

The Freedom Train and its trickle of ndgra-
tion north, although statistically it didn't
amount to much, established channels of nii
gration which then were later fed by large
numbers of people. This pattern is character-
istic of migrations. One or two persons trickle
into an area, Place X, and settle. Eventually,
their relatives move there. Then lots of other
people have cousins, aunts, uncles, brothers,
and sisters in Mace X; so they move there
and You get a sudden wave of migration.

1 he Freedom Trains had established chan
nels of migration that Negroes started using.
The stop-off points have left traces today. In
Bloomington, Indiana, Negroes are, in some
ways, well integrated into the white communi-
ty. I found no case, for example, of a Negro
household living next door to another Negro
household. But the small towns were just a
jump-off place on the way northward into
Indianapolis and Chicago and other places.

By the early 1900's Chicago had a very
well-established and sizable Negro communi
ty, as did New York, as did Washington,
O.C., as did Baltimore (although Baltimore
had always had one for other reasons), as did
many of the Northern cities. And then in later
waves, people went to the West Coast; and
today Oakland. California, and Los Angeles

on the 7'est Coast have large Negro commu
nities.

As these people moved, they took their
dialects with them, whether it was the creole
English that still survives along the coast or
the inland Mississippi Valley type well on the
way toward standard English but with bits
and pieces of the creolisms left in it, or
whether it was the fairly standard English of
educated Negroes or the very nonstandard
English of uneducated Negroes. In Boston,
New York City, and Philadelphia there had
been very early Negro communities made up,
as far as we can tell, of standard speakers of
the local dialect. whatever it was. These Ne-
gro communities, however, got swamped by
the Southern immigrants and essentially they
disappeared linguistically. For exarr
where the original Negroes lived in, say,
Boston or Philadelphia, was where the immi
grants would go first because of residential
segregation, and, of course, the communities
blended and swamped the dialect which had
been spoken by very few people.

Washington, D.C., has had a Negro com
muniii for some time, which earlier probably
spoke a fairly standard kind of English, not
unlike what was spoken, I suspect, in Alexan-
dria or in the old white settlement in Anacos
tia. The tremendous wale of migration of
Negroes from coastal Virginia, from North
Carolina, South Carolina, and to some extent
Georgia, with sprinklings from the Mississippi
Valley, has swamped the earlier English. And
you can see families that are in transition,
that have fairly' standardspeaking parents
and radically nonstandardspeaking children
because the children associate with other chi'.
dren.

Dialect Blending
Today, Negro communities in many of the

large cities represent a range of dialect behav
ior. The result is that the earlier dichotomy
between the sophisticated, standardspeaking
Negro and the lowerclass, uneducated Negro
is now disappearing, is dying out. A lot of
dialect blending is taking place and since the
nonstandardspeaking poor migrants cooling
north outnumber standard speakers in Negro
communities, the standard kinds of English
in the Negro communities tend to Ix'
swamped by the nonstandard kinds.

Essentially, there's a range of speech
(-speech" rather than "dialect- becausc
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there's really no one dialect that's spoken);
there's a range of linguistic behavior and
styles and tippr9ximations toward and away
from standard English. Many are able to
switch, though not through the whole spec
trum of linguistic behavior, at least across a
series of contiguous dialects of three or foot-
markedly different levels of approximation
toward or away from standard English. The
linguistic repertoire of members of a Negro
community is a hooking together in overlap.
ping circles where shared features connect the
whole community in some ways. The ethnicity
which lumps all of them together in the same
boat causes, for example, the children often to
end ..4) speaking more like the poor immi
grants than like their own parents, although
the converse is in some individual cases also
true.

Nevertheless, this common origin this
eastermsoutheastem seaboard origin resulted
in the concurrent social isolation of the Negro
from the world of the white. The Negro v.as
always put in a special category. He was
always treated differently, always given a
special residential area, always given a special,
very circumscribed range of opportunities
with special limits on formal education, and
so forth. Because of this, dialect maintenance
occurred to much more of a degree than was
characteristic of whites,

Social Isolation and Dialect Maintenance
For example, if you examine the western

coast and the poor white migration westward
by the Okies and Arkies, who move) on to
California, for instance, you will find that
among their descendants dialect differences
disappeared in one generation because these
people were integrated into the total commu.
nity and the children had the same opportuni
ties as other white children did in California.
Consequently, the dialect differcnc-s disap
peared. Negroes started moving into the Oak
land and 1.05 Angeles areas in the early
I900's. But in the Oakland, Los Angeles, and
San Frencisco areas, and melt of Watts, we
see the maintenance of various southern dia
lects over a long period of lime where inigra
Lion actually predates that of the Okics and
Atkies, who Caine primarily in the twenties
and early thirties.

Because of this dialect maintenance, an
interesting number of features are shared in
the more nonstandard varieties of speech that

one can hear in Negro communities today
throughout the United States, And some of
these are attested in the early slave pidgin
and creole and exist today in some kinds of
West African pidgin EnglishLiberian, for ex.
ample. One recurrent linguistic feature is the
lack of a copula, as in He a boy. Another is a
nonpossessive marker, where apposition is
used for possession with a certain number of
stress patterns, For ,example, bfe massa dog
occurs in very early slave speech fer My
master's dog, and Uncle Remus dialect has
My massa dawg. You will find today in many
nonstandard kinds of English in Negro com-
munities throughout the United States The
man dog for The man's dot; and so on.

There are many of these kinds of structural
features, particularly in verbal morphology,
syntactic structure, etc. Although phonology
is a little harder to trace, some definite phon-
ological features seem to be preserved
through the extension of these Southern Ne
gro dialects into the North, although I think
it wrong to say generally that Negro dialects
in the North represent only unique Southern
features. The dialect atlas of the historically
typical speech of a given region was devel-
oped on the basis of white speech, unfortun
ately.

If you're a dialect geographer and you're
moving into the South, into a community to
do an atlas questionnaire, you pick the person
who's lived there the longest. Who's this per
son usually? A white person, a little old lady
sitting on a chair on a perch smoking a pipe.
If there was a Negro barn there at the same
time that the little old lady was, he has
probably gone to ill'cago or Oakland or New
York or Washington.

As a result, if you look at the linguistic
materials in the ,4prerircri Hiram ,4tlas and
knew anything about the way the Negro dia
frets in the South behave, you would think
the Negro didn't exist. Some features just
don't tut n up in inventories of the Dialect
Atlas that would have to if the Negroes had
been looked at at all One is the clear [1)
formed "% the .piddle of the tongue up in
the cen . u` the mouth rather than down.
Another feature is the replacing of the bilabi-
al voiced and voiceless aspirants between
vowels byltland [f) bearer and nailing feir
brother and nothing which doesn't occur
in while speech at all but is very (oinnien in
alinast all the kids we deal with in Washing

JO
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ton, D.C., and most or the kids I've heard in
New York and in Oakland, Watts, and all the
Negro community sections. So the inadvertent
bias against the Negro in the Dialect Atlas
material means he got the same treatment
he's gotten in history and in all historical and
social studies set up within the United States
-- he got left out.

Social Isolation and Special Features

But if one has looked at features, he finds
some unique ones in Negro dialects that are
not normally shared by whites. -- although
they can be. One thing you must understand
is that where unique features exist in the
speech of Negroes, they have nothing to do
with physiology. They only have to do. with
social behavior, which is learned from other
people in the case of Negroes from other
Negroes, because primarily Negroes associate
with other Negroes as the American social
pattern works. Negroes constitute a social
group which is contained. Look, for example,
at residential containment. It has produced
social cohesion but it has the Negroes and
whites work together, go to school together,
yet when the bell rings, all go home into their
own social group. Preservation of speech pat
terns is not physiological; it is social. A nice
example is the occasional Negro who is, let's
say, the only Negro in the h:te community
and who talks just like the whites around
him.

Other kinds of unique social behavior fea
tures involve Negroes. Some of the postural
things are African survivals for example,
bending and laughing, and sometimes cover
ing the mouth and turning the head in laugh.
ter. Averting the eyes, looking at an eye toel
lower and to the side of somebody to show
deference is another postural trait. Saying
"yes" with eyes raised, very common among
Negroes but practically nonexistent among
whites also may be an Aft ican survival. Some
of these are probably ont.of-awareness behav-
ior. People learn them socially without realiz
ing they're learning them just as they are
likely to learn structure of their language
without realizing they're learning it. Some
just may be unique behaxior that people de-
veloped. They change and social behavior
changes, and in a group that's been isolated
socially, they develop new norms which don't
represent anything they had historically, and
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which also don't represent other groups. Eu
ropean Jewry is a good example. Also isolated
in the ghettos, the European Jewry' in the
Middle Ages innovated. The rirropean Jew in
the Middle Ages was not at ell like the Jew
who migrated out of Palestiae. He wasn't
entirely like the surrounding Slays or Ger
manic peoples. He innovated and he dere!.
oped new kinds of social norms. The Negroes
have done much of the same thing.

One interesting innovation within the Ne-
gro culture is ethnic slang, often confused
with dialect.

Consider the following two groups of sen
knees:

SI. She's a phat chick.
St. She's a pretty girl.
D. She a pretty girl.
SI. He didn't dig his vines.
St. He didn't like his clothes.
D. He air' like he clothes.
The sentences marked St are in ethnic in

group dialect; those marked St are in stand,
and English, and those marked are in
nonstandard dialect.

PI, slang is Howard University slang,
which is as ethnical and as ingraupy as you
can get, and the dialect is from local nonstand-
ard Negro dialect sp3ken by kids across the
street from Howard University.

The slang She's a phat chick for She's a
pretty girl is standardized slang. She's a pret
ly girl is local, not standardized, in Washing-
ton and recurrent in just about every Negro
community in the United States. Notice that
the difference between the standard and the
slang is strictly lexical substitution phat
for prrlf y, chick for girl. Notice that the sy ntax
remains the same. Look at the nonstandard
utterances. Lexically, the nonstandard dialect
of these kids in the urban Negro ghettos is as
standard as call be and is a lot more standard
than the rural dialects of people who aren't
considered to be nonstandard speakers. The
vocabulary of these kids is tremendously
standard.

In slang. the sentence Ile didn't like his
clothes becomes Ile didn't dig his tines, and
:n dialect, lk oin' like his clothes. The differ.
ence between the slang and the standard Eng.
lish is the lexical substitution of dig (or Like
and vines for clothes; the difference between
the nonstandard dialect and the standard is
again grammatical. Notice the noneopulatixe
and the nonpossessixe.
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Slang is a deliberate lexical substitution.
Dialect is different linguistic patterns which
the person actually is unaware that he's using
and doesn't recognize as different. This is why
I think that in certain ways people are fool.
ing themselves when they take the approach
that people in the Speech Training Program
at Howard want to take. They want to give
the kid a bag of words to use. He already has
those words. You know, they are really ac
complishing nothing because they're giving
him a bag of what he's already got. He's got
the standard words. No person, as far as I

know, who uses pleat doesn't know the word
pretty. Nobody who uses the word chick
doesn't know the word girl, nobody who uses
the word dig doesn't know the word like, and
nobody who uses the word vine doesn't know
the word clothes. This is deliberate lexical
choke well within the competence and well
within the sophistication of the speaker who
uses slang.

Slang involves deliberate lexical substitu
lion, that is, the manipulation of language
behavior is within the competence and sophis-
tication of the speaker; he knows what he is
doing, and he knows how to do what he
wants to do.

One can use slang in conjunction with
nonstandard dialect grammar and phonology,
but he can also use it with standard grammat-
le structures. Slang varies independently of
grammatical and phonological behavior. As a
student's grammar and phonology become
more and more standard, apparently there's a
desire to innovate, to create an ingroup lan
guage.

When a slang term becomes generally ac-
cepted, when it's taken outside the ingroup
function, then it's quickly dropped by the
ingroup and another term replaces it. For
example, the old word cat (for man) got
adopted by the true jazz musician, but when
the general public adopted it, cat was quickly
dropped.

Sometimes you get a change for something,
it gets generalized, and you get a semantic
shift. Coo/ is a good example of this. Now,
cool has become not an adjective but a noun

thing, shift around in meaning, or they are
dropped and a new term is developed.

Slang is very jealously guarded, very delib
crate, and very carefully manipulated. The
more standard the students' grammar and
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lexicon, the greater tendency they have to use
slang for certain kinds of ingroup communi-
cation, whereas the people who speak radical.
ly nonstandard in grammar and phonology
don't do this as much. Slang is also very
changeable. A slang term today disappears in
its use tomorrow. Grammatical patterns, on
the other hand, endure and exist over many
generations. Two that are characteristic of
nonstandard dialect today the aoncoptila
He a man and the nonmarking morpheme of
possession The lady hat were attested to
in early examples of slave pidgin and Creole
in the 1700s and sonic adaptations of these
that go back to the late 1600's have endured.
Slang as a linguistic phenomenon endures,
but specific slang items change quite quickly
and they are deliberately changed. Slang is
deliberate behavior. Slang is very different
from the grammatical structures of the non
standard dialect. These are outolawareness
and involve different kinds of linguistic strafe.
tures and often different kinds of perceptual
mechanisms. They are not within the range of
the user's manipulation because he isn't for.
mally aware of what it is that he is doing.
What the nonstandard speaker needs is tech.
riques for learning to recognize the nature of
and for acquiring the different kinds of lin
guistic structures which will be necessary,
along with the competence in using them, to
speak standard English. And that's not an
easy job.

A Different Culture
Many features of nonstandard dialect are

recurrent throughout the country in tower.
class Negroes. And by lower class here I

don't just mean poor; I mean a special cub
tural configuration, what the anthropologist
would call a "different" culture. One of the
things that's caused a survival of this kind of
culture, even where it's socially disadvanta
geous insofar as opportunity capabilities of its
carrier are concerned, is the containment pol
icy on the part of the white community to-
ward the Negroes. The lower-class Negro is
certainly in many ways culturally quite dif-
ferent from general middle-class American
society and even from lower-class whites in
the same area. Moynihan was bitterly attack.
ed when he wrote a study of lower-class
Negro family structure pointing out that it
was different; his point was misinterpreted by
people who thought he was saying that it was
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all right because it was different. But his
general point was quite valid that in many
cases there are actually family structural dif-
ferences and that there are kinship differ-
ences.

Social workers white middle-class social
workers who go to a lower-class Negro corn.
munity are often very confused in trying to
find out what people's names are, who lives
with whom, who's the parent of whom, and
so on. When Africans came to the United
States, they assimilated in part the white
culture but not entirety. African social pat-
terns that were brought to the United States
were modified by slavery, were partially con-
formed to white social patterns, but not
entirely. There were innovations and they
survived in this changed form, but they were
not entirely identical to the white norm be-
havior.

There are variations within the white be.
havior. Among descendants of Italian immi-
grants and among descendants of English
immigrants, English stack or Scandinavian
stock, the way of viewing the family is very
different and there is a difference in family
visiting patterns.

The Italians tend to regard as the family
what eye anthropologist and sociologist calls
the "extended" family. This goes through
various kinds of cousins several times re-
moved from the direct, or "nuclear," family.
The English-background descendants often
prefer to limit their family interaction pat-
terns to what is called the "nuclear" family,
that is, the family that lives within the house.
hold and perhaps aunts and uncles. These
attitudes go back to cultural differences in
England and Italy on what the family is.
Each one, perhaps, will define the family in
the same dflmain, but the real interaction
patterns show that they've got two different
concepts of family.

The American Negro who hasn't been too
much in contact with standard American cul-
ture (and here I'm talking about standard
culture as I'm talking about standard dialect)
or too assimilated to it, often has a very
different kind of family structure, and some-
times the kinship and family relationships are
very foreign from any kind of European mod-
el. For example, one thing that I suspect is an
African cultural survival deals with who your
parent is. In Africa, if a child doesn't like his
parents or loses his parents. h has a sort of

right to go to another family and say, "I
want to be your child." Then the child moves
in and this is a quasi-legal kind of adoption
where these people become the parents of that
child and he becomes their child. African
languages have a special name for this kind
of a relationship, different from the word for

father or son, etc. In lower-class American
Negro communities, often the child lives with
somebody who turns out not to be his real
mother or his real aunt. Or he has play
relationships very much like the sort of vol-
untary brother or sister relationships in some
African societies, where two fellows who are
friends become each other's brother, so to
speak. The lower-class Negro community has
a way of technically defining it; children, for
example, often refer to these semi-legal rela-
tions by the "play" prefix. Somebody is your
play-aunt, your play-uncle, your play-brother,
your play.sister. I suspect that these kinship
terms in lower -class Negro culture, mother,
father, brother, sister, aunt, uncle, are false
cognates with a kinship system of standard
American culture where they appear to refer
to the kinds of kinship and family structural
relationships that occur in standard culture;
in fact, they don't refer to these.

Standard and Nonstandard Dialects
When you look at nonstandard dialect, you

can look at it in two ways. You can look at
it, as many people do, as some sort of ran-
dom variation of standard English, grammat-
ical patterns and phonology and so on, or
you can look at it as a coherent, structured,
meaningful system of its own with its own
historical bar kground.

Some transformationalists expect dialects
of the same language to be alike in deep
structure and to lifter only in very low level
phonotadic rules. But if this substandard dia-
lect is a coherent system of its own, in some
ways it becomes difficult to describe the dif
femme(' between this dialect and standard
English in terms of a single deep structure.

let me give yr,' an example. In standard
English, we have one way of indicating a
predicate adjective and that's with a verb of
being, in various forms of person and teti.
In the nonstandard dialect, one way of Fedi.
eating an adjective is with ut the verb fo be.
In nonstandard English you'd Ile busy.
IAil lliere is also mother Vid.s rit iii, ling
an adjective in nonstandual Err lih
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that's with the verb be, as in lie be busy. If
you look from standard English logic at the
situations in which you say Ile busy or He be
busy, this is clearly free variation, But if you
consider the situations in which this sort of
thing occurs and forget about standard Eng-
lish for a minute, the nonstandard dialect has
worked on the basis of a rationale or logic
not found in standard English at all. That is,
the nonstandard speaker, in making his deci
sion about predicate adjectives, has to scan
the real world situation he's describing and
incorporate for the purposes of his grammat-
ical structure information which the standard
speaker doesn't have to.

In dialect, the rule works this way: if it is a
short-term state, an immediate situation, it is
zero predication He busy right now; if it is
a longterm state, habitual action, it is Ile be
busy all the time. A nonstandard speaker in
Washington, I).C., will reject as nongrammat-
ical this has nothing to do with standard
English an utterance like lie busy all the
time, and he will say only Ile be busy all the
time. lie will reject as ungrammatical an
utterance like Ile be busy right now. Now
here is grammatical judgment; here is a rejec-
tion of nongrammatical forms and accept.
ance of grammatical forms quite outside the
realm of wiat standard English does or
doesn't do.

If somebody says to Johnny, "Why doesn't
your uncle come and visit us today?" Because
he limy would be the answer.

"Johnny, why is it that your uncle never
conies to visit us?"Because he be busy.

In standard English we would say Because
he's busy in both cases.

The dialect speaker scans the situation and
he's got something extra to take into account.
He's got to take into account short-term state
and durative longtcrni state and incorporate
it into grammatical structure.

The standard speaker has other things he
has to incorporate into grammatical struc-
ture; for example, he has to incorporate per-
sonnumber accord, lie is busy, I am busy,
You are busy, etc. The nonstandard speaker
has time, too lie been busy as opposed to
lie teas busy, and so on that he incorpo
rates, but the standard speaker has to incor-
porate pure person predication morphopho
nemies into his s)stern. A nonstandard speak-
er doesn't and he has also to scan the real

world situation. It seems to me that since this
involves knowledge about the real world, it
lies at a very deep level of grammatical
structure and, therefore, the nonstandard and
standard can't be described in terms of a
single deep structure if this type of difference
is to he incorporated. Nonstandard dialect
can behave in terms of its own logic, logic
which at times is somewhat foreign to stand-
ard English. Sometimes, however, the overt
form looks like something we think we know
in standard English; in fact, we don't.

Let me give you an example, Two forms in
French are called presentatives: Voici and
voila, historically from the verb role, to see,
and then ici and la, meaning here and there,
have nothing to do with the verb voir in
French today. They are entirely independent
forms, presentatives used to call the attention
of the listener to the existence of something
either near the speaker or remote from the
speaker.

The child nonstandard dialect in Washing.
ton has pre:Rntatives, too. Like the French
presentatives, they historically come from
verbs that could mean other things but don't
any more. To the form There go the book on
the table (There is the book on the table) or
Here go the book (Here is the book) the
standardspeaking teacher might say, "John-
ny, 1 don't see the book going anywhere."
The book is n't going anywhere. There go,
here go are just presentatives which call the
attention of the listener to the existence of
something. The teacher is correct in singling
this out as a deviation from standard English,
but the teacher has to be careful about assess-
ing what the nature of deviation is. A correc
lion like "Johnny, the book isn't going any-
where" is a misevatuation of the nature of the
linguistic event that has just occurred and is a
misevaluation of what's going en in the
child's head and in his linguistic generative
mechanism. Without the sophistication to
evaluate exactly, the teacher must use a great
deal of caution in a ccarection device.

As 1 talk to researchers ir, other communi
ties throughout the country, rrarsive dialect
features in Negro communities become more
and more e%ident. lf, in fact, it turns out that
nonstandard dialects in Negro communities
all over the country are like each other, it
may also turn out that they're different from
the surrounding kinds of white English, stand-
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and or nonstandard, and even from the non
standard English of socioeconomically com-
parable white levels. We have suspected that
the tests developed for testing the verbal skill
of the nonstandard child have really been
biased against him in asauming that his non-
standard dialect is just a minor deviation of
standard Eng lisb.

Substandard Dialects and Testing

A psychologist gave some lower-class Ne-
gro kids from Washington the Peterson pie-
tureword correlation test and noticed that on
verbs they scored quite low. She developed
some theory that they were better on concrete
noun handling than on verb action handling,
and she then developed some ecological
theory about why this is so. By the way, in
digression let me point out that if there's
anything dangerous although it doesn't
sound dangerous if there's anything that's
really dangerous for their own ends, it's the
stress of the social actionist that the differ.
ences between Negroes and whites are purely
ecological. That's very self-satisfying too if
one wants to sort of say, "Well, we're all
alike," but to me there's a builtin danger in
this sort of approach.

The social actionist developed a very elab-
orate theory that the ecology of lowerclass
living had warped the perspective of these
kids and that they were good at concrete
noun thinking but not good at abstract verb
action thinking. How can somebody not be
good at abstract thinking when he can make a
distinction between short-term and long-term
state in adjective construction? Let's look at
this linguistH:ally and see if, in fact, several
things are invoked. First, if the objects and
the actions are culturally unfamiliar to the
individual taking the test, we are testing his
culture and not his psychological perspective.
And, if the thing is culturally familiar to the
person taking the test, he may not call it by
the same name the testers do.

Suppose I have a picture of a man with his
hand on something on a wall and something
down on the bottom says switch or turn.
Washington kids don't snitch or Into a light
off, they rid it on or off. There's no question
of a verb deficiency; They just use a different
verb. Many performance tests that arc given

to socioeconomically disadvantaged kids (be
they lower-class Negroes, be they Mexican-
Americans, be they Alaskan-Indians or any
other kind of Indians in the United States, be
they any other group that you find Cau
casians or Appalachian poor whites, or Okies
and Arkies) many times end up not testing;
end up, really, pointing out that there is a
cultaral difference but calling it a deficiency
of the maids, in the sense that they're tested by
us in terms of consensus culture or standard
culture and standard language and consensus
language. They test the child and he fails.
(Obviously, he's failing something.) The test
works, in fact, as a test of devi ition from
standard culture or standard language.

What these tests don't often succeed at,
however, is bringing out the kinds of things
that they are intended to test. The Peterson
test, for example, didn't test at all the verbal
ability, or verb usage ability, of these slum
kids. To me it seems very important that for
purposes of testing and for purposes of speech
remediation and dialect correction, we have
to develop at least some knowledge of what
the nonstandard dialect we are (baling with is
and what the nonstandard culture we are
dealing with is like, and how these differ from
the standard dialect and culture. We should
then work in terms of these differences.

A lot is said about the lowerclass "loose"
(and this means "not the standard culture
definition of family") family structure among
lower-class Negroes but little about the rather
tight age-grading structures among lower-
class Negro boys where age-grade differences
are extremely important. Go into a lower-
class Negro community, get some boys just
about any age below 19; ask them to list their
friends and then ask them the last names of
their friends. You'll get lots of blanks. Then
ask them the ages of their friends, and they'll
give you the age of every kid in the neighbor.
hood that they have any contact with at all.
Agegrading is an extremely important social
device in lower -class Negro culture. particu-
larly among boys. Dress differences, gram.
inatical hehasior, play pattern, communi-
cation patterns. and norms of politeness and
etiquette all these correlate with age-grad-
ing. lirre's a device of social organization
that doesn't happen to match very closely
anything that strong or that well "rganized in
standard culture; voide look at it.
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Politeness Tags

We must take a good close look at what is
going on with the people that we are trying to
deal with. This is true for lower-class Ne-
groes, for klexicanAmericans or any group
that we want to work with, including Shenan-
doah Valley mountain whites who also have
culture norms of their own. They may not be
so drastically different as lower-class Negro
culturally deprived from the standard, and
they may not be preserved as long after
migration into cities because there isn't as
much containment, but there are cultural dif.
ferences just the same. It's to the teacher's
advantage to see these and know what they
are. Very minor differences sometimes cause
big misunderstandings. One of the frequent
complaints that I bear by whites about Ne
groes is that they're rude. One of the white
culture things that defines politeness is please.
This magic word in middle-class American
white culture is one of its main politeness
tags and one of the first things that parents
who edit child speech deal with. In lower-
class Negro culture this word is quite rare.
These kids are taught this happens with
southern whites, too, so it may be just a

general southern culture thing to say sir to
elders, and slum kids usually say sir to dd.
ers. This doesn't get noticed, but the fact
that they don't say please does get noticed
and they gel a bad mark. If you .start looking
for politeness tags, you find two things. First,
man is used as a politeness tag. Girt' me the
book is much less polite than Man, give me
the book. Second, a slight intonational rise is
also a politeness tag, so that That'll be fifty
cerif?'as a request for payment is not so polite
as That'll be fifty cents/The dialect uses not
the word precise, but an intonational please; it
isn't the morpheme but an intonation. M a
matter of fad, when you tell kids they're not
being polite, often they're confused because
they had a vague idea they were in fact being
polite. And then the white gets judges as
hostile or aggressive when really he just mis-
understands. Why don't we ask, "Now let's
see, there are probably politeness devices in
this culture there are in most cultures
what would they be?" Observing a situation
and seeing how people are polite to each
other is very important. This politeness indi
cator doesn't correspond exactly to standard
English please. Standard English uses the

politeness tag only for a command or a request.
The nonstandard politeness tag can be put
not only in commands or requests but on the
plain statement to soften rt. A West African
pidgin English or creole English called Krio,
spoken in Sierra Leone primarily in the Free-
town area and related historically to Gullah
and the American slave pidgin, has an intona-
tional politeness tag just like this. It is possi
bly a survival from an early North American
slave pidgin politeness tag which was intona.
tional.

Sierra Leone Krio has it and Sierra Leo-
neans know, when they're speaking standard
English, that it corresponds to please because
they know the Englishman says please in his
requests. What they don't know is that it only
corresponds to please in requests and coin-
mands and that it isn't used in anything else.
They put please wherever they've been using
their politeness intonation.

A Sierra Leonean who doesn't know Eng.
lish very well will say "Good morning,
please." "How arc you, please?" "It's a nice
day, please." He just uses please as a direct
structural equivalent of his politeness intona.
lion. The important thing to recognize is that
(here are politeness indicators but that they
are structurally different.

Syntactical Features

Let me show you some of the syntactical
features of these nonstandard dialects. I've
mentioned the noncopula and the nos pos
sessive in This John book for This is John's
book.

The grammatical mechanism of the dialect
for making possession is apposition, so John
and book just get put side by side: This John
book. Mr. Jones gets pot beside book: This
Mr. Jones book. It's a grammatical structure
and not phonological. Deciding what's a

phonological problem cr what's a grammat
icat problem requires a sophistication. Some-
times it is a mixture of both. Often there are
phonological rules, for example, which apply
to grammatical constructions and both are
deviants from standard English. So then it
may be either a grammatical deviation or a
phonological deviation or really both.

One of the ter/ nice things that a teacher
can do to train hlrivelf in approaching people
who are culturally different is to chs.erve h
they are polite functionally within the area of
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linguistics. How do they predicate nouns, ad-
jectives? How do they show possession? How
do they show comparative adjectiv struc-
ture? How do they form their tenses? How
do they modify modally? flow do they quali
fy nouns with adjectives?

These are functional things. How does the
child start an utterance, how does he pause,
what does he do when he pauses as though
he's thinking about something, how does he
ask questions? Question intonation is very
susceptible to misunderstanding because it
can be very different in different dialects. The
question intonation in the Washington non-
standard dialect starts with a high silo and
has a rapid fall. In standard English, a corn-
m n question intonation starts with a low
middle and has a rise at the end. Did you
frud the book? Now, in standard English, the
drop at the end in a question shows a very
abrupt sort of extra surprise or irritation; and
therefore questions by nonstandard speakers
are often very much misunderstood. Employ
ers think a kid is rude or overexcitalde when
he uses an intonation like this not under
standing tlkit in reality it is just a usual
question intonation.

How people pluralize and where and when
is very important. In standard English, for
example, we put plurals on certain things and
not on others, and we generally correlate it
with h many there are. In some varieties of
English arid nonstandard kinds of dialect,
people don't pluralize a noun if they've got
something else already pluralized. They say,
for example, I got four bruvrer for /lee got

four brothers, because /oar already takes care
of the pluralization. But they say It belong to
my brurtcrs (It belongs to my brothers);
nothing shows that it's plural there. They
have a plural marker when there is no count
word like "many" or any of these pluralizing
things co-occurring with a noun. the rules for
pluralii.ation are different; there are a dozen
different ways to pluralize. If there were a
spokesman for nonstandard dialect, he would
ask, "Why do you say the plural of brother
when you've already said four? The dialect
just works differently.

How do they form conditional and if
clauses? One way is with if but another way
involves subjectverb inversion, putting the
pronoun after modals, for example. Are )ou
sure can he go? I don't know did he do it is
very common in dialect,

Contrastive Studies

What you can do is &whip your own little
contrastive studies where you plot out how
standard English does it and bow the dialect
does it, and then you can teach on the basis
f those differences and tell the kids about the

differences. They'll be fascinated, I assure
you. Eve had great success teaching kids
about the nature of their own dialect. I got a
great glow of recognition from them when I
explained the parallel between the use of their
y'all as opposed to you and the French vous
as opposed to fu: your is plural and polite to
a single person, y'all is plural and polite to a
single person; fu is familiar and used only to
a singie person, and the same is true with
you And never have I heard a French teacher
make use in the Washington City French
classes of this fascinating correlation between
the local dialect and standard French.

Sometimes teachers find it useful to use the
dialect, to hold the dialect form in some areas
to progress in ether area where they want
the child to concentrate his problem-solving
activities.

This system works because one of the first
problems in learning to read is learning what
we call phonernegrapheme-motpheme corre-
spondences. The child knows what the sounds
mean but can't always recognize the letters
that represent the sounds that's what his
reading problem is. It's quite a complex prob.
hem he's got to figure out what these
marks on the piece of paper represent in the
way of sounds he knows and particularly
what this whole thing taken together repre-
sents in the way of words thet he knows, One
good way for him to do this is to look at the
whole sentence. He can get a vod idea of
what the not easily recognized words mean
and then he can problemsolve, Ile can tell
generally what the gist of a sentence is if it's
close to his own syntax. If it's not close to Ili.
syntax, then he has to define what it means
and he can't concentrate on the sound [lean-
ing word correspondences. His problem-solv
ing activities are too diffused. If you can
maintain his syntax and let him concentrate
on the word spellings, then he can concen-
trate on the primary problem of what sound,
the letters stand for. lute' on Feu can worry
about the syntax.

This is a technique that yeu can ,ley, h,p
quite easily getting your kids to dictate
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stories to you in their own speech. Take it
down in standard English spelling but pre.
serve rigorously the syntax, grammar, and the
vocabulary, and if the child uses a word in a
way that you think is wrong, put it down
anyway because he probably uses it correctly
from his point of view. You develop his text
and then you will have the children learn to
read from those. Because they meet no unfa-
miliar vocabulary, they can concentrate c.i-
rectly on the thing at hand.

The history of language development in
Western Europe and in the Arab countries
shows that in spite of all the descriptions of
Latin and classical Arabic that were written,
vernaculars and dialects replaced them both.
Describing a linguistic system does nothing to
preserve it if other social linguistic dynamics
are not aimed at preserving it. If a linguistic
system is destined to die out, it's going to die
'-ut in spite of your descriptions; and if it
isn't going to die, it is going to survive in
spite of your not describing it. As a result I
see nothing dangerous in talking about the
nature of nonstandard dialect to kids that use
nonstandard dialect. On the contrary, 1 gain
an understanding that they have a system in
which they know how to think and express
themselves.

Be very careful in teaching standard Eng-
lish structure, even to a child. Some things
you can point out to children and get an
immediate response. When you do, drill on it;
then later on do pattern practice and anything
else that helps. A child may deny that he does
some of these things formally; he may say,
"Well, I don't do this. My brother does, but I
don't do this." Let him deny he doesn't do it
because. people often aren't aware of what
they do and don't do.

Be careful in evaluating the child who
sometimes communicates and sometimes
doesn't communicate. What he does is often a
matter of social situation and social structure
relationships between him and the person
who's communicating with him as well as of
his own language capability. A very talkative
kid can be very silent in an Jrfamiliar situa-
tion or in a situation in which age-grading
instructions are taking place A lot of kids are
silent in a classroom because of two situa
tions. One is that there is no culturally anal-
ogous situation to the classroom in their own
I eal culture so the classroom is a really
foreign situation. The other is that children

often don't talk to adult teachers because they
are adults, and in towerdass Negro culture,
communication patterns are different not only
in dialect but also in who talks to whom and
who talks back and why. For example, I have
seen mothers actually work through an inter-
mediary, the older sibling, to get at younger
kids; the pattern is that strict. In Negro
families the mother talks a lot, but often the
child doesn't talk back. If he does, it is with a
limited kind of utterance or through the sib.
ling intermediary, And I've seen this survive
right into middle-class Negro families where
we see all sorts of chores agegraded. In other
words, if you can't understand why these kids
aren't saying anything, try to find out wheth-
er the situation is foreign to them. These are
things you look at: If kids are quiet, are they
quiet because they really are verbally disflu
ent or are they quiet because there's some-
thing different about the social structure?

It seems to me one of the best ways to
change people culturally is by understanding
the nature of what it is that they are doing
now and what it is that you want them to end
up doing or wa,it them to at least have the
ability to do. It is important not to force a
change on anybody; just make it possible-for
them to make the change. A lot of debate is
going on about whether we should stamp out
nonstandard dialect or whether we should
preserve it.

Suppose you are teaching Spanish. Your
job is to make him fluent in the use of
Spanish when he wants to use it. Where he
uses English and S;anish outside of the class.
room is his concern. Why not do that with
standard English? What you want to do is to
give to the child skill in the use of standard
English. The English teacher's job is to im
part skill in the ,Ise of standard EngiA to
the child so that when and where he needs it,
or wh:41 and where society suddenly tells him,
"Look, you've got to use it," he can have
recourse to this skill. This decision has to be
made about language and about other kinds
of cultural phenomena. If the child wants to
use bluffing behavior in establishing social
rapport with other boys, that's his business.
But we need to teach him standard norms of
politeness for when he gets jobs and when he
interacts with people outside his own social
group. This point of y icw works for culture as
well as it works for language, which is also
Fut of came.



Linguistics and Reading
Alarm over the fact that many children in Phila-
delphiaas in all big cities were not achieving de
sirable success in reading prompted Mrs. Wilson to
re-examine her school system's reading materials.
This began her interest in linguistics and, with the
help of several outstanding authorities in the field,
she employed linguistic principles in setting up a new
program for the teaching of reading. Not only are the
children now reading better, Mrs. Wilson states, they
are also writing better.

ROSEMARY G. WILSON

Unhappily, in the big cities we are not
achieving the kinds of success with reading
with all of our children from elementary
school through high school that we would
like. The degree of retardation is almost ap-
palling in certain situations in our own cities.
Therefore, I felt that we couldn't he compla
cent about what was going on and we had to
decide whether any changes to be made
should be in favor of a new approach.

It did seem to me that one thing we had to
look at critically was What methods are we
using to teach children? Was it true that all
young children kat n to read successfully
using only one approach through a basal
reader? Undoubtedly, many children had
learned to read 1-cry well but what about this
big group that didn't seem to be catching on
using these particular techniques? I decided
that perhaps the one thing that we ought to
look at very carefully was what maierials we
were using and whether there were certain
materials that are better for some children
than for othe.-is at this initial stage.
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That began my interest, actually, in how
we could use some linguistic principles to
teach reading, particularly to young children.

My interest in linguistics lay in the fact
that it represented scholarship in the field of
language. I felt that if I wanted to do some-
thing new and ask teachers to do something
that was different, I had better be on very
firm ground about our source of information.
And, of course, the linguists know our lam
guage. They know how it is structured, they
know how it operates, and it seemed to me
this was a firm basis from which to take off
on anything that was new and different.

Primacy of the Oral Language
The first basic principle that has great

relevance to the field of reading as well es to
the other aspects of the teaching of English is
the linguists' expression of the importance of
oral language and what they call the primacy
of the oral language. It is difficult to dispute
eicir contention that oral language is primary
ssh ri they point out that there are still more
,,ple in the world today that have no writ-

ten I ,nguage than there ate people who have
a IA litten language.

11,e linguist says, It is in the oral lam
guage that meaning lies."
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It's quite apparent that of the children who
are severely retarded in reading, the clinic.
type cases, many are very, very good in their
oral communication. They not only express
themselves well but '..nderstand cet,te well
what is said to them on au adult level. And
some a them can do this on a vety hign lev,1
of material when their actual reading level
itself may be kck at second. or thirdreader
level, but adult raverial can be read to them
and !hey have no problem at all if it is in the
oral area. So, there is something very impor
tant about the fact that the meaning lies in
the oral language.

As flr as reading and structure in reading
romeriAls is concerned, this oral language is
basic. To have the greatest success with a
retarded reader, may those words which are
already in his language should be used. Then
no con,Apt development is necessary. This is
the problem Presented by many basal reading
materials to children from very poor edviron
ments. Many of those words that appear in
the pre.primers and primers are simply not in
the oral language of our children. They've
never had those experiences; they've never
seen those particular types of toys. They can't
identify a scoubr because they have never
seen one before, they've never used it, they
have no label for that particular thing. To
eliminate one possibility of failure in early
reading, words that are in the oral language
of the children should be put into the begin-
ning of those stories. Then there is no prob.
len' of concept development. This process
frees the child to concentrate on a very few
basic things at the beginning level and it
seems to be working.

Alphabetic Nature of
The English Language

I'd like to go on to the second idea which
linguists have given to us which is of great
importance in the teaching of reading and
that is the alphabetic nature of the English
language.

There is a meat deal of research on the fact
that children who are taught the letters of the
alphabet and how to discriminate between
one letter and another at an eerly stage are
farther ahead in reading no matter what
the approach may be -- than children who
are not. It's interesting to me that all chil

dren, no matter their background, need this
kind of di rec. teaching.

One authority has said that truing to teach
reading without teaching the letters of the
alphabet is rather like trying t.) teach arith
metic without teaching the Arabic nom. rah:.

In Western European cultures there are
some highly phonetic languages in the sense
that their writing systems have a symbol for
every word in the language.

If a language has complete consistency of
phonemegrapheme relationsltips, a chili can
learn to read rather easily because he hes no
decisions to make. But when a language has
certain letters representing as many as 9 or
10 different phonemes, which is the cs'c with
English, then not in the spoken language but
in the written language do children in many
words have a decision to make. This, of
course, is why linguists are so opposed, I

think, to the basic premise of phonics, which
is the atteching of a sound to on individual
letter. It would chill the blood of any linguist
to think that a sound can be attached to a
letter. It's the reverse that they're interested
in. 1. a child is asked to give the sound of the
letter a he might reply, "Which of nine or ten
sounds of a wauld you like?" In other words,
there is no such thing as the sound of a because
it's It the context of a word that it
has a sound value that it represents in that
particular word. So this is one basic differ-
ence between a phonic approach and a lin
guistic one; the words are always presented
as whole crds as close to their usual pro-
nunciation as we can get them.

Ile next thing to keep in mind is to think
about the alphabet and the particular letters
which present the greatest reading problem.
The linguists have told us that 13 of the
consonants of our alphat have great consist.
ency as far as the sound:, which they repre
sent. It seems to me that it's important for
teachers to know that the consonants do not
present the real reading problem in our writ.
ten Liguage. But they dwell cn the conso
nants at tremendous length. They are follow.
ing the manuals of the basal series, for those
begin with consonants as the beginning
sound. They never seem to get beyond the
beginning consonant in it word analysis.

It's quite obvious ti a the vowel letters of
the language are the ones that present the
reading problems because they do stand in
the context of the words for so many different
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phonemes. They take up the slack on these
sounds versus 26 letters. And yet, in one
basal series the teacher 13 not told to do
anything about vco.el analysis and word at.
tack until Reader 2-1, not ere second pre.
primer but Reader 2.1!

This is a very long time to wait to tell
children what to do about analyzing the vow-
els in our language because every word has at
least one vowel and some of the very horrible
ones have several vowels. The really bad ones
have the vowel clusters, as the linguist calls
them, where two vowels coming together pre-
sent a really great reading difficulty to the
children.

Spelling System of English

The question is whether or not all of this is
a hopeless situation. Here I feel linguistics
has offered us a tremendous amount of help
through the analysis of the spelling sistem of
English. This is the basis of Fries' work. In
fact, Ps approach is often called a "spelling
pattern approach." It recognizes immediately
the importance of having children learn same-
thing about the vowels and how to attack
words on the basis of analyzing the ey in
which those vowels are used in certain spell-
ings.

The linguists have said, particularly Henry
Lee Smith, that 85 percent of the words in the
English language are regularly spelled but,
unfortunately, the 15 percent that are irregu.
larly spelled are used about 85 percent of the
time. All the linguists, beginning with Bloom.
field, have by their analysis of the words in
our language in their written form er) clear.
ly explained what the spelling pat r ns of our
language are. And Fries has divided the
words G. the language into three major spell.
irg patterns and a number of minor ones, The
highly irregular words that don't form pat
terns are few in number compared to those
that follow regular spelling patterns. This
would be interesting, I think, in teaching at
any level.

The First Spelling Pattern

There are three spelling patterns on which
our own materials are based. The first one
Fries calls a "major spellit g pattern" because
more words follow this pattern than any other
pattern in the language. This is the consonant.
vowel-consonant pattern, traditionally called
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the short owe), occurring in such words as
pin, pet, and cat. This not only forms a base
f.r the three.letter words which we begin to
teach little children to read but, if those
wards are extended with consonants on either
side, gives quite lengthy words without get-
ting out of the first spelling pattern for short
vowels. One of the longest words still in the
first spelling pattern is the word twelfth,
where there are a number of consonants on
either side of the short vowel. With younger
children, of course, we do not get into exten-
sions of words that rapidly.

This first major spelling pattern, then,
presented to children in the beginning read-
ers. We attack the vowels immediately but we
do it by always giving children words which
are consistently pronounced and spelled. We
do not ask them to cope with vowels in all
kinds of values right at the beginning. The
idea is to give them security in reading; then we
gradually begin to feed in a lot of the irregu
larly spelled words. For example, we might
have a little sentence as this in a pre-primer:
"Come to me." Here we have an o in a rather
unusual representation of a phoneme, an u
that represents a quite different phoneme
from the usual one, and a "long e" in me, in
what makes a small pattern of words. We
can't very well teach word attack at the early
levels when so many different varieties of
vowels are presented very quickly to the boys
and girls. So what we have evolved following
Fries' patterns is that in our first reader we
give the children only words having the medi-
al vowel of a in the value that we traditional.
ly call a short vowel. The idea is that in the
presentation of these patterns the children
will get great security in reading itself. They
are also dealing with words which are perfect.
ly regular on phoneme-grapheme correspon
dence, such as the word cat. This has a one.
to-one correspondence, three phonemes and
three letters.

The only way in which we could get some
of the irregularly spelled wards in our mate.
rids was to put in a few highfrequency struc-
ture words in order to get another linguistic
principle into play, which is normal sentence
patterns. But normal sentence patterns don't
develop without parts of the verb "to be" and
some prepositions and pronouns, and on.
Our first sentence is a very simple one "Nat
is a eat." Nat is the name of the ca, in our
series.
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The Second Spelling Pattern
What Fries has designated as the second

major spelling pattern of the language is
those words that pattern on a silent e, which
in English has a value in the lengthening of
the preceding vowel. Once the children have
learned to read with fluency in the first pat-
tarn, they are introduced to this second pat-
tern which will give them hundreds of addi.
tional words, this introduction completely by
contrast with the first spelling pattern. When
they can read with accuracy such a word as
cap, in the second spelling pattern the chil-
dren see cape. And in this kind of approach
the entire word should always be presented to
the child. Ask them to read it. The contrast
practically teaches itself. Use mat and mate
as an example and the children will want to
tell what this word mate is. They can almost
read it without ever having seen it before,
which is true of many word, as they are read
in context. This goes very rapidly acid this
second spelling pattern almost does not have
to be taught by the time the groundwork has
been laid with the first.

The Third Spelling Pattern

The thin", major spelling pattern is, to me,
the great clue m far as retarded readers are
concerned. It is the pattern which presents the
greatest reading problem: the vowel cluster,
the two vowels which represent one phoneme.
Words r:ontaining the clusters, however, do
make smaller patterns and this is the way
they are presented to the children the ea'tt,
the ei's, the ie's, the words which don't yield
to phonetic analysis. There's no way that
you can take a word like read and by separat-
ing the e and a and giving them separate
sounds come up with read. It doesn't work
that way in English. It's the spelling conven-
tion which children have to recognize as such,
and not necessarily consciously. Now, this is
the first, real opening wedge that I have had
in all the years I've worked with retarded
readers and teachers of retarded readers that
will give children raw real help in how to
handle vowel duller and vowel digraph
words. As I have s icr, phonics doesn't help
on this but linguistics does: the linguist has
worked out these patterns. There is the ea in
the spread.thread.read pattern and there is
the ea in seat and mean, and so on, wh -re it
has another value. And by bringing in con-

text, the child can almost always, if he only
has two possibilities, know what that word
should be, what it really is in th?t particular
Sentence.

Minor Spelling Patterns
Fries also introduces a number of what he

calls "the minor spelling patterns," and cer-
tain words that he calls once-ers which don't
pattern at all. These are certain irregularly
spelled words. The word of for example. he
calls a oneeer since there isn't any other
spelling that approximates it. There are many
once.ers and sotr have a very high frequency
of use but they usually present no difficnIty.

Minimum Contrasts
Toere arc two important points that I'd like

to make. One is that the way in which the
children recognize different words is entirely
based on what Fries calls the principle of
minimum contrasts. In other words, the mini
mum contrast is having two words in which
only one letter is different. And his theory is
that children learn to read well not by seeing
hcw words are alike but by seeing how one
word IE different from another word. So that
when we present the first pattern that we had,
the at matrix, we present two words such as
cat and fat. With these first two words,
whether the child is a retarded reader or not,
the contrast has to start, this habit of looking
for contrast is basic to the approach.

The Linguist's View
Of Reading and Pictures

Too many children think that reading is
somehow tied up with toiling at pictures and
guessing what words are uni;erneath. And
then they say that they can read: they can
read correctly something they've memorized
under a picture, but when asked to turn to
another page and read another sentence there,
they will repeat the same ,entence. They are
not really into the reading preoess, They've
got entirely the wronp, idea of whet reading
is, that is, looking at Ihe printed word itself
and then getting it back into oral language.
But there are children who learn despite these
pictures. I guess, more than anything, this
pk,;at can be illustrated by a very little boy
whom I asked if he warned to read to me, an
academic question for him, lie said he would
read from the preprimer. lie opened to the
first page which was a double picture spread,
the usual suburban house. Down in the corner
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was the word home. So 1 said to him,
"Wcuid you read that word for me?" 1 don't
know whether he even looked at the word,
but he immediately said, "House." I said.
"What else can you read?" So he went to
another picture of a huge red ban, and down
in the corner was the word farm. 1 know he
didn't look at it this time. I said, "What is
that word?" And he said, "Barn." Now this
really make.? me heartsick because here is a
child at the end of first grade who already is
entirely mistaken about what reading is.
doesn't know what it is to read. He looks at
the picture. He says what he thinks that
picture represents. He never looked at the
word which is the reading part of the whale
business.

Linguistic readers have 110 pictures at all
and this is the basic linguistic principle that
I'd like to emphasize now. Looking at pic-
tures has nothing to do with learning to read.

What we do in Philadelphia is to have the
children draw their own pictures for these
readers and we have gotten some very nice
creative artwork after the children read the
story. And we can d, this also in upper
levels. What we do is 'ay, "Now that you've
read the story to yourself, draw a picture but
you've got to put in that picture everything
you read about in the story." So, if Dad and
Dan and Nat are in the story, we want to see
Dad, Dan, and Nat doing whatever they were
doing in the story. 'Chia is a wonderful corn-
preheasion check .3 well as an encourage.
ment of creativity.

Reading for Meaning
Some critics, who I think really haven't

gone into what is behind the struduring of
materials such as this, say that linguists
aren't interested in reading for meaning. I
don't know how much teading for meaning
we do in preprimers, but, in any event, the
linguist could not be mz.re interested. Fries
says very definitely that there is meaning in a
word, and that there iv more meaning in that
word in the context of a sentence. The real
meaning howcv comes with a sequence of
sentences actually one adding to another
idea. In our beginning stories, simple though
they are, we have e rr r fence of ideas. We
have as our first sentence, Nat is a cat, which
is a statement of fact in a normal sentence
pattern. Next in sequence is A'at is fat, which
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adds something to the picture, and the final
sentence is Nat is a fat cat, which brings
together the first two sentences into a se-
quence. We get into more complicated ones,
something which is not true of other reading
materials.

Stages in Reading

Something else about linguistics and read.
ing appealed to me. Fries talks about the first
stage of the reading process as being the
"transfer stage," the stage at which the child
is actually transferring his oral language into
the written language or vice versa. It's a
question of what he knows in his oral lan.
guage, recognizing it in written language, and
being able to read it as easily as he speaks it,
which, of coarse, is our goal as teP.ehers of
reading. This transfer stage can go on for
quite a while or it can be very Lief because it
goes into the second stage, which Fries de.
scribes as "the stage of prodi dive reading,"
a very happy term, I ti ink. This is what we're
aiming for; produ ;the reading. I think it's an
alhenownpassing term. A child can read pro.
ductively for information; he can read pro.
ductively for enjoyment, for appreciation.
And it's what we hope our children, all of
them, will be able to do.

11 he third stage which, unhappily, many of
our children never reach is the stage of vivid,
imaginative realization, the high level reading
that we are aiming for, critical reading of all
kinds, th3 level at which we hope the children
will function. The tragedy about retardation
in reading is that we have many children in
the secondary schools who are in the transfer
stage. They are not reading productively in
any sense of the word, No one can read
productively until he has the mechanics of
reading under control. A child who is not
able to apply word attack skills will be sty.
mied on so many words that he will remain
in the first stage. But if a child is reading
well and with understanding, he is reading
productively, even at a very immature level as
far as subject matter is concerned. But a
rather slow progression M the beginning
seems to pay off in the end, as far as I ran
tell, because I thing sometimes in other sys
terns, the children are expected to do too
much too non. They are expected to be high
level readers before they've even found out
what reading is. That's why we get some of
our retarded readers.
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Writing Aspects of a
Reading Program

Talking about the writing aspect of such a
reading program will give secondary teachers
some concept of what can be done in creative
writing with children if a linguistic base is
used,

We begin the creative writing and we
can do this with secondary students as well
in a very simple way by the use of the
beginning pattern. One day, with a class of
children from varied ethnic and racial back-
grounds, I scrambled the firs' sentence in the
reader and made it read, Arai cat a is. I asked
the children to read it to make sure that they
could read every word, I asked, "Does this
make sense to you?" I've had no class, I
don't care how immature, where the children
did not say, "No, it doesn't make any sense at
all." Nor did this particular group of chil-
dren, whose many problems make us think of
them as practically unteachable for the first
year, believe it made sense.

Then I asked, "Now, suppose you take
those words and you put them in the order
that you think will make sense."

The first response I got was, "A cat is
Nat," which almost floored me. Of course this
is a perfectly good English sentence.

I said, "Fine. Who can give me another
arrangement of the words?"

The next child said, "Is ro rt a cat." And
again, I said, "Wonderful." We didn't get the
simple, straightforward "Nat is a cat" until
the third lime. But out of this little group of
words we got three arrangements which do
make sense in English.

It is very interesting to linguists that these
chAren who we think are so culturally and
linguistically deprived have, as the linguists
say, "internalized the structure of their Ian.
guage." Nobody's ever told these children
that word order is important in the English
language; they know one order doesn't make
sense, but that if they turn these wcrds
around, it will make a lot of c9ise. We use
this technique of the scrembled sentence con-
stantly with the children and they become
very expert. They love doing it and they can
scramble sentences for the other children.

With the very beginning of writing, the
teacher starts the children on sentences. The
teacher prints in blue, Dad taps, for example.
Then each child finishes the sentence. I have

suggested to my junior high teachers that they
give these children wh' are, shall we say,
reluctant writers, a start at this early level
and finish one sentence for them, such as Dad
taps the tin can. Then a child might say
something entirely different, using the words
that he's had from his readers. The tin lid,
the teacher wrote in one class, and the child
wrote is big after it. And then, Dan ran to
and another child wrote Dad. Dad wins was
finished by a pin for Dan. This is from a
story the child had read. He's using the mate.
rial of the story at the beginning. Very soon
they won't need any start, but I think it
would be very good to pull junior high school
students into writing by supplying something
and letting them finish it in different ways
which, believe me, they will do at the junior
high level.

Very often at the early stages, after they've
had a spelling pattern. we give the children
the pattern and say, "See how many words of
this pattern you can use in a story." Some
results are rather interesting. One rather
bright little boy took the ink pattern and
wrote:

"Dad has a pink ink can. He cannot open
the can, so Dad goes to the sink. He opens
the can. Mother goes to the kitchen with her
mink to get a drink. Mother said, 'What
stinks? I think the ink stinks.' "

We encourage humor, and the children roll
on the floor at these stories. They do like to
read what other children have written.

As an English teacher at various school
levels m've been amazed at the complexity of
the sentences written by these younger chit-
drcn, which is greater than I've found in
sentences from children as high as the tenth
grade. In a first grade siltation in one of the
poorer neighborhoods, this paper was handed
in by a child. It is called "Fun After School."

"When we come home from school, I do
my homework before 1 go to play with the
boy s."

The teacher, of course, has carefully put in
the comma. We don't think it is necessary at
the first grade to teach this kind of punctua-
tion. Now this child's sentence, even without
the comma, to me 's a remarkable sentence,
an original sentence, and perfectly spelled,
written by a first.grade child who in some
schools might be asked to read such things
as, "Look, look, look." The sophistication of
these children in their ability to handle sen-
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tences is impressive. And, as I'm sure you
realize, there's no relation between what chil-
dren are actually saying and the language
that they are being given to read at the
beginning stages. The complexity of that first.
grader's sentence shows many layers of struc
ture, of different ideas, of subordinate ideas.
We don't usually get such complex sentences
written by our tenth grade students, let alone
our Prstgrade students.

I like to think that because the children
have been reading stories where the sentences
are sequential and not disjointed they write
sequential sentences.

Here is a secondgrade story which I like to
read because everyone generally finds it quite
remarkable as to content and subject matter.
The children were shown a picture and asked
to write. We all use that as a technique right
up through high tchool. This one is called,
"The Baby Wants ills Mother."

"I think the baby is crying because his
mother works every day and he never
gets to see her all day. He only sees his
father. He likes his mother much better.
When she comes home very late at night,
her husband never gets to see her, either.
The parents both work. The parents take
him to neighbors. lie doesn't like it so
that is why he cries every day."
The content makes quite a paper for a

seconcgrade child to write. What this girl's
paper says reveals a reat deal. And we see
very interesting sentence structure in "When
she comes home very late at night," (the
child herself had a comma) "her husband
never gets to see her either,"

There's quite a let of development in this
secondgrade story, and this i the kind of
writing that we can get, that many children
are able to do. We believe that linguistics
helps us teach children to read better, and
therefore they can write better.

Mankind, A Perpetual Word Mill
English possesses a sort of built-in automatic wordmaking device through

which, once a word is in the language, speakers can make related words. Once
we have American, anybody can devise un-American, proAmerican,antiAmerican,
Americanism, Americanize, and Americanization. Such coinages become possible
through a large body of prefixes and suffixes, which can attach freely to almost any
word to produce a new but related meaning.

Obviously the fact that objects need names has something to do with making
language. The English Channel is a name, but, once the name is given, it can give
rise to channel weather, a channel sea; the Panama Canal can lead to the Canal
Zone, and with military personnel to a Canal appointment.

Many other quirks of human minds and society produce words. Just now
Americans are making words out of letters. Ok has become okay; a combination of
nations can be NATO or Nate. We like to fuse words, particularly if they overlap,
motor hotel becoming motel. Sometimes these combinations become ridiculous,
like the tiny grocery store h,,se owners called it a superette. Words like motet
or the more recent boatel are known as blends in this country.
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The material for this structural grammar lesson
is taken from the first three lessons in Chapter 10 of

Mr. Schuster's book.* The subject matter is modi-

fication around a nounthe way words fit around a

noun. It deals with parts of speech in an untraditional

way.

EDGAR H. SCHUSTER

This first lesson is going to have to do with
the way some words cluster around other
words to affect their meaning one way or
another. Let's pretend that this circle I'm
drawing represents all the girls in the world.
Sometimes we want to talk about all the girls
in the world and other times we want to talk
about fewer girls. For example, we might
want to talk only about tall girls. Assuming
that half the girls in the world are tall, let's
cut our circle in half.

So this is one way we could alter the word
girls to narrow down its meaning. (Mr.
Schuster drew a circle, labeling it girls. Then
he bisected it, marking one half tall girls. He
continued to narrow the area, step by step.]

We might end up with some tall, smiling,
brunette Campfire girls uho were talking to
me last night. The meaning keeps getting
more and more narrow until it
becomes quite specific. Now let's think about
how words behave when they're clustered
around a head word like girls. Let's change
the head word to dog. Use dog as the head
word and let me have a word which will
stand either in front of or behind that word

'Mar H. SA-Iiiimet. Creeime, t'ser of SO. IN.,. YOril. l Awe*
Clivii.km, McGee. wr Moo Compaq, 19651

and narrow it down somehow. Now, what
kind of dog?
Child: A big dog.
Mr. Schuster: Big dog is one way of doing it.
How about another word that will tell some-
thing about dog?
C: Spotted.
[Mr. Schuster continued until he had listed
big, spotted, brown, fierce, greyhound, short.
haired, collie, and homeless.]
So far so good. Now, suppose we try for a
very different kind of word or phrase that will
tell you something about dog. Something
that's rather different from any of these
words. I'll tell you what to do to get one of
the other types. Think of a very short 'seri.
tenet with the word dog in it. Have you all
got one?
Child: My dog is pleasant.
Mr. S: Very good. Now we have my dog is
pleasant. Do you see a word telling us some.
thing about dog which is different from other
words we have been using?

nintlertirritiot rise!, by John J. Schreiber of the Beres. of Pal,
tOti0116 d a lope recording; of Mr 5.1,tietrit preetnistion to the Linpuit-
tit %.4.1,op eond,_trd b! the IS thirn-nre City ?AB< She -S.. Alpo 5.
21, I. Me Srli nein' trieino the rovrigh4 on Ail meterial iiroI lee Oi/f11
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rishimore emiterie of Ede, etros.
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C: My.
Mr. S: Exactly. How about another sentence
like that
C: The dog is friendly,
Mr. S: The dog is friendly. Okay. Doesn't the
tell us something, too? The, my, and well
thinic of some others later on. Now, in addi-
tion to having words in front of the head
word, it's also possible to have words telling
you about the head word which go behind it,
even though you don't have a sentence. Can
you think of a word or group of words which
can come behind dog and tell you something
about dog?

How about who belongs to me? Okay? We
could take a whole group of words who-
belongsto-me notice I'm putting hyphens
in here. Why am I putting hyphens in there?
Why do a weird thing like that?
C: For them to run together.
Aft. S: Well, why would I want them togethe:?
C: It's a ck .nplete group.
Mr. S: Right. Sharp. It's a complete group; it
functions as though it were a single word,
don't you agree? Now, how about a simpler
kind of group of words that would modify
dog?
C: My dog is the biggest on tht block.
Mr. S: On the block. I like that -- on-the.
block.
C: Of this kind.
Mr. S: Of-thiskind. Very good [As the
pupils suggested the words, Mr. Schuster list.
ed them in the columns indicated below.]

DOG

the big
my spotted

brown
greyhound homeless
collie fierce

short-haired

whobelongs-to-me
on -the -block

Now, how many different kinds of words
do we have here? Do you see any two words
which are, in your opinion, pretty much the
same kind of word?
C: Spotted and brown.
Mr. S: Spotted and brown. AU rig)-1? Okay.
Lees take out one of them. I'll erase the first
one. Do you see any other words that are like
spotted and brown?
C: Greyhound and collie.
Mr. 3: Greyl,cund and collie. Well, they are
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like each other, right? So we'll erase one of
them greyhound, since it's longer.
Mr. S: Anything else?
C: I think brown and big.
Mr. S: Brown and big, very good. Any more?
(Teacher erases brown.)
C: I think you could take out either the or
my.
Mr. S: The or my, very good. You certainly
can because they're the same kind of words
somehow. [Mr. Schuster worked through the
rest of the list until he had only the following
words left: collie, short-haired, fierce, who-
bel on gs.to.nte, on-the. block, big, the.]

Now here's what I want you to do with a
paper and pencil. I want you to take these
words and arrange them around the word dog
so as to have a good English phrase. Now
just to make sure you give me a 1 hrase and
not a sentence, we'll take your sentence that
ended with is pleasant. Does everybody iin
derstand what I want you to do? Simply
arrange these words around dog in the way
you normally would if you were going to
write a good English sentence. Then complete
your idea by saying is pleasant. Everyone can
change fierce to unfierce. You might say, for
example, dog, collie, shorthaired, unfierce,
who.belongsto-me, ontheblock, big, the, is
pleasant, but you wouldn't because you have
learned a great deal about English grammar;
you have learned a lot by imitation as a
child. Let's see if you agree about the rules
for arranging these words around the word
dog. Go ahead and try. I want you all to have
the same answer or almost the same answer,
[Students worked and Mr. Schuster went
about making an occasional suggestion.]

Now, what word's first on everybody's pa.
per?
C: The.
Mr. S: The. Right. Is that an accident? Why
didn't somebody put the someplace else? Are
you all a bunch of conformists? Everybody
has the first. What do you have in second
position?
C: Big.
Mr. S: What do you have?
C: Big.
Mr. S: Who has something other than big?
Everybody's got big in second position? You
are conformists! All right, what do you have
in third position?
C: Unfierce.
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Mr. S: Unfterce. That's your third word?
Does everybody have unfierce third? You
have short-haired? Nobody's got anything
else, I hope just unfierce and short-haired.
Now, what's next in line? Collie. Collie is
next in, I assume, everybody's version. Next?
Dog. Everybody's got collie and then dog.

How about collie and unfierce dog? Have
you ever heard of collie unfierce dog? Or
collie big dog? Isn't that interesting? Why
shouldn't there be a collie big dog? You got
any feathered bright birds? You could have a
pretty parakeet bird, couldn't you? Could you
have a parakeet pretty bird?

What's the next thing you've got? Every.
one has on- the -block followed by who- belongs
to-me? Then, of course, you complete the
sentence.

Now, one of the major points here is that
it's got to go the way we have it here. There
are some exceptions; but, in general, every.
body has the first and everybody has collie
stuck to dog. It's got to stick to dog. You
can't have any other word in between; not
any of these words, at any rate. Collie must
stick to dog, on -the -block has to follow dog
and that has to be followed by who-belongs
tome. There is a very definite order for most
of these words. We have some disagreement
about which goes first, unfierce or short.
haired. Why?
C: Because they're the same type of word.
Mr. S: Does everyone agree? They're the
same kind of word. We should have etiminat
cc, one of them. Let's take short-haired out.

Now how about big and unfi -rce? That's
an interesting comha- ition, isn't it? Suppose
we took un off fierce We could change ;he
sentence to end with ru ty instead of pleasant.
We can say either the fierce big dog or the
big fierce dog, can't we? We agree they must
be pretty much the same kind of word, and so
1'11 take fierce out. Notice, by the way, that
when you modify a head word like dog, the
single word modifiers tend to precede the
single word, whereas the word-group modal.
ers follow. That's a very natural thing in
English. You find it all the time.

Let's get fierce out of here and in its place
put barking. The big barking collie dog. Do
you all agree with me that barking is another
kind of word?
C: It's a different kind of word because big is

a size and barking is what something does.
C: Barking is a form of verb.
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Mr. S: Barking is a form of a verb that's a
good idea. What else tells you barking is a
different kind of ward from big? I'm thinking
not so much about the meaning now as about
other things; for example, the structure, the
position. Can you change their positions?
Could 1 say the barking big collie dog or
does the big barking collie dog sound more
natural? The last one sounds more natural.
Well, these are just clues, ways of coming to
the conclusion that barking may be a differ.
ent kind of word from big, and I trust we
would all say a different kind of word from
collie.

MI right, now, what I'd like you to do next
is to come up with other words that are like
these. I'd like you to come up with a list of
words that belong in one of these particular
columns. We won't make it a long list, but
let's add at least a few to each column.
C: The could be oar, my.
C: Collie could be terrier or hound.
C: Big could be large.
Mr. 5: How about the barking column?
C: Sleeping, running.
Mr. S: Okay. Let me go back to the first
column for a minute. I'm sort of interested in
that first column. Can you think of other
words that belong in there?
C: An.
Mr. S: Art, very good. (Mr. Schuster contin-
ued to draw out words to make this list.]

the
our
my
an
that
their
this
his
those
these
your
many
several
most
three

big
small
large

barking
sleeping
running

collie dog
terrier
hound

Mr. S: Three. That's good. You've got them
all now. You've got all the different classes of
words that can go in this first column, and
you did it in about five minutes. Congratult
tions.

76
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Each column represents a different kind of
word. You agree that each column differs
from the other. They all can modify a noun.
I'm going to ask you something that you'll
really have to think about. Try to give these
words names. We know there arc different
kinds of words because of the fact that they
fit in different slots, but there's another rea
son why they are different and that is that
they tell us different kinds of things. In fact,
the kinds of things they tell us may be one
way of helping to name them. Who wants to
volunteer a name for any one of the classes of
words you have up here?
C: The large list could be called a physical
description?
Mr. S: I kind of like that descriptives. All
right, let's take that as one possibility.
C: Types for the fourth column.
Mr. S: T) pes. Type or class you could say;
it's the sar le thing.
C: Anothe,. one could be action words.

S: Any other ideas for names for one of
the groups?
C: Well, the second one is adjective.
Mr. S: You could call the second column
adjectives, right.
C: The third one could be verbs.
31r. S: Would you call the words in the
second column verbs?
C: No. Well, sometimes,
Mr. S: Could you say, "1 was mailing down
the street forging my own business?"
C: Aren't verbals formed from verbs?
Mr. S: Verbals are formed from verbs. Do
you want to call this group verbals? Let's
face it You could call these weds anythirg
you please. You could call them smorgasbord
and it wouldn't make any difference as long
as everybody else in the world would agree to
call them smorgasbord with you. But if you
want to call them verbs, that would be great;
if you want to call them verbal!, Ill take
that, too. Nobody's got me a word for the
first column yet.
C: Limiting?
Mr. S: How about limiters? Now you've
given me some ideas for naming these words
and I like a lot of your ideas. I'm not going
to insist on your calling any one of they`
columns any particular thing. But I do think
we should name each column because the
types are so different one from the other.

iThe lists by now have all been given
a heading.]

7

Limiters

the

beseriptives.Adjec:ves

big

three large

Action WordsVerbsVerbals TypesClasses

harking collie

runring hound

In your own grammar study in school, you
may have called all these words adjectives.
There's no harm in that, but do you see what
is wrong with it in terms of this lesson?
C: Each word, even though they may be
called adjectives, has a different effect on the
word dog so that they all can't be classified
actually as king ore same.
Mr. S: if you put them all in the same bunch,
you're obscuring those vital differences
among them and that's the objection I would
have in calling them all adjectives. Now, let's
go on. Let's do something else.

Suppose we wanted to specify where this
big barking collie dog is without using a
stoup modifier like in the yard. Now we've
got his type, we've got what he's doing, we've
got some description on him, and we've got
some limitations on him. I want to add one
more thing. I want you to tell me something
about where he is in one word. Think of one
word that tells where this dog is and also
decide where you would put it in this cluster
of words. I see a dog walking down the lawn.
I want you to give me a word which wilt
describe his position in relation to you.
C: here.
31r. S: Here. That's perfect. How about sorne
thing else?
C: Outside.
Mr. S: Good.
C: Nearby.
Mr. S: Nearby. inside. These are all words
that tell us about the position of the dog
Now, where would they go in our cluster? The
big barking collie dog on the lawn belongs
to me.
C: The big barking colli dog outside.
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Mr. S: You put outside after dog. Can you
think of any other place where you might put
nearby or outside or here? I think the natural
place is the first place you came up with and
that is right after the head word. Now these
are the words that specify position or place.
What else might you call them?
C: They point out where it is.
Mr. S: What do you want to call them
pointers? Pointers wouldn't be good, because
there are too many other things you might
cal! pointers, too.
C: Locators?
Mr. S: Locators, fine. Now you are exercising
your own creativity again, wh;oh is great, Let
me ask you for a moment to remember a
grammatical word you probably have
learned.
C: Adverbs.
Mr. S: Adverbs what are adverbs doing

modifying nouns? Isn't dog a noun? Anyway,
that is a very interesting thought. What are
adverbs doing modifying nouns?

Maybe that kind of word needs a little
working on some other time.

To the workshop members this exhibition
of teaching structural grammar was outsiand-
ing because of the artful questioning that
drew fray. the class itself the materials the
pupils were to use in making generalizations;
the sure development of the concept of pat-
terning, the structuralist's "filling a slot";
and the constant referral to the criterion of
"what sounds right." They were also delight.
ed at how effectively the teacher's enthusiastic
reception of the pupils' suggestions estab-
lished an atmosphere in which ideas could be
generated.
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Linguistic Approaches to the Study of the
American English Language

Phase I of the Baltimore City Public Schools Institute ran for five days a week
(Monday through Friday) 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. from August 8 to August 26 inclusive.
The daily schedule followed this division of time:

9:00.10:30 a.m. Lecture
10:30.11:00 a.m. Coffee, Browsing in Library
11:00-12:00 noon Lecture
12:00- 1:00 p.m. Lunch
1:00. 2:00 p.m. Discussions in Small Groups
2:00. 3:00 p.m. General Session questions to consultant of the day

CHARLTON LAIRD
What Language Is

Theory of language: language process, structure and operation

History of the English Language
Origins and development of language; history and characteristics of the English
language

Semantics
Theory of semantics: precision in use of words: ways in which words affect hu
man behavior

English Grammar
Overview of comparative approaches to English grammar

ROBERT J, DIPIETRO

Structural Approachphonology, morphology, syntax
Theory of structural linguistics: approach and objectives of the structuralist

Transformational Grammar
Theory of transformational linguistics: approach and objectives of the ansfor-
'nationalist

ROGER 'W. SHUN'

Dialectology
Theory, approach, and objectives of the linguistic geographer; relationship to
pronunciation, grammar, and vocabtlary

Usage
Theory of linguistic usage: cultural levels and functional varieties of English,
determining levels of usage

WILLIAM A. STEWART
Linguistics and Speech

Applications to altering nonstandard speech patterns: establishing standards of
usage; altering patterns of language; applying te,hniques of teaching foreign
languages and of teaching English as a secon] language

ROSEMARY WILSON

Linguistics and Reading
Applications of linguistics to the teaching of reading

EDGAR H. SCHUSTER
Linguistics and Writing

Applications of linguistics to the teachingof %irking
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